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Abstract
To exploit the potential of geo citizen science, technological solutions are needed that are
tailored to the requirements of citizens and scientists. To create suitable solutions,
participatory design is a valuable means. While information on techniques for requirementgathering in cooperation with future solution users exists, less knowledge is available
regarding tools for creating solutions together with future solution users. One tool used in a
professional setting is ESRI’s Survey123 for ArcGIS. The suitability of Survey123 for ArcGIS to
implement geo citizen science solutions was evaluated within the citizenMorph project. The
experiences showed that by using Survey123 for ArcGIS most requirements were met, but
citizens faced a number of challenges using the citizenMorph solution developed.
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Introduction and research questions

The rapid advance of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) triggered a shift
from traditional to online participation. The use of geospatial technologies – allowing, e.g., the
public to contribute spatial information – has also received increasing attention. An example
of making broad use of online participation, including geospatial technologies, is citizen
science. Citizen science is the engagement of citizens in scientific processes with the aim of
actively integrating them, their knowledge and commitment into scientific research and, thus,
gaining new scientific knowledge. This can take different forms (Haklay 2013): (i)
crowdsourcing projects (passive generation of data), (ii) contributory projects (citizens’ active
contributions of data based on their own observations), (iii) collaborative projects (actively
contributing data and taking part in project design), and (iv) co-created projects (participating
in project design and implementation). The integration of spatial data into citizen science is
also called geo citizen science (Murray 2018). Contributory web maps can play an important
role in geo citizen science because of their popularity among the public.
To fully exploit the existing potential of (geo) citizen science, technological solutions are
needed that are tailored to the requirements of citizens and scientists and that take into account
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experiences gained in the field of participation (Hennig et al. 2019). However, citizens’
demands, particularly with regard to spatial data products, often differ substantially from the
requirements of experts and are less well known (Tsou & Curran 2008).
To understand users, their resources and needs, and to consider these aspects when creating
technological solutions, the active and direct participation of the future users in the
development process (participatory design) is a valuable approach. It supports the
development of solutions that deliver better user experience, increases the acceptance of the
product in use, and ensures that the tool meets the requirements of the intended target group
(Muller & Druin 2012; Steen et al. 2007). To successfully use the participatory design approach,
the techniques and tools used in the development process must support the intended
involvement of future users. While information regarding requirement-specification
techniques is available (e.g., related to user-centered design), information regarding tools used
for solution implementation (particularly geospatial technologies) is lacking.
One tool used to deliver off-the-shelf solutions for spatial information collection is ESRI’s
Survey123 for ArcGIS (hereinafter referred to as Survey123). It is used mainly to support research
in ecology, biology and the social sciences (Ahmed II & Pradhan 2019), and less in areas such
as geomorphology and landform dynamics. Although there are several benefits to using
Survey123 (e.g., easy and intuitive to learn and use, well documented, interoperability of various
ESRI products), the question is how suitable Survey123 is for the creation of geo citizen science
solutions. How well can project-specific requirements (in terms of the research domain and
the target group) be met by using Survey123? The citizenMorph project, which aims at developing
technological solutions for citizens to contribute (spatial) information on landforms, addresses
these questions.
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The citizenMorph project

The citizenMorph project (Observation and Reporting of Landscape Dynamics by Citizens;
http://citizenmorph.sbg.ac.at) is an expansion of the research project MORPH (Mapping,
Monitoring and Modelling the Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of Land Surface Morphology,
http://morph.zgis.at). The project is funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) as part of
the Top Citizen Science (TCS) funding initiative, which aims to include citizen science
components in ongoing FWF projects. The main MORPH project focuses on the
development of novel methods addressing the spatial-temporal dynamics of surface
morphology by integrating various optical and radar remote-sensing data for a study area in
Iceland. In connection with this goal of the main project, there is (still) a high demand for data
(including images) gathered directly in the field (e.g., recording actual events, landform
characteristics or landscape changes). The field data can be used for 3D reconstruction of the
surface using Structure from Motion (SfM) and dense image matching (DIM) techniques, for
enriching and validating remote-sensing based mapping results, as well as for increasing their
detail and information content. The joint availability of field and remote-sensing data is of
importance for comprehensive analysis and helps to broaden knowledge about
geomorphological landscape dynamics and the prevalence of particular landforms.
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Since field data cannot be delivered by scientists only (due, e.g., to time, budget and distance
constraints), citizen science (i.e., citizens’ data contributions) is beneficial in two ways: first,
the contribution of field data and, second, citizens’ input to the development of a technological
solution that is tailored to their needs, which thus secures the contribution of extensive, highquality field data. The citizenMorph project addresses these issues by developing a pilot solution,
in cooperation with citizens, that allows them to contribute field data on landforms regarding
mass movements (e.g., rockfall, debris flow), volcanism (e.g., lava flow, lahar), glacial features
(e.g., moraine, drumlins), and coastal processes (e.g., cliff erosion).
Although the main project’s study area is limited to Iceland, the citizenMorph project is aimed
at collecting data anywhere in the world, with the collaboration of local citizens and scientists.
Consequently, not only is testing the citizenMorph solution in the MORPH study area in Iceland
key, but testing it in other regions, taking into account different types of landform and
landscape dynamics, is also important.
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Survey123 for ArcGIS

Survey123 for ArcGIS from ESRI was introduced in 2016. It is a simple, form-centric solution
for creating, collecting, sharing and analysing so-called smart forms or surveys that allow
collecting various types of information (including spatial data) using web or mobile devices
(ESRI 2018). In general, a form is an online document that contains different types of
questions, and text boxes in which to insert the required information. Multimedia (images,
audio and video files) can usually be embedded to support the questions in various ways.
Additionally, smart forms contain validation and logic, which means, for instance, that
grouping of questions is possible and that people are only asked questions which apply to them
(i.e., questions may appear or disappear depending on earlier responses).
The off-the-shelf smart forms created by Survey123 – using either the online tool (Survey123
web designer) or the desktop application (Survey123 Connect for ArcGIS) – are in line with these
characteristics. There is the possibility of using different question types (closed questions:
single- and multiple-choice questions, single-choice grid questions, rating and Likert-scale
questions; open questions: adding text, number, date and time, and contributing images).
Crucial is the GeoPoint question, which allows citizens to report on a location using their mobile
device’s GPS sensor, or to choose the location themselves on an interactive map. Question
logic and grouping of questions can be used (ESRI 2017). In addition, to provide projectrelevant and further related information (e.g., to support and guide participants in how to
complete the survey), single- and multi-line text boxes and notes can be added along with hints
accompanying each question and form field. All these features can be leveraged using Survey123
web designer; even more options are available using Survey123 Connect for ArcGIS. For instance,
repeats of questions to capture multiple versions of the same information can be implemented,
and images and audio files can be added to the choices for single- and multiple-choice
questions (ESRI 2016).
The comparatively simple structure of Survey123 makes it an easy-to-use and intuitive tool to
create off-the-shelf smart forms. Good support is available through the official ESRI websites,
blogs and forums. In particular, creating and sharing surveys by using Survey123 web designer is
5
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straightforward. It allows the design of surveys in a short time and without special ICT or
GI/GIS expertise. Compared to Survey123 web designer, the use of Survey123 Connect for ArcGIS
is technically more demanding.
Several options exist for distributing and using a Survey123 smart form. The most common is
the use of the Survey123 field app, available for Android and iOS, which allows participants to
download surveys and start collecting data. Another possibility is to share surveys as a web
link (URL, QR Code) that can be opened and filled in through a web browser. Both
possibilities provide different capabilities, which depend on either online or offline usage
(Table 1).
The data captured and submitted by collaborators can be immediately accessed via the
Survey123 website, which includes various reporting and mapping possibilities. Due to the
interoperability of ESRI products, the data collected are available for visualization and analysis
in other ESRI products (e.g., ArcGIS Online, ArcGIS Pro). However, the use of ESRI
products (including Survey123) is not free of charge; it requires a licence. For participants, that
does not matter: the Survey123 smart forms can be completed without having an ESRI account.
Table 1: Selection of Survey123 smart form characteristics: Survey123 field app and browser-based
option.
Survey123 field app

Browser-based option

Accessibility

mobile application via Apple App Store
or Google Play Store plus adding the
survey

open URL/
Code; add
screen

Update

needs to be loaded on the mobile
device, but there is no option to
notify the user of a survey update
through the native application

no problem using the
same URL

Usage

online

online

Information
provision

question hints, multi-/ single-line text (expand/ collapse)

Access to
multimedia
Style
(font,
etc.)

URL,

changes
colour,

accessible

offline

not accessible

scan QR
to home

accessible

limited – only small font size in info
boxes

font size and colour
can be adjusted

limited control over audio playback
(e.g., no pausing the audio or fastforwarding)

control
over
audio
playback possible

Use
of
images
(single-/
multiple- choice
questions)

no zooming/ flipping, no external links

provision via external
links
that
allow
zooming/ flipping

Basemaps

automatically
provided
(ESRI
basemaps)

Use
of
files

audio

custom basemaps,
complex
to
provide on mobile
devices
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automatically
provided
basemaps)

(ESRI
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Map symbols on
GeoPoint question

no customized ones

Ongoing
participation

easy, asked at the end of the surveyfilling process
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reloading web page

Workflow, methods and tools

Various approaches and methods were used in the development of the citizenMorph solution
(Figure 1). First, the participatory design approach provided the general idea behind the
development process. It allowed the direct, active involvement of target-group representatives
in activities such as the specification of requirements, and the design, implementation and
testing of the solution; the representatives of the target group were also included in decisionmaking (see, e.g., Baek et al. 2007). In addition, the stages in the development of the
citizenMorph system were based on a prototyping process model (Kumar 2003): requirements
are specified, prototypes are implemented and discussed in an iterative manner, and finally the
final product is designed and implemented (Figure 1).
The citizen representatives (25 high school students, 14 undergraduate students, and eight
older adults enrolled in continuing education) contributed to the various tasks, delivered
prototypes, and to varying degrees were involved in decision-making. Different methods
suitable for involving citizens (ICT, GI/GIS laypeople) were applied (Figure 1). The
implementation of prototypes and the final system, in cooperation with citizen representatives,
took place using Survey123 web design (Version 3.7), Survey123 Connect for ArcGIS (Version
3.3.51), and the content management system (CMS) WordPress (Version 5.2.5).

Figure 1: Workflow for the citizenMorph system development
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The final citizenMorph system was tested and evaluated on four occasions by citizen
representatives and experts:
•
•
•
•

Excursion to the Berchtesgaden National Park, Germany, and the Weißbach Nature
Park, Austria (14 participants: high-school students, seniors, experts; 11 July 2019)
Excursion with workshop in Höfn, Iceland (15 participants: high-school students and
experts; 5 September 2019)
Workshop at Lomonosov State University Moscow, Russia (8 undergraduate
students; 19 September 2019)
Workshop (international GIS day) at Salzburg University (58 high-school and
undergraduate students; 13 November 2019)

Observing those testing the solution (while they were using the citizenMorph system to complete
the survey) and carrying out focus groups (after they had used the citizenMorph system to
complete the survey) gave an insight into problems that citizens face using the citizenMorph
solution. The findings from the observation and focus groups were coded and grouped under
the categories ‘survey distribution and installation’, ‘registration and login’, ‘design and
usability’, ‘data contribution’ and ‘help and support’.

5

Requirements and system structure

The different stakeholders (experts: geomorphologists, geographers, remote sensing
specialists; citizens) have different requirements of the citizenMorph technological solution.
These include knowledge regarding participating in the research area, people’s motivations,
their digital skills, and the importance of building and maintaining a project community
(Hennig et al. 2019; van Dijk 2012).
To meet the requirements specified (Table 2), the implementation of a system that only allows
information to be contributed is not enough. As stressed by Hennig & Begiu (2011) and
Murgante et al. (2011), additional components are required, notably information for volunteers
about the project more generally, the data collection and reporting processes, security and
safety issues, and feedback. The system must also allow social-networking possibilities (i.e.
communication and interaction options) and facilitate building and maintaining a project
community by participants. All these components are present in the citizenMorph system.
Table 2: Selected citizenMorph system requirements
Requirements/ needs/ preferences

General
usability/
design

•

Easy to access and use; as self-explanatory as possible;
attractive design

•

Well-written and understandable text; short, dense and wellstructured content

•

Online and offline uses possible for a variety of mobile devices

•

Use of different media to provide information, support and help
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Help/
support/
guidance

Data
contributio
n

Community/
contact

6

•

Customizable text size (readability); possibility to enlarge
and flip images

•

Information about related domains; project baseline information

•

Information about how to collect and report data, including
support with spatial literacy skills

•

Information about how to take images (single image, image
series)

•

Information about safety/ security issues (being on-site,
intellectual property rights, personal data)

•

Intuitive use; comfortable, quick and easy input (only relevant
questions)

•

Support
in
identifying
landforms:
questionnaire logic and information

•

Possibility to add a single image of the landform as well as a
series of overlapping images (e.g. prerequisite for SfM-based
3D reconstruction)

•

Possibility to contribute data on-site and/ or at home using
different devices

•

Possibility to edit data entries after submission

•

Directly addressing participants in the context of the project

•

Direct feedback to participants in the context of the project
(optional)

•

Opportunities for contact and exchange with others (citizens,
project team)

guiding

users

by

•

Opportunities to gain insight into the project community

•

Provision and collection of a very limited amount of personal
data; not mandatory

Survey123 smart form implementation

Even though citizen representatives need to be able to use the survey both online and offline,
of the two common ways to share a survey (field app; browser-based variant), the browserbased variant was chosen (https://arcg.is/15WPKv0). By using many of the capabilities
provided by Survey123 (online and desktop tool), it was possible to meet most of the
requirements (Figure 2).
Different kinds of information are provided in the Survey123 smart form: welcoming, project
baseline information, support and guidance for collecting and reporting data, data protection
information, and thanks and feedback to volunteers. Question hints and multi-line text boxes
(possibility to expand/ collapse) allow the delivery of various levels of information to
participants (for newcomers: more information; for experienced users: less/ no information).
In the case of citizens’ strong interest in selected topics, text boxes and question hints include
links to additional information available on the citizenMorph website. Providing different levels
of information to participants has various benefits: it allows the provision of survey-relevant
descriptions and guidelines only when needed; it prevents the demotivation of volunteers while
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they are familiarizing themselves with and completing the survey, since they are not
overwhelmed by unwanted information.
Since users often refuse to read (lengthy) text (Hennig & Vogler 2016), audio files were created
in addition to the written text. The audio files were produced by citizen representatives with
the aims of attracting and motivating citizen participants to complete the survey and, at the
same time, of giving the most relevant information (necessary survey-filling instructions).
Having citizen representatives create the audio files, only terms that the citizens themselves
are familiar with are used, and it is more likely that the content will be neither too long nor too
technical.

Figure 2: Structure and components of the citizenMorph system and its implementation using Survey123
web design and Survey123 Connect for ArcGIS

The question types used in the citizenMorph survey include: (i) open questions to be answered
optionally (e.g. participant’s username and email; additional information about the landform
under investigation); (ii) single-choice questions (select the type of landform; participant’s
consent on using the data contributed); (iii) the possibility of adding images (landform single
image; landform image series using the repeat question option); and (iv) a GeoPoint question to
report the landform location.
To guide and support citizens in the identification of landforms, question logic is used. Thus,
a subsequent question (e.g., about landform type/ category) will depend on the answer to an
earlier question. For example, if a participant selects the landform category ‘glacier’, a
10
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subsequent question will display related landforms as options for selection (moraine, rock
glacier, etc.). In addition, information cards (jpg image presenting the name of the individual
landform type/ category, a brief definition, explanatory images) were created to support
participants in identifying landforms correctly. It is possible to add images to the answers to
single- and multiple-choice questions, but the opened images cannot be zoomed or flipped.
This is not in line with user needs for enlarging text and images. Thus, information cards were
made accessible through links provided in the corresponding question hints. When opened in
a browser, they can be zoomed and flipped.

7

Survey123 smart form evaluation

During the test events (focus groups), 80 statements relevant to Survey123 usage were selected
and summarized, quoting the most common statements per category (survey distribution &
installation: 10%; registration & login: 5%; design & usability: 21%; data contribution: 35%;
help & support: 29%). Together with the findings from observing the testers, these issues are
described further in the following sections.
a) Survey distribution and installation
Even though the testers had no problem in making the browser-based survey available on their
mobile device, they suggested making a ‘typical app’ available. From their perspective, the
survey would be easier to install, and apps are the standard way of distributing (mobile) web
applications today. Using the Survey123 field app does not meet testers’ demands either, since it
requires several steps: download the app from a mobile application store, install it, and add the
survey of interest to the app. For use offline, an additional step is loading custom basemaps.
For citizens, this is a complicated task that might discourage them from taking part in the
survey. However, a major disadvantage of using the browser-based variant is that it is
impossible to fill out the survey in remote areas where mobile network connectivity is poor or
unavailable. In this case, participants have to wait for an internet connection to fill out the
form with images taken earlier, and need to map the landform location from memory or by
using recorded coordinates.
b) Registration and login
Even though the use of ESRI products usually requires an account, no registration and login
are needed to complete a Survey123 smart form. Because Survey123 does not offer the option
of participant registration, community building is not possible. The testers discussed the topic
of registration and login. Filling out the survey without registration and the possibility of
submitting data anonymously were considered positive, simplifying and accelerating the
contribution process, and leading to fewer data privacy concerns. However, some testers
mentioned that having a registration option would enhance community building and increase
data quality. In this context, Jay et al. (2016) found that not having a registration step increases
the number of contributors to citizen science projects by more than 60%, but offering the
option to create an account, without making it a requirement, maximizes the contribution
rates. To address this issue (i.e., support community building), the citizenMorph system includes
social-networking activities (i.e., communication and interaction options). Further, asking
participants for username and email (which are optional) makes it possible to contact those
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who supply these details and give personal feedback. It also allows for the delivery of an
ArcGIS Online web map showing the individual participant’s data input.
c) Design and usability
Using Survey123, developers work on a template that is provided. This gives little leeway for
the design and layout of surveys to be modified (e.g., using corporate design, customized map
symbols). Thus, it is not surprising that a recurrent remark of the testers was that the design
of the citizenMorph survey was not attractive enough. Several ideas for improving its appearance
and design were suggested. Examples are a clear typeface, effective use of images, and the
position of buttons, links and arrows.
d) Data contribution
In a broad sense, the testers found the survey intuitive and had no major difficulties answering
the questions. They only faced problems when capturing image series and navigating through
the GeoPoint question. To submit a single image, the process is straightforward (the user is
prompted either to use the built-in camera on a mobile device or to access its gallery to find
an image). However, the process of submitting image series is described by testers as tedious
and annoying. There is no possibility in Survey123 of taking several images or of selecting them
from the gallery in a single step. Instead (using the repeat question option), participants need to
add each image separately, which requires them to actively add a new field in the survey to
upload each new image. In addition, how to map a feature (GeoPoint question) was not always
clear to the testers. Panning and zooming in the map manually to localize oneself and/or the
landform of interest were considered difficult and confusing. Using the get-my-location
functionality (based on the mobile device’s GPS sensor) was not always evident; feedback here
was negative. For some testers, typing their approximate address was a workaround when
trying to locate themselves.
e) Help and support
Even though citizens need at least some basic information to start contributing, the testing
revealed that most volunteers did not read the information available to guide them through
the form-filling process, although this is vitally important. Instead, they attempted to complete
the survey directly. Reasons for this are people’s general dislike of reading text online and the
fact that reading onscreen in an outdoor setting is often difficult (e.g., because of light
conditions). In this regard, the audio files proved to be more useful and were mostly positively
remarked on by the testers.
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Conclusion and outlook

Survey123 is a usable tool for cooperating with citizens in the context of participatory design.
To meet all requirements of citizens, scientists and the participation domain in general,
workarounds (e.g., use of images accompanying question choices) and compromises (e.g., a
trade-off between online and offline use associated with different challenges) are required in
some cases. In general, using Survey123 web designer and Survey123 Connect for ArcGIS to create
off-the-shelf surveys is in line with off-the-shelf online (map-based) questionnaires: there are
few possibilities regarding design and usability, and little focus on community building.
Nevertheless, citizen science requires these features since they help encourage people to take
12
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part in initiatives. This underlines the importance of the multi-component nature of the
citizenMorph system.
Another possibility that allows custom applications to be built is ESRI’s AppStudio (incl. QT
Creator). Nevertheless, the use of this tool is more demanding. For the citizenMorph project,
this was not an option (because of limited budget, and citizen involvement in the solution
development process). However, ESRI is constantly enhancing its products, fixing bugs, and
adding new functionalities with each release. The community of developers who use these
tools are able to present their concerns and get support. It is therefore expected that some of
the issues we have mentioned will be improved for future releases of Survey123.
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Abstract
More and more studies are based on freely available social media data. Using microblogs,
a midpoint between instant messaging and content production, analyses of urban activities
are possible. This paper focuses not only on mapping human activities but also on defining
urban function in the city. Using geotagged Twitter data, the research carried out separate
spatial and temporal analyses, in conjunction with combined spatio-temporal analyses.
Tweets were categorised into six activity groups: Working, Eating, Shopping, Leisure, Home
and Education, based on selected keywords. The results show stronger performance for the
detection of Leisure, Eating, Shopping and Education activities and less successful
performance for Working and Home activities. The first four cluster near the centre of the
city, while the rest are scattered all over the city. Moreover, each activity shows its own
temporal pattern. This study finds characteristic patterns for everyday activities and shows
the possibility of using social media data to define urban function for places where land-use
information is not available.

Keywords:
geotagged Twitter data, spatial analysis, temporal analysis, urban data, social media

1

Introduction

Leveraging location-based data offers new perspectives on, and better understanding of, events
taking place in the world. Studying human behaviour and activity using social media was not
possible a decade ago. That changed when social networks grew and the use of the Internet
increased. The availability of data has made Twitter one of the most popular data sources for
scientific research. With 320 million accounts creating over 500 million messages a day (The
Number of tweets per day in 2019, 2019), Twitter is one of the largest social networks. It is also
one of the preferred platforms for large-scale studies of human behaviour, thanks to its
openness, global range, and the large number and variety of its users (Steinert-Threlkeld, 2018).
Microblogs such as tweets help to validate socio-economic theories, predict social phenomena,
or find spatial, temporal or thematic patterns in society. Moreover, according to Juhász &
Hochmair (2019), among social-media microblogs, tweets relate the best to locations of daily
activities.
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While most of the literature focuses on the text of the tweets (Miller, 2011), few studies use
the geographic information attached to the tweets (Hawelka et al., 2014; Leetaru et al., 2013).
Geotagged text strings from Twitter are used mostly in research on social relationships and
human dynamics. For example, they can be a support for analysing spatio-temporal patterns
of happiness and public sentiment (Cao et al., 2018; Dodds et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2016),
mobility (Hawelka et al., 2014; Kurkcu et al., 2016), or crime counts (Vomfell et al., 2018).
Several studies use geo-located social-media data to track activities. Sakaki et al. (2010) used
tweets to detect certain big events, like earthquakes or accidents, by searching for keywords
related to the events. A different approach was presented by Martín et al. (2019), who used
top tweeted words to obtain a clear idea about activity on a specific day. Zhang et al. (2018)
used geo-tagged photos collected from social media to learn about principal tourist
destinations.
Contrary to previous studies, the work presented here focuses more on detecting everyday
activities than looking at extraordinary events. The objective is to learn about urban function
in different parts of the city in order to determine urban land use. Land-use classification using
social media data has already been carried out by Jiang et al. (2015), but their work was based
on POI data rather than textual information.
The work closest to our approach was done by Andrienko et al. (2013). Although they used
spatial and temporal clustering to analyse different activities, the choice of activities was based
on the most frequently used keywords in their dataset. Also, unlike our study, it did not show
hourly or daily spatial distributions. In pursuing the goal of this study, spatial, temporal and
spatio-temporal descriptive analyses of geo-located data from the City of Manila, Philippines
were carried out. The spatial analyses are based on Kernel density estimation. As shown in
previous studies, this method is useful when analysing changes in density distribution of
chosen events (Ma et al., 2009; Polonczyk & Lesniak, 2018; Zhang et al., 2009).
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 outlines the data collection, pre-processing and
activity classification; in Section 3, we present the analyses and results; Section 4 provides
discussion and concludes the paper.

2

Methodology

2.1 Data collection
Twitter, as described by its owners, is ‘what’s happening in the world and what people are
talking about right now’ (Twitter About Page, 2019). It is an online social networking service
where anyone can post short text messages (‘tweets’, max. 280 characters) and interact.
Communication takes place in real time, by posting a message, commenting on a message, or
redistributing another user’s message (retweet). The message may also include a picture, a video
or a link. Certain information can be marked with a hashtag ‘#’, which facilitates the search
for tweets within a chosen topic.
The study is based on geo-located Twitter data, which means that only tweets with an assigned
location are used. On Twitter, the location can be set automatically by activating the precise
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location option from the user account or the mobile device; alternatively, it can be set manually,
each time a post is uploaded, by selecting a location from a predefined list. While the first
option gives precise information on longitude and latitude, the degree of precision for the
second ranges from the name of a city or neighbourhood to that of a specific public place (e.g.
the name of a restaurant or other point of interest recognised by the Twitter service). Only
tweets with original content can be georeferenced. Retweets, which are not classified by
Twitter as original content, cannot be geotagged.
The Twitter data was acquired using the streaming API (Application Programming Interface)
and the R Studio environment, with twitteR and streamR packages. The connection to the
Twitter Search API was created through a Twitter account and Access-Token. Twitter
provides data encoded in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), which is based on key value
pairs with named attributes and related values. All core attributes that accompany the tweet
are encapsulated in that format. Each record stores the text of the tweet, the exact time of its
publication and, in this case, information on geolocation. Whenever a tweet is georeferenced,
a combination of the JSON keys ‘geo’, ‘coordinates’ and ‘place’ is filled with values.
Specifically, each geo-tweet contains exact coordinates (longitude/latitude) in WGS84 as a
single point.
The subject of this study was the City of Manila, Philippines. Data was collected for 9 months
(20.06.2016 – 03.04.2017), with a total number of 608,667 tweets. The datasets were stored in
CSV (Comma Separated Values) files.
Manila is a ‘perfect’ use case for any twitter data analysis. It is the world’s most densely
populated city, with an area of 42.88 km2 and 1.78 million inhabitants (Manila Population, 2019).
At the time of this study, the Republic of the Philippines was one of the most Twitter-active
spots in the world (Figure 1), with approximately 200,000 tweets posted per day (The one million
tweet map, 2017).

Figure 1: Twitter activity around the world (The one million tweet map, 2017).

2.2 Data processing
As argued by Symeonidis et al. (2018), pre-processing is a necessary and very important step
in any analysis of text strings. Before addressing the actual content of the tweets, the geo-
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location information was verified. All tweets lacking spatial reference and all location outliers
(tweets lying outside the area of interest) were removed from the dataset.
In general, social media data are characterized by a large amount of noise. This noise includes
all the special characters and punctuation embedded in a text string. In order to perform a
successful classification and limit erroneous results, a clean text string is essential. Therefore,
it is necessary to carry out several steps of text cleansing (Hangya & Farkas, 2013; Symeonidis
et al., 2017). As most studies use tokenization – dividing the text string into separate words
(Balazs & Velásquez, 2016) – this approach was also applied here. Furthermore, it was
necessary to detect and delete duplicates and retweets. Later, the following techniques were
used:
- Removing Unicode characters like comma (u002c) and unnecessary characters <, >, “, $
- Removing URLs which are part of most tweets but are not useful for the analysis and
might also release sensitive information
- Unifying user tags (user account preceded by the ‘@’ symbol)
- Removing whitespaces
- Removing ‘#’ (commonly used on Twitter to categorize tweets).
After normalization, the next step was to identify and remove spam messages. A large group
of tweets deemed not to be useful for this study were those generated automatically. Two types
were detected and removed: tweets created by a bot (web robot), e.g. job offers and weather
forecasts; tweets created automatically though external web sources like apps for music,
running or games.
The final preparatory step was sorting date and time information. In this dataset, the time zone
had to be corrected, from Greenwich Mean Time, by adding 8 hours (GMT+8). The time
formats were normalized and additional information about the month (January–December),
number of the week (1–52) and day of the week (Monday–Sunday) was assigned.
In the Philippines, there are around 200 unique languages and dialects, and two official
languages: Filipino (Tagalog) and English. Therefore, before the text analysis the predominant
language for all tweets was identified. If the tweet was too complex or there was no leading
language in the text, the dominant language was not defined. The language detection showed
that at least 2/3 of tweets in the dataset were written in English (Figure 2). The other 1/3 of
the tweets may still contain English words. Hence, it was decided to proceed with text analysis
for the entire dataset in English.

Figure 2: Results of language detection
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Figure 3: Cleansing data and activity classification process

2.3 Activity classification
Activity mapping and pattern analyses were based on tweets allocated to one of the six chosen
activities: Education, Eating, Leisure, Working, Home and Shopping. Education covers studying at
the locations of universities and schools; Leisure includes indoor and outdoor free-time
activities, e.g. music events, cinema; Eating refers to eating and drinking, and places like
restaurants, bars and cafés; Shopping refers to buying products in certain locations, e.g. malls;
Working and Home refer to posts from work or home respectively, and do not match to any of
the other groups. The allocation was done by choosing the relevant keywords for each activity.
In this step, manual classification was chosen over automated text detection techniques.
According to Hahmann (2014), classification of tweets by humans, although a subjective
process, is more accurate.
The first simplified attempt to categorize tweets gave misleading results. Some of the tweets
were wrongly assigned due to an ambiguity of individual word combinations. Expressions like
‘after’ or ‘before’ in tweets like ‘Lunch before going to work’ might suggest an action not
necessarily happening at the place the tweet is posted. Phrases like ‘going to’, ‘on my way’, ‘off
to’ express movement rather than an activity. Posts like ‘Shopping for office supplies’ are
incorrectly classified to more than one group (Shopping and Working). Expressions such as ‘feel
like home’ or ‘second home’ ought not to be classified as Home, just as ‘working future’ or
‘work angels’ do not concern actual Working. Moreover, activities related to Eating, Shopping,
Education or Leisure are not considered if a location fitting another activity is included, e.g.
‘Having lunch at University’. To correct these errors, a further group of keywords and phrases
to be excluded from activity groups was created. Figure 4 shows a sample of keywords included
and excluded from groups. As a result, only 14% of tweets (86,007 tweets) were successfully
categorized (Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Selection of keywords for each activity group

Figure 5: Final dataset used
for analysis

3

Spatial and temporal analyses

Once the tweets have been correctly sorted into the six activity groups, the data is ready to be
explored and analysed within the spatio-temporal context. The dataset stores information
about date and time, as well as longitude and latitude. Thus, both temporal and spatial analyses
can be performed. The results from the analyses presented below are therefore divided into
three types: temporal analysis, spatial analysis and spatio-temporal analysis. By carrying out
these analyses separately, we can gain an insight into when the activities are more present in
the city, where people spend time depending on the activity, and how the patterns change
throughout the day or week.

3.1 Temporal analysis
Looking at the total number of tweets and their temporal distribution, it is clear from the
results that the numbers of posts vary throughout the period analysed (Figure 6). It can also
be noted that for some dates data are missing (gaps in Figure 6). In general, most of the peaks
are observed on Saturdays, when Leisure appears to be more present. The fluctuation in data
can also be explained by the Education cycle of school holidays and the major exam period.
Some changes might be related to national holidays or celebrations. It is interesting to note
that Eating appears to have the least fluctuation throughout the period investigated.
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Figure 6: Number of tweets and major events taking place in Manila during the period analysed

The temporal patterns of each activity group were analysed according to daily, weekly and
monthly distributions. It was expected that each activity group would have its own
characteristic temporal pattern. Using the example of Home and Working, these activities were
expected to have opposite patterns, because most people live and work in different places.
Another expectation was that tweets related to Education or Working would be more intense
during traditional working hours (Monday to Friday, 8am-6pm), while all activities analysed
were expected to reduce to zero during night-time hours.
The temporal analyses of the general weekly trend (Figure 7a) show an expected pattern.
Starting in the morning, the number of tweets rises throughout the day, reaching a peak in the
evening hours, especially on Fridays and Saturdays, and finally declining during the night. The
results for each activity group (Figure 7b) show more differentiated patterns.

Figure 7a: Temporal heatmaps for each day of the week for all tweets
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Figure 7b: Temporal heatmaps for each day of the week for each activity group

Tweeting activity related to Education is characterized by a regular pattern for the entire week
excluding Sunday. Tweeting starts at 7am, with the number staying at a high level until the end
of the day. There are no significant peaks or troughs. Leisure and Eating activities are also
characterized by definable and stable, but contrasting, weekly-cycle patterns. For Eating, the
first concentrated activity takes place between 12am and 2pm, and the main peak is between
7pm and 9pm regardless of the day of the week. By contrast, Leisure is characterized by
significant peaks, mostly on weekend afternoons and in the evenings. Shopping, Home and
Working show irregular temporal distribution. While Working differentiates between inactive
Sundays and the rest of the week, the other two activities do not present a significant pattern.

3.2 Spatial analysis
To identify where activities take place across the city, a statistical analysis of spatial point
patterns was carried out. The study focuses on visual analysis using 2D Gaussian Kernel
density estimation, where a spatial relationship of tweets is visualized as a density surface using
a graduated colour scheme. The result is a collection of density maps – heatmaps – with a
spectrum of ‘high’ and ‘low’ point densities. The Kernel bandwidth in this case was based on
a number of educated trial runs. The aim was to show the targeted distributions in a more
interpretable way and to avoid over- or underfitting. First, the analysis was run for the entire
dataset, then for each of the six activity groups separately.
It was expected that each activity would have its hotspots (clustering occurrences) in multiple
locations throughout the entire city. This could reveal both overlaps and clear distinctions
between activities. Social activities like Leisure, Eating and Shopping were predicted to take place
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in close proximity to each other or even at the same location, and most likely in the centre of
the city. Education activity was expected to show up around the main university campuses and
schools, while it was anticipated that Working activity would be spread through the entire city,
with a focus on the main business areas. Home activity was foreseen to be the most widespread
activity, as citizens live in different parts of the city. To allow an informed analysis of the spatial
distribution of tweets and their underlying localities, a land-use map of the City of Manila was
used to compare the results of the analysis with the actual distribution of land use (Figure).

Figure 8: Land use map of City of Manila. Information
source: City Planning and Development Office
Manila (2017)

Figure 9: Heatmap for all activities combined

The density analysis shows that tweeting is not spread evenly across the city, with most tweets
being located in the city centre (Figure). Analysis shows clear variations between categories
(Figure). The most widespread activities are Home and Working. Tweeting from work occurs in
most locations in the city. Home activity omits industrial and recreational areas along the
riverbank and the northern industrial area. Moreover, Home hotspots do not overlap with
Working activities. The third most widespread activity is Eating, covering almost half of the city,
mostly where commercial, retail, recreational and institutional areas are located. Much more
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concentrated and showing more details are Shopping, Education and Leisure. The hotspots for
these activities were compared with corresponding places in the land-use map (Figure).
Education tweets occur around the main universities and schools. Shopping coincides with areas
where large shopping centres are located, but does not cover most of the commercial areas
and local markets. Leisure is a very complex group as it comprises several kinds of activity. The
analysis reveals that the main concentration is on the south side of the city, with a smaller spot
in the north. These areas are where most of Manila’s museums and parks are located. There is
no spatial link detected for other entertainment and nightlife locations. The spatial analysis
shows that there is a higher chance of finding a more precise location corresponding to
Education, Shopping, Leisure or Eating, than for Working or Home.

Figure 10: Heatmaps for each activity: Shopping, Eating, Leisure, Working, Education, Home

Figure 11: Heatmaps for selected activity groups checked against identified locations in the city of
Manila. Left to right: Education, Shopping, Leisure
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The contours representing the extent of the spatial distribution of six activities were overlaid,
as shown in Figure, a simplified urban function map which helps to narrow down the areas
where everyday activities take place in the city.

Figure 12: Urban function map based on Twitter
analysis

3.3 Spatio-temporal analysis
Finally, the combination of both temporal and spatial aspects was analysed. Using time stamps
for each point of data allows the mapping of tweets for selected time periods. As for the
previous analyses, this analysis focused on different time scales, for various activity groups.
This time, it was expected that the spatial distribution of the tweets would differ depending on
the time frame. It seemed more likely that more significant results would be obtained from
daily or weekly distributions than monthly ones.
Figure shows monthly and weekly distributions of all tweets, for which there are no significant
variations. They vary only slightly from one month to another, and between days of the week,
showing slight differences in intensity for some areas. As the interest lies in differences
between activities, the next step was to explore hourly differences depending on the results
from the temporal analysis. Due to the irregularity in the size of the activity groups, the analysis
was done only for Eating, Education and Leisure.
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Figure 13: Heatmaps for all tweets, months (top) and weekdays (bottom)

Figure 14: Heatmaps for Eating (10am to 11pm)

Eating and Leisure were examined for hourly patterns for a reference day derived as an average
from the whole period under investigation (Figure 14, Figure 15). Results show that tweets
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related to Eating are posted from a wider range of locations between 10am and 2pm and at
6pm. Their locations can be seen to intersect with the Working spatial distribution. Between
3pm and 5pm, and from 9pm to 11pm, the action is more focused on certain spots. Between
3pm and 5pm, Eating overlaps with Education and Shopping locations, with the strongest focus
in the north where one of the universities is located. The second timeframe (9pm to 11pm)
shows a pattern similar to Leisure and Shopping, with activity in areas where bars and restaurants
are concentrated.

Figure 15: Heatmaps for Leisure (10am to 11pm)

The spatial daily distribution of Leisure is presented for a typical Saturday derived as an average
over the whole period (Figure 15). The plot shows no significant hourly changes. The main
hotspot identified earlier is still visible, with additional spots occurring with no apparent
pattern. Education was divided into two temporal periods: 1) more activity from Monday to
Saturday; 2) less activity on Sunday. Leisure shows more hotspots spread across the city, while
Education has its focus mostly in the University area (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Heatmaps for Education
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The results show the change in spatial distribution throughout the day or week but, in most
cases, this distribution does not relate to the temporal patterns examined earlier. The
intersecting spatial distribution of two or three activities suggests the hourly or daily changes
of functionality of different parts of the city. Working or Education can be replaced by Eating
during lunch breaks or by Leisure in the evening.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

The analyses presented here show the advantages of using data from social media for defining
temporal and spatial patterns in the city. Results derived from analysing Twitter data can be
used to determine urban function and list major activities taking place in certain parts of the
city. The spatial aspect represents gatherings of people and main points of activity. The
temporal aspect makes it possible to estimate an average time pattern for individual activities,
which can be used to improve various aspects of the urban context, such as public transport
or safety. The combination of time and location helps us to understand how the spatial
distribution changes during the day. The study shows the effectiveness of using social media
for detecting activities which are connected to social interactions or public spaces. It also
shows that mapping Education, Leisure and Eating is more precise than mapping Working and
Home; Working and Home had significantly fewer tweets than the rest of the activities. There are
several reasons for this. Firstly, not everyone is willing to share their real location on social
media, preferring instead to tag one of the locations from Twitter’s predefined list of POIs.
As Ludford et al. (2007) show, most people are likely to share about activities in public places,
but they are not willing to share the exact location of their home or workplace. Moreover,
most people are active on social media when they want to share exciting news, new locations
or interesting events in which they are participating, and these are most likely to happen outside
their work and home. Furthermore, tweeting about spending time at home or work is not
particularly common among users of Twitter. The small sample size for Working and Home
might have been a reason for the fluctuations observed in the temporal analyses.
The temporal and spatial patterns do not show a 1:1 relationship. It was expected that a
temporal peak would be reflected in an even stronger peak in the spatial distribution. However,
while there is an increase in tweets reflected in higher activity levels at individual hotspots,
there is no significant increase in the number of activity hotspots.
Leisure differs from other groups because it combines more than one activity and can take
place in different locations. It can be associated with morning or evening activities, or both.
The activities can also be referred to as outdoor and indoor events. As a result, this category
is very complex, which explains the lack of conclusive results in the Leisure analyses. This
situation could be improved by predefining more activity groups related to leisure.
Although multiple studies show the strength of Twitter data for understanding urban
processes, there are several drawbacks and limitations to using social media data in analyses.
They depend on people being willing to share their opinions and feelings with the public. Some
text messages comprise incomplete sentences or words reserved for certain social groups,
which might be misinterpreted during the word classification. Moreover, the reliability of
Twitter data analysis for cities like Manila is compromised by the high number of languages
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used, some of which are not easily translated or widely understood. As this study was carried
out entirely in English, the results might not reflect all activities typical for the region.
According to Longley et al. (2015), analyses using microblogs do not represent the whole of
society but only certain demographic groups. However, this should not have a severe impact
on this study, as land-use classification does not necessarily depend on demographic or social
groups, and thus does not require a complete representation of society. Another source of
error are wrong locations assigned to tweets. Hecht et al. (2011) stated that for 34% of the
tweets they analysed, the location was wrongly assigned, mainly due to the deliberate indication
of a false location. Moreover, only 1% of tweets can be freely downloaded, while the full
dataset is very expensive (Morstatter et al., 2013). Choosing only geo-located tweets reduces
the sample size even more.
However, despite these limitations, the study brings a new perspective to using social-media
data. Using Twitter data only, it is possible to learn about everyday activities taking place in a
chosen area. Twitter data can be leveraged to provide information about hourly, daily or weekly
patterns for common activities, especially those taking place in public spaces. More
importantly, this study shows that by using Twitter data, it is possible to define urban function
for places where land-use information is not available.
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Abstract
In addition to their purely linguistic content, legacy language collections often contain other
information, such as geographical and spatial details, e.g. locations, regions and
municipalities. Such information may offer valuable insights into the linguistic landscape, but
it may also pose challenges when some aspects remain ambiguous. This paper outlines and
discusses various known and unknown uncertainties of spatial aspects contained in a nonstandard German language legacy dataset (DBÖ) that has undergone several stages of
data conversion since the early nineties. The authors introduce and discuss their taxonomy
of uncertainties, exemplified by applying it to the spatial information contained in the DBÖ,
the origins of which date back one hundred years. Finally, the authors discuss how the
uncertainties found in the dataset affect Digital Humanities practice more widely.
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1

Introduction

Uncertainty is an integral part of everyday life. However, it is only in recent times that it has
received heightened attention in academic disciplines and beyond. As Jim Gray (quoted by
Hey, Tansley, & Tolle, 2009) put it recently, we have seen a transformation in the whole
research cycle, from data capture and data curation to data analysis and data visualization, but
the intensive use of analytic frameworks does not necessarily contribute to better research data.
Uncertainty, in the light of recent developments in the European policy landscape regarding
science, research and innovation, has been taken up in scholarly and scientific discourses.
Scientific research and innovation processes are inherently uncertain, the more so as they
evolve towards ecosystem networks of actor groups with increased inclusion, collaboration
and participation of different stakeholders, and the pressing necessity to meet human needs
and face societal challenges. Uncertainty has, however, also been viewed as a chance for new
opportunities and progress (see e.g. Nowotny, Scott, & Gibbons, 2013; Nowotny, 2015).
Consequently, embracing uncertainty, creating a culture of learning from errors, and allowing
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the creation of the conditions required for serendipitous discovery are essential and lie at the
centre of the ongoing discussions (which extend well beyond the policy level) around scientific
innovation and progress.
Digital humanists have been exhorted to embrace data-driven approaches to doing science,
and have been inundated by the sheer amounts of data, from both legacy and modern systems
and sources, in which uncertainty is inherent.
Various types of uncertainty have been described in the academic field, typically associated
with unknown or lacking information, imprecise or incomplete knowledge, inaccurate
measurements, and risk. They have also been addressed by different disciplines, including
philosophy (Dow, 2012), psychology (Downey, Hellriegel, & Slocum, 1975), physics (Taylor,
1997), information science (Kuhlthau, 1993), economics (Shackle, 2010), law (Weiss, 2003),
and statistics (Stigler, 1986) (see also Bammer & Smithson, 2008). While uncertainties in the
natural sciences are mostly related to the limits in the possibilities of making measurements,
uncertainties in the Humanities can involve subjective aspects related to perception, ambiguity,
vagueness, incompleteness or credibility.
Here, we present a previously developed taxonomy of uncertainties for spatiotemporal and
linguistic domains; an overview of the exploreAT! project and its associated data; and specific
examples of uncertainty related to the geospatial domain, notably when we deal with data that
was collected and transformed over long periods of time.
Across academia, researchers have attempted different ways of classifying uncertainties,
resulting in a variety of taxonomies. The New World Encyclopedia (2016) entry on uncertainty
presents a general taxonomy; Thomas (2013) introduces a fairly comprehensive one, adapted
from Smithson’s (1989) taxonomy of ignorance and uncertainty. In Thomas’s (2013)
taxonomy, uncertainty appears as a specific kind of incompleteness, but not as an error.
Specific taxonomies of uncertainty can be found for various areas, including biology (Regan,
Colyvan, & Burgman, 2002), health (Fox, 2000), and trading regulations (Hoffmann,
Trautmann, & Schneider, 2008). Shattuck, Lewis Miller and Kemmerer (2009), on the other
hand, make the distinction between the uncertainty produced by the flow of information and
the uncertainty of individuals interpreting any given information. Lovell (1995), in an extended
digression on the topic, presents a detailed compilation of uncertainties from many different
sources. In this view, uncertainties can originate in the world itself, in the empirical evidence,
and in the human subjects who interpret them. Vullings, de Vries and de Borman (2007), based
on Fisher, Comber and Wadsworth (2005), devised a fairly complete model for dealing with
spatial uncertainties. Temporal uncertainties are often associated with spatial data, as pointed
out by Cressie and Wikle (2015). Aigner, Miksch, Müller, Schumann and Tominski (2007)
distinguish time points and time intervals, and also draw attention to the kind of events that
are being described when they involve other variables (such as space). Kissling et al. (2018)
identify the differing lengths of time series and the precision of time in the collection process
as sources of temporal uncertainty. Uncertainty in data pertaining to Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) and spatial information in general is a frequently explored topic (see e.g.
Couclelis, 2003; Fisher, 1999; Fusco et al., 2017; Züfle et al., 2017) and finds its own entry in
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the GIS dictionary 1. We aim to illustrate how these uncertainties can arise and affect a legacy
language collection that contains other aspects of information, such as geographical and spatial
details.

2

Taxonomies of uncertainty

In the scope of our research, we explore uncertainty in the Humanities, in particular within
Digital Humanities (DH), where uncertainty has in recent years been under the spotlight (see
Rocha Souza, Dorn, Piringer; Wandl-Vogt, 2019) and generating increased interest, particularly
in relation to data and data treatment. Data includes imprecise or erroneous information and
knowledge, incomplete information, spelling variations, abbreviations, ambiguous
information, missing information, or uncertainties introduced by tools or human beings in the
process of digital data transformation and standardization. In combination with such language
phenomena, and linguistic changes, such as shifts in language borders/boundaries,
uncertainties in the spatio-temporal aspects play an important role and also give insights into
the history and workflow of data collections. In order to facilitate such insights, we based our
analysis of uncertainties on existing categories of uncertainty, which we eventually modified to
include novel aspects found in our data, developing our own taxonomy of uncertainties (Rocha
Souza, Dorn, Piringer, & Wandl-Vogt, 2019) (see Figure 1).
Common to long data transformation and conversion processes, uncertainties have been both
remedied and reintroduced over time – for example differences in database schemas due to
assignment of fields without proper semantics during DB conversion; imperfect matches
between the original terms/lexical concepts and DBpedia concepts in the enrichment process.
While most of these uncertainties are common to a plethora of long-term, data-intensive
projects, some are particular to this collection.

Figure 1: Uncertainty
dimensions
1

https://support.esri.com/en/other-resources/gis-dictionary/term/9ac5d78f-2a00-4c24-81ba346ad51bf302
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3

The exploreAT! project, the DBÖ collection and the PROVIDEDH
project

This study was carried out in the context of the Digital Humanities project exploreAT! –
exploring Austria’s culture through the language glass (see Wandl-Vogt, Kieslinger, O’Connor, &
Therón, 2015). exploreAT! was implemented in 2015 as a cross-disciplinary project at the
Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities (ACDH-OeAW), the Austrian Academy of Sciences.
It brings together expertise from different disciplines and partners in the fields of cultural
lexicography and Open Innovation (OI) (ACDH-OeAW, Austria), semantic technologies
(ADAPT Centre, DCU, Ireland), and human–machine interaction via visualization (VisUSAL,
Universidad de Salamanca, Spain) (see Abgaz, Dorn, Piringer, Wandl-Vogt, & Way, 2018a,
2018b; Benito et al., 2016; Benito, Losada, Therón, Dorn, & Wandl-Vogt, 2018; Dorn, WandlVogt, Abgaz, Benito Santos, & Therón, 2018).
The exploreAT! project has at its core a digitized non-standard language resource of the
Bavarian Dialects in Austria (Datenbank der bairischen Mundarten in Österreich [DBÖ]) and the
related dbo@ema (database of Bavarian dialects @ electronically mapped) (Wandl-Vogt, 2008).
Initially conceived as a dictionary project (Wörterbuch der bairischen Mundarten in Österreich [WBÖ,
1970–]; see Arbeitsplan, 1912), this heterogeneous collection not only captures the historical
language in an area of the former Austro-Hungarian Empire, but also contains detailed cultural
information of the former day-to-day life of the rural population, including their professions,
customs, religious festivities, folk medicine, etc. In addition, the DBÖ collection contains
digitized information extracted from excerpts of folk literature, vernacular dictionaries and
historical documents. The data follows a lexicographical structure consisting of lemmas,
definitions, sources and a variety of other fields. As well as this richly textured linguistic and
societal content, the collection also makes available information on people (authors, collectors,
editors) (Piringer, Wandl-Vogt, Abgaz, & Lejtovicz, 2017), and spatio-temporal information
(places, regions, GIS locations, etc.) (Scholz, Hrastnig, & Wandl-Vogt, 2018).
The DBÖ collection has undergone various transformation processes since its beginning in
1911. The collection started by means of questionnaires, covering around 100 different topics
pertaining to everyday life, which were distributed across the population. Together, the
questionnaires totalled approximately 17,000 questions. Answers to these questions were first
noted on individual paper slips, then the data passed through several stages of digitization and
digital data conversion (Figure 2), until the collection reached its current state.
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Figure 2: Timeline of the data-transformation process in relation to the beginning of the exploreAT!
project. Image © Amelie Dorn, Eveline Wandl-Vogt 2018

In the first stage of digitization (1993–2011), all available information noted on the paper slips
(including headword, meaning, pronunciation, location, date, collector’s name) was manually
entered into TUSTEP (TÜbinger System von TExtverarbeitungs-Programmen / Tuebingen System of
Text Processing tools) 2, resulting in ~2.43 million entries (Bergmann, Glauninger, Wandl-Vogt &
Winterstein, 2010). Towards the end of this first digitization process, parts of the TUSTEP
data (auxiliary databases for biographies, bibliographies, plant names, locations) and the
institute’s library database (MS-Access) were transferred to a relational database (MySQL and
PostgreSQL) cluster as part of the dbo@ema project (Datenbank der Bairischen Mundarten in
Österreich electronically mapped) (Wandl-Vogt, 2012). For the first time, separate datasets were
joined, and a geographic visualization interface (maps) and georeferencing of data (coordinates:
latitude/longitude and altitude) were added, creating a real-world relationship. Further,
visualization and analysis of the data via interactive web-based maps were enabled, re-using a
system that was already in place for another dataset; data were made publicly accessible and
visible on the internet via an interactive project website. 3 dbo@ema was in use for editing
purposes by more than 20 people during 2010–2012, and for geo-spatial hierarchization.
From this point, the heterogeneity of the data increased again, with parts of the data being
converted to an Entity-Relationship model in the MySQL database (Wandl-Vogt, 2010, 2012).
In 2015, with the start of the exploreAT! project, data conversion into two formats evolved:
1) TEI/XML format (Schopper, Bowers & Wandl-Vogt, 2015), based on information from
both the TUSTEP files and dbo@ema; 2) RDF (Resource Description Framework), linked to
the LOD Cloud 4 (2017–) (Abgaz et al., 2018a, 2018b).
2

https://www.tustep.uni-tuebingen.de/tustep_eng.html

3

https://dboema.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/projekt/beschreibung/

4

https://lod-cloud.net/
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Figure 3: Overview of the data transformation process. Source: Yalemisew Abgaz

To give a concrete example, Figure 4 presents two stages in the conversion process, from a
paper slip (a), to a TUSTEP entry (b), and an XML/TEI file excerpt (c).
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Figure 4: Example of the data conversion process for the word ‘Strützel’. (a): original TUSTEP entry; (b):
screenshot of a TUSTEP entry; (c): XML data entry.

Tables 1, 2 and 3 present temporal and spatial information relating to the collection, in two
of the main current digital sources (XML/TEI files and MySQL database).
Table 1 shows the time span for entries in each of the main sources.
Table 1: Numerical overview of temporal information for the entries. Source: the authors
XML/TEI files
time span for entries
year

MySQL DB

oldest

newest

oldest

newest

1010

2008

1196

2012

Table 2 presents the numbers of entries with and without spatial information.
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Table 2: Numerical overview of entries with and without spatial information. Source: the authors
XML/TEI files

MySQL DB

number of entries 2,416,499

65,839

with location

without location with location

1,712,705 (71%)

703,794 (29%)

without
location

7,333 (11%)

58,506 (89%)

For each of the main databases, Table 3 shows the number of entries with spatial information,
with a breakdown by level of location.
Table 3: Numerical overview for spatial information per hierarchical, partly administrative spatial level.
Source: the authors
XML/TEI files

Location level

MySQL DB

number of distinct
locations per
level

number of entries number of entries with
with locations
locations

●

Bundesland

9

1,316,889 (55%)

-

●

Großregion

32

1,296,722 (54%)

-

●

Kleinregion

323

1,286,463 (53%)

415 (0,6%)

●

Gemeinde

1,146

1,198,447 (50%)

3,058 (4,6%)

●

Ort

1,145

1,198,447 (50%)

19,946 (30%)

●

Ort (without
associated
Gemeinde)

24,788

395,186 (16%)

-

The specific spatial parameters are: Bundesland (county; e.g. Steiermark/St.), Großregion (big
region; e.g. mittelbairische Obersteiermark/mbair.Obst.), Kleinregion (small region; e.g.
Erzberger Gegend/Erzbg.Geg.), Gemeinde (municipality; e.g. Radmer), Ort (location; e.g.
Radmer), and entries without a given location. The distinctions between the different
types/sizes of regions were made according to the so-called ‘Sigles’ (a system of identifiers for
regions), which consists of a combination of numbers and letters denoting a hierarchical
structure, as we can see in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Example of the nested location codes in an entry from the XML files. Source: the authors

If we compare the total numbers of unique locations, we note considerably more entries in the
XML dataset than in MySQL, but also striking structural differences between the two datasets.
Whereas the majority of XML entries contain a hierarchical structure of location information
(Bundesland > Großregion > Kleinregion > Gemeinde > Ort), some parameters (Bundesland,
Großregion, Kleinregion) are not accessible in a structured way, but have been merged in a
single column. A noticeable difference between the datasets emerges: the MySQL dataset
contains a higher percentage of unique location entries. However, this can be explained by the
huge difference in the number of records - the MySQL data is 2,7% of the size of the TEIXML data.
Looking finally at entries that are, or are not, linked to location parameters, again an overall
higher number can be observed for the XML dataset. In this dataset, compared to the MySQL
dataset, a higher number of entries are linked to location information.
This numerical overview can only offer an impression of the type and quantity of data
contained in the dataset; it does not cover the various levels at which uncertainties in this
particular dataset can arise or the extent of heterogeneity. The records are not homogeneous,
given differences in the details from the myriad of sources, and also because of differences in
the transformation and conversion processes from the legacy sources to the current records.

4

Geospatial uncertainties in the DBÖ collection

Geospatial aspects and properties pertaining to the DBÖ collection and dbo@ema database
have been dealt with in various ways over recent years (Wandl-Vogt et al., 2008; Scholz et al.,
2008; Bartelme & Scholz, 2010; Benito et al., 2018; Scholz et al., 2018; Hrastnig, 2018).
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As commonly occurs in long data transformation and conversion processes, uncertainties have
been both remedied and introduced over time. It is also important to note that the
administrative hierarchy may change over time: for example, an ‘Ort’ may now be in a different
region from the one it was in at the time the record was created. Most of these uncertainties
are common to a plethora of long-term, data-intensive projects. Table 5 presents the classes
and sources of uncertainties regarding spatial dimensions in our collection.
Visualization and GI techniques were employed to mitigate these problems, as can be seen in
earlier related work (Wandl-Vogt et al., 2008; Wandl-Vogt, 2010; Wandl-Vogt et al., 2015;
Scholz, Lampoltshammer, Bartelme, & Wandl-Vogt, 2016; Benito et al., 2018; Scholz et al.,
2018).
Table 4: Classes and sources of spatial uncertainties. Source: the authors
Uncertainties
Intrinsic

Spatial
uncertain
ties

Extrinsic

Ontological

Epistemic

User input

Data conversion

Data record

(lack of
capacity to
know what
really
exists)

(imprecision
/ ignorance /
incompletenes
s)

(errors /
misinterpretati
ons / entropy /
information
truncation)

(uncertainties
introduced by
changing
technologies)

(ambiguities
/

- Places
that ceased
to exist

- Unknown
places

- Typos

- Language
codification
errors

- Identical
toponyms

- Exact place
vs.
approximate/r
egion

- Abbreviations
- Changing
transcription
guidelines
- Assumptions
about certain
spelling
variations
- Lack of
precision in
creating data
records
- Guessing
- Prejudice and
biases
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- Errors in the
conversion of
formats and
databases
- Heterogeneity
of data sources

Undecidable
elements /
data
conversion
errors /
users’
introduced
errors)

- Difference
in details
among
records
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5

Discussion

We have presented some of the aspects of uncertainty in the DBÖ collection as regards the
spatial domain. Our research has offered insights into contributing factors, including the
multiple sources, highlighting also the sheer extent of heterogeneity in this legacy dataset. To
cope with the specificities of the collections, a handful of established taxonomies for classifying
uncertainties were consulted, which led us to devise a specific one, suitable for our data. What
has become apparent is that the continuous process of data transformation, aimed at
promoting accessibility and enriching the collection informationally, also introduced new types
of uncertainties, despite the availability and use of guidelines, standards and manual
corrections. Where the spatial dimensions in particular are concerned, the constantly evolving
nature of geopolitical entities in the real world (changes in borders, names of places, regions,
territories and so on) have affected not only the historical but also the current datasets.
Nevertheless, many of the uncertainties have also been partially resolved in the course of data
transformation processes, and new opportunities for exploration have been created. In this
context, the dbo@ema project (Wandl-Vogt et al., 2008), for the first time, enabled the georeferencing of all data and its immediate publication in a map, making available interlinked
publications, and the interactive navigation and analysis of data in connection to a map. Thanks
to the collaboration between teams from different disciplines, diverse views on the data and
information were enabled, such as a the distribution of homonymous toponyms, mapping of
places with collections on Google maps, or a web-browser-based query and headword
presentation (Wandl-Vogt, 2010). In the context of the exploreAT! project, data beyond the
map was explored further (Theron & Wandl-Vogt, 2014). Subsequently, a web-browser-based
visual analysis of the TEI-encoded data, drawing on network visualizations of data chunks,
was also enabled, in a prototype, for data with and without precise temporal or spatial
information (Benito et al., 2016). In addition, an interactive web-based exploration of the DBÖ
content was developed by Benito et al. (2018) by revisiting and building on previous work. In
spite of the efforts to deal with these uncertainties, these uncertainties cannot be fixed or
solved retroactively. This impossibility demands a pragmatic / probabilistic approach when
dealing with the linguistic information in the DBÖ resource.
We understand that much of what we have illustrated in this paper regarding spatial
uncertainties is common to many corpora formed through time, such as collections of heritage
and historical documents. Although many processes of data gathering, input and conversion
are inherently ad hoc, the possible extrapolations and generalizations may serve as a warning
for the difficulties of maintaining huge textual, imagetic and multimedia collections which are
so common nowadays. The majority of computer database collections were compiled in the
last three decades, and collections formed over long periods (in this case, a whole century) are
key to understanding the long-term consequences of each and every decision regarding data
maintenance. Although uncertainty is impossible to avoid, keeping it at its lowest acceptable
level is an essential goal of data humanists. At the same time, uncertainties may open up new
possibilities for collaboration across disciplines, and potential for creating and exploring new
insights – something which is particularly suited to the Digital Humanities field.
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Abstract
Anomalous areas of varying shape and location characterized by low backscatter in
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery of lake ice on lake Neyto on the Yamal Peninsula in
Russia have been described qualitatively in the literature for many years. Possible suggested
causes are the formation of eddies or the release of gas through the lake sediments, which
could both lead to local thinning of the ice layer and alter radar backscatter. To date, the
phenomenon, its cause, and its spatial and temporal dynamics are poorly understood, and
studies from other geographic regions are completely absent. In order to perform first steps
towards a better understanding of the phenomenon, we developed a workflow to
quantitatively assess the spatial variability of the anomalies in the years 2015 to 2019 for lake
Neyto. We introduce a binary image classification algorithm developed with state-of-theart open-source image processing tools and employ metrics commonly used for describing
spatial relationships of vector and raster data. This includes polygon distances, polygon
intersections and cumulative pixel counts deduced from the classification results in order to
quantify, for the very first time, the dynamics over a number of years. The geospatial analysis
reveals large spatial variations, but also some overlap between different years. Locations of
anomalies do not seem more similar between consecutive years than when they are
compared over the longer period. Some of the spatial properties of the clusters of low
backscatter may support the explanation of gas release as the primary cause of the
observed patterns.

Keywords:
remote sensing, Arctic, lakes, image processing, synthetic aperture radar

1

Introduction

Today’s pupils will live in cities that are organized in a fundamentally different way compared
to present urban spaces. They will live in smart cities. Three developments have facilitated the
spread of the smart city: more efficiently. Ideally, citizens have more influence through eparticipation in governmental decisions (Mandl & Zimmermann-Janschitz, 2014, p. 616).
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Arctic lakes are important features of the hydrosphere and the cryosphere. They occupy
significant parts of the Arctic tundra and play an important role in the carbon cycle (e.g. Walter
Anthony et al., 2012; Wik et al., 2016).
In winter, space-borne C-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data can be useful for
monitoring lake ice phenology (e.g. Surdu et al., 2015; Duguay & Pietroniro, 2005), and
especially the grounding state of lake ice (e.g. Duguay & Lafleur, 2003; Surdu et al., 2014;
Grunblatt & Atwood, 2014). Regions of floating lake ice appear bright (high backscatter) in
SAR images due to the high reflection of the radar signal, which is caused by high dielectric
contrast at the ice–water boundary (Duguay et al., 2002).
However, for a range of lakes on the Yamal Peninsula in northwestern Siberia, patterns of low
backscatter in central parts of lakes where floating lake ice is assumed were identified by
Bogoyavlensky et al. (2018). Low backscatter is usually observed from shallow shelves of lakes,
where the ice is grounded (Duguay et al., 2002). The extent of these areas remains fairly
constant throughout the winter, but the extent of the area with low backscatter patterns
changes significantly throughout the winter. Most of the zones of low backscatter outside the
shelves can be identified first in the SAR imagery in mid to late winter (usually March or April),
when they start to appear mostly as circular or elongated objects. These subsequently widen
until the onset of snowmelt. Possible explanations for these backscatter anomalies include the
formation of eddies and the accumulation of methane released through pockmarks in the lake
sediments migrating upwards in the water column under the ice layer. Both would lead to a
local thinning of the ice layer and thus to lower backscatter due to increased specular reflection
from the water surface.
Understanding the origin and dynamics of these patterns may be important for climate
research and for understanding sub-lake permafrost dynamics in the case of methane
emissions, or for hydrological research in the case of eddies.
To date, the literature has included only visual descriptions of anomalies, in only a few SAR
images of lake Neyto and lakes in its vicinity. To our knowledge, there are no descriptions of
similar backscatter anomalies for lakes in other geographic regions. Engram et al. (2013)
demonstrated a positive statistical relationship between L-band backscatter and bubbles of
methane trapped in lake ice for a range of lakes in Alaska, but they did not show consistent
areas of anomalous backscatter and noted that such a relationship could not be deduced for
C-band data.
In this study, we perform the first-ever quantitative analysis on these objects of varying
location and shape on lake Neyto, which will contribute to understanding the phenomenon.
Understanding the nature of the phenomenon may lead to new applications of Sentinel-1 data
for the monitoring of gas emissions or eddies in remote Arctic locations.
An important part of the research to understand the phenomenon is the analysis of changes
in the locations of anomalies in different years. This study aims to describe the variability of
patterns from 2015 to 2019 based on Sentinel-1 Extra-Wide Swath (EW) data. First, a method
needed to be identified which would allow the retrieval of the anomalies. In the second step,
temporal patterns of object metrics were analysed. Objects of low backscatter intensity were
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extracted, and distance and intersection metrics were used to describe the spatial variability
between the years.

2

Data and Methods

2.1 Study area selection
The study site is one of the largest lakes on the Yamal Peninsula, lake Neyto, which is among
the lakes with the largest clusters of pixels of low backscatter in central parts of the lake in late
winter. The visual appearance of patterns in different years have already been described by
Bogoyavlensky et al. (2018), but no quantitative analyses to characterize spatial and temporal
properties had so far been carried out. Similarities to optical data were also identified (an
example is shown in Figure 1). Due to these characteristics, we chose this lake as our primary
study area. Because of its size and large clusters of low backscatter outside the shelf, it can be
studied using relatively coarse Sentinel-1 Extra-Wide Swath (EW) data at 40-metre pixel
spacing. This is crucial as data over central Yamal are mostly acquired in this mode by Sentinel1.

Figure 1: Example for clusters of low backscatter in SAR imagery and similarities to optical imagery: (a)
Sentinel-1 EW HH-polarized acquisition from 27 May 2017; (b) Sentinel-2 true-colour composite from 8
June 2017.

2.2 Data
Sentinel-1 SAR Data
The primary data used in this study come from the two polar-orbiting Sentinel-1 satellites,
which are part of the EU’s Copernicus programme. Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B were
launched in April 2014 and April 2016, respectively. The main scientific instrument on the two
satellites is an identical SAR instrument, called ”C-SAR”, which can be operated using different
spatial resolutions and swath widths (ESA, 2013). Additionally, data can be acquired using
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various polarization modes: single co-polarized acquisitions, or dual co-polarized plus crosspolarized acquisitions are possible.
The default operating mode over land is the Interferometric Wide Swath mode (IW) with
vertical-vertical (VV) and vertical-horizontal (VH) dual-polarization. However, data over lake
Neyto are much more frequently acquired in Extra Wide Swath mode (EW) with horizontalhorizontal (HH) and horizontal-vertical (HV) dual polarization. The number of EW
acquisitions over lake Neyto is more than seven times greater than the number of IW
acquisitions, and no IW data are available for 2016. Therefore, we only consider EW data in
this study. The main differences between the two modes are the larger swath width and coarser
spatial resolution in EW mode compared to IW mode. Common pixel spacing used after preprocessing is 40 metres for EW data and 10 metres for IW data.
Sentinel-1 EW data with both HH and HV polarization channels were used to classify clusters
of low backscatter in the central part of lake Neyto. The locations of mapped clusters were
compared to each other between the years 2015 to 2019.
In order to assess changes in the locations between years, we used two Sentinel-1 EW
acquisitions per year, hence ten images in total. For a time series analysis of the evolution of
the area of backscatter anomalies, we used all available later-winter Sentinel-1 EW images, a
total of 395 images (60 in 2015, 113 in 2016, 111 in 2017, 62 in 2018, 49 in 2019).
Sentinel-2 Optical Data
The two Sentinel-2 satellites are also part of the EU’s Copernicus programme and were
launched in June 2015 and March 2017. Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B each carry an identical
multispectral imager, the ‘MultiSpectral Instrument’ (MSI), which acquires data in the optical
and near-infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum in 12 spectral bands (Drusch et al.,
2012). The spatial resolution depends on the band and ranges from 10 to 60 metres.
In this study, one Sentinel-2 image was used to visually highlight similarities of patterns
between SAR and optical imagery for lake Neyto.
Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) – Daily Data
GHCN-Daily (Menne, Durre, Korzeniewski, et al., 2012) is a database that provides daily
records of temperature, precipitation and snow over land areas worldwide (Menne, Durre,
Vose, et al., 2012). In this study, we used daily air temperature records from the Seyaha station,
the station closest to lake Neyto and located on the east coast of the Yamal Peninsula at a
distance of approximately 80 kilometres, to assess the influence of weather conditions on ice
properties in relation to observed backscatter.

2.3 Pre-processing of Sentinel-1 SAR images
The pre-processing of Sentinel-1 EW data was conducted with the Sentinel Application
Platform (SNAP) toolbox provided by the European Space Agency (ESA). The main steps
applied were sub-setting, radiometric calibration to backscatter coefficient σ0, thermal noise
removal, terrain correction, conversion to decibels (dB), and incidence angle normalization.
All these steps were performed on both polarization channels (HH and HV).
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2.4 Binary Classification of Sentinel-1 SAR images
The classification algorithm will be briefly outlined here. We describe the main steps and
provide visualizations of classification outcomes in the results section of this paper.
The inputs for the binary classification algorithm are the pre-processed Sentinel-1 images in
map geometry. All steps described below were applied in identical fashion to both polarization
channels. The main tool used for the classification was the Python module ‘scikit-image’ (van
der Walt et al., 2014).
First, areas outside the lake and its shelf area where ground-fast ice is present needed to be
masked from the imagery. We deduced lake masks from late-autumn Sentinel-1 EW imagery
and shelf masks from earlier-winter Sentinel-1 EW imagery through binary classification. The
images were rescaled to fit the pixel values from -1 to 1 required for the image-processing
algorithms. The steps for the image processing included bilateral filtering to remove noise
from the images, auto-levelling to balance out the unevenly distributed backscatter level across
the lake, and Yen-thresholding (Yen et al., 1995) to automatically classify the images. The
outputs of these steps are two classified binary images, one for the HH-channel and one for
the HV-channel.
To counter the problem of the lack of in-situ data for calibration, we chose a conservative
approach: for the final classification map, we kept only pixels belonging to low backscatter
patterns (positive class) in the binary classification outcome of both polarization channels;
otherwise the pixels were assigned to the negative class (regular floating lake ice). This
corresponds to a logical AND between the classification on the HH-channel and the
classification on the HV-channel.
Because Yen-thresholding determines thresholds automatically, it is only applicable if clusters
of low backscatter are actually present in the image. We therefore needed to apply a mechanism
to detect whether these clusters were present. Our approach tests the similarity between binary
classification outcomes of the two polarization channels using Cohen’s Kappa score κ (Cohen,
1960). Only if κ was above 0.2, which corresponds to ‘fair agreement’ following Landis &
Koch (1977), was the final classification map produced as defined above. If κ was below 0.2,
all pixels in the image were assigned to the negative class.

2.5 Determination of variations of locations between years
Clusters of low backscatter emerge primarily from locations of only a few pixels. Over time,
these clusters widen out significantly. New clusters can form later and merge with the widening
clusters, but only very rarely do pixels of low backscatter clusters revert to high backscatter
within a single year. A comparison of Figures 2 and 3 in the Section 3 (Results) provides some
explanation for these observations.
The basis of our analysis are two comparisons of five single binary classification results from
the years 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019. The images and their respective acquisition dates
for the comparisons were chosen according to two criteria based on the observations of
pattern development over time as described above. The images selected for the first
comparison are the ones where the classified pattern area first exceeded 20km2. The images
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for the second comparison were acquired on the last date the patterns were detectable. After
snowmelt sets in, the clusters of low backscatter can no longer be observed, because very low
backscatter is observed from the entire lake surface.
For the two comparisons themselves, we calculated the mean minimum distance and
percentages of intersecting areas between polygonized classification outcomes of the positive
class (backscatter anomalies), pairwise for all years. This is the first time that study of the
phenomenon has focused on single objects and the spatial relationships among them. For the
most part, the Python packages Shapely (Gillies, 2007) and Fiona (Gillies, 2011), which are
essential tools for geospatial programming, were used for the calculations. Since the mean
minimum distance calculated from one polygon set A to another polygon set B is not equal to
the mean minimum distance of polygon set B to polygon set A, the result of our calculations
is a square matrix of shape 5x5 (because of 5 distinct years). Similarly, the percentage of
intersecting areas is also asymmetrical, as it is calculated as the area of intersection between
images of two years divided by the classified area in one year. Hence, the result is also a 5x5
matrix. Additionally, we calculated cumulative counts of positively classified pixels for the two
comparisons, ranging from 0 (no occurrence in any year) to 5 (the pixel was classified positively
in all five years). Further, we considered a time series of classified pattern areas for our
interpretations.

3

Results

3.1 Classification results
The classification results of the positive class for the first criterion, where the pattern area first
exceeded 20 km2 in 2015 to 2019, are shown in Figure 2 (a)–(e). Similarly, the classification
results of the positive class for the second criterion, the date (2015 to 2019) of the last available
useful acquisitions in the years concerned are shown in Figure 3 (a)–(e). These images may
serve for a visual assessment of the binary classification outcome and to aid understanding of
the other results. The expansion of clusters of low backscatter can seen in part by comparing
Figure 2 (a)–(e) with Figure 3 (a)–(e).
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Figure 2: Sentinel-1 EW HH-polarized SAR images where the classified pattern area first exceeded 20
km2. Red outlines show polygonized results of the positive class from the automatic binary classification.
(a) 2015, (b) 2016, (c) 2017, (d) 2018, (e) 2019.
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Figure 3: Last available Sentinel-1 EW HH-polarized SAR images before snowmelt onset in each year from
2015 to 2019. Red outlines show polygonized results of the positive class from the automatic binary
classification. (a) 2015, (b) 2016, (c) 2017, (d) 2018, (e) 2019.
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For an assessment of differences in ice conditions across the years, backscatter levels of regular
floating lake ice (negative class) may be of interest. For the images in Figures 2 and 3, mean σ 0
of pixels in the negative class of each polarization channel is of similar magnitude across years
(Table 1).
Table 1: Mean backscatter coefficient σ0 of pixels in the negative class (regular floating lake ice) for
the years 2015 to 2019 and the two criteria used for image selection. Images for criterion 1 are those
where the area of the anomalies first exceeded 20 km²; images for criterion 2 are the last useful
acquisitions in the year. The HH-channel images for both criteria are shown in Figures 2 and 3,
respectively.
Year

σ0HH criterion 1

σ0HV criterion 1

(Figure 2)

σ0HH criterion 2

σ0HV criterion 2

(Figure 3)

2015

-5.9 dB

-17.8 dB

-5.5 dB

-17.2 dB

2016

-5.8 dB

-18.3 dB

-6.5 dB

-18.5 dB

2017

-7.1 dB

-17.1 dB

-6.2 dB

-17.4 dB

2018

-6.8 dB

-19.7 dB

-7.6 dB

-20.3 dB

2019

-5.4 dB

-19.4 dB

-5.5 dB

-18.8 dB

In general, a steady increase of pattern area can be observed in late winter in every year from
2015 to 2019 (Figure 4 (a)–(e)). Alongside this general trend, minor fluctuations in the classified
area of low backscatter are visible for 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019. These fluctuations are
particularly apparent in early 2018. They may be caused partly by noise in the images or by
imperfections in the classification method. Rare small clusters of low backscatter that revert
to high backscatter may also contribute. Since no reference data are available, it is impossible
to state the cause of the fluctuations with confidence, but air temperatures close to or slightly
above 0°C may play a role. However, for this study, the important aspects are the relatively
steady increase of pattern area in late winter and the time of the start of this general uptrend.
Variations in air temperature behave differently among the years, but are of similar magnitude,
and air temperature rarely exceeds 0°C during the analysis periods of backscatter anomalies.
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Figure 4: Temporal evolution, January to June, of classified area of clusters of low backscatter (black),
and minimum (blue) and maximum (green) air temperatures recorded at the Seyaha weather station
for (a) 2015, (b) 2016, (c) 2017, (d) 2018, (e) 2019.
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3.2 Mean Minimum Distances
Table 2 shows the results of mean minimum distance calculations for the first criterion, where
pattern area first exceeded 20 km2. The mean minimum distances range from 65 metres to 227
metres, where most lie between 100 and 200 metres. Similarly, mean minimum distances for
the second criterion, the last available useful acquisitions in the year, can be seen in Table 3.
The mean minimum distances range from 52 to 227 metres. Of particular note is that mean
minimum distances in the 2019-column in Table 3 are significantly smaller in comparison with
Table 2. Smaller distances would be expected, due to the expansion of patterns as described
above. Distances between consecutive years are of similar magnitude to those found over the
longer period.
Table 2: Mean minimum distances between objects pairwise for different years, where pattern area first
exceeded 20 km2. The figures are for the mean minimum distance between classified objects in the
year in the row to all classified objects in the year in the column.
Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2015

-

175 m

69 m

118 m

137 m

2016

139 m

-

65 m

97 m

123 m

2017

137 m

210 m

-

117 m

178 m

2018

156 m

227 m

107 m

-

176 m

2019

173 m

170 m

88 m

91 m

-

Table 3: Mean minimum distances between objects pairwise for different years, for the last useful
acquisitions in the year in question. The figures are for the mean minimum distance between classified
objects in the year in the row to all classified objects in the year in the column.
Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2015

-

60 m

63 m

120 m

25 m

2016

132 m

-

94 m

140 m

18 m

2017

65 m

52 m

-

117 m

15 m

2018

82 m

77 m

77 m

-

18 m

2019

201 m

79 m

108 m

161 m

-

3.3 Intersections
The intersections deduced from the results for the first criterion, where pattern area first
exceeded 20 km2, are generally rather low, with 30% being the maximum and most others
being between 10% and 20% (Table 4). In comparison, the results of the intersection
calculations for the second criterion, the last available useful acquisitions in a particular year,
are displayed in Table 5. As could be expected, intersections are generally larger, but they do
not exceed 50%, except for the percentages of intersections deduced using the polygon set
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from 2019, which are approximately two thirds (Table 5, 2019-column). As with the mean
minimum distance calculations, no clear differences between the intersections for consecutive
years and those between other years can be seen.
Table 4: Intersections of area of objects classified in one year (row) with area of objects classified in
another year (column), where pattern area first exceeded 20 km2. The results correspond to the area
of intersection between the two years, divided by the area in the row-year.
Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2015

-

16 %

18 %

17 %

14 %

2016

17 %

-

23%

25 %

30 %

2017

15 %

18 %

-

18 %

17 %

2018

14 %

21 %

18 %

-

15 %

2019

15 %

30 %

22 %

19 %

-

Table 5: Intersections of area of objects classified in one year (row) with area of objects classified in
another year (column) for the last useful acquisitions in the years concerned. The results correspond to
the area of intersection between the two years, divided by the area in the row-year.
Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2015

-

45 %

28 %

27 %

68 %

2016

38 %

-

29%

27 %

65 %

2017

37 %

45 %

-

27 %

66 %

2018

36 %

44 %

26 %

-

65 %

2019

35 %

39 %

26 %

25 %

-

3.4 Cumulative counts of occurrences
Cumulative pixel counts are visualized in Figure 5 (a) for the images where pattern area first
exceeded 20km2, and in Figure 5 (b) for the last useful acquisitions in the years concerned. The
colourbar indicates how often a pixel was classified positively in the five images taken in the
five different years (one image/year). Figure 5 (a) is clearly dominated by cumulative counts
of 1 and 2, while in Figure 5 (b), where pattern area in the single images is generally larger,
wider areas of counts higher than 2 can be observed, although counts of 4 and 5 are still
relatively rare. Both sub-figures clearly show that the occurrence of clusters of low backscatter
is a lot more frequent in the northern and western parts of the lake.
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Figure 5: Cumulative pixel counts of backscatter anomalies identified from Sentinel-1 acquisitions from
2015 to 2019: (a) for images where classified area first exceeded 20 km2, (b) for last useful images in the
years concerned.

4

Discussion

In this study, we base our analyses on the comparison of images from five different years
selected by applying two criteria. Conventionally, time series analyses refer to day of year
(DOY). Our results demonstrate (Figure 4) that the time at which the pattern area starts to
increase steadily varies significantly between years. This fact supports our choice of an
alternative approach – the spatial extent of the phenomenon. In general, it difficult to find a
suitable criterion, since some clusters form earlier and some later in the year, and this timing
may also vary spatially between years. With our approach, we tried to provide an overview of
similarities and variations of locations from 2015 to 2019. The threshold of 20 km 2 was chosen
for our analysis of the main locations from which large clusters expand. A lower threshold
may not be useful due to limited spatial resolution (40-metre pixel spacing).
Binary classification results generally give a good visual impression. In situ data are, however,
not available due to remoteness and safety reasons. It can be assumed that locations of
anomalies are characterized by thin ice which cannot be traversed. This assumption is
supported by reports from reindeer herders, who observed very thin ice on one large lake on
Yamal, where ice thickness is usually more than one metre (Pointner et al., 2019). The lack of
direct reference data collected on site also impedes an assessment of ice conditions in relation
to the weather in different years. We could only compare our results with air temperature data
recorded at a weather station located 80 km away on the coast. However, these temperatures
were below 0°C throughout almost the whole of the analysis periods and variations were of
similar magnitude across years, which suggests similar ice conditions in different years. This
assumption is also supported by similar backscatter values reported for regular floating lake
ice (negative class in our classification) across the years.
Some point-like and elongated objects can be seen, especially in Figures 2 (a), (b) and (c), which
are characterized by medium contrast with the surrounding high backscatter of floating lake
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ice and may belong to the class of low backscatter clusters. However, since no in-situ data are
available, we used a conservative strategy and focused on mapping objects that are
characterized by higher contrast.
Some objects, primarily visible in earlier acquisitions, may resemble linear fractures in the
Sentinel-1 SAR images (especially in Figures 2 (a) and (e)). However, the characteristic
expansion of the areas over time is the same for these objects (compare Figures 3 (a) and (e))
and fractures commonly exhibit high backscatter, which is often obscured by the high
backscatter of floating lake ice in late winter (Duguay & Pietroniro, 2005).
Linear features in optical and SAR imagery of ice on the lakes on Yamal may also be attributed
to leakage of methane and associated geological structures and faults (Bogoyavlensky et al.,
2016, 2018). If the clusters of low backscatter for ice on lake Neyto were indeed caused by
upwelling gas and accumulation under the ice layer, analysing any changes of locations could
be interesting to determine the duration of seeping from a particular point source. However,
the limited spatial resolution may be problematic for that purpose.
The calculated mean minimum distances may not at first seem large when compared to the
40-metre pixel spacing, but keep in mind that if two polygons overlap, the minimum distance
is zero. So, we still consider the calculated distances as signs of large spatial variations of
occurrences. Although we argue that this metric is the most difficult to interpret, we
nevertheless think it is useful for highlighting that the variations between consecutive years are
similar to those between other years.
Intersection metrics are easier to interpret. Intersections calculated for the images where the
classified pattern area first exceeded 20 km2 (Table 4) are generally rather low, often below
20%, which shows that clusters emerge mainly from different regions of the lake in different
years, although there is always some overlap. Intersections calculated for the last useful
acquisitions in any one year (Table 5) are significantly higher, which can be explained partly by
the fact that the classified pattern area is generally larger for the images used here. Intersections
with the polygon set deduced from the 2019 image range from 65% to 68% (last column on
the right in Table 5), but the classified area for the 2019 image also covered nearly half of the
total lake area (compare Figures 3 (e) and 4 (e)).
Strong spatial variations of cluster locations can also be seen in Figure 5. There is a strong
spatial difference in the emergence of patterns between the five years (Figure 5 (a)), although
higher cumulative pixel counts can be seen in Figure 5 (b), where the classified pattern areas
in the single images were generally higher. Especially interesting is the more frequent
occurrence in northern and western parts of the lake. Bogoyavlensky et al. (2018) discuss the
occurrence of patterns in these same parts of lake Neyto in single images. They associate the
patterns (but without quantitative analyses) with a nearby gas field that stretches under these
areas of lake Neyto. Our results may support their assumption that the clusters of low
backscatter are caused by gas emissions.
The cumulative pixel counts (Figure 5) provide some insight into the spatial variation of
backscatter anomalies during the five years. However, the analysis of spatial relationships
between individual objects (mean minimum distances and intersections), as presented here in
relation to backscatter anomalies of lake ice for the first time, may reveal actual variations
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between the years. Results suggest that spatial changes between consecutive years are similar
to changes over the entire time period, which cannot be deduced from cumulative pixel counts.

5

Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to examine the interannual variability of clusters of low
backscatter on Sentinel-1 SAR images of lake ice on lake Neyto in northwestern Siberia. Our
results show that there are significant spatial variations in occurrences of clusters of low
backscatter between the years 2015 to 2019, although there is also always some overlap.
Geospatial analysis reveals that variations are of similar magnitude, whether we look at
consecutive years or the longer period. Linear structures and the more frequent occurrence of
backscatter anomalies in the northern and western parts of lake Neyto may point to gas release
as the primary cause of the anomalies. Methods commonly used for assessing spatial
relationships of vector data can provide valuable insight into the phenomenon.
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Abstract
Calcareous alvar grasslands are one of the most species-rich habitats in Estonia. Land-use
change and cessation of traditional agricultural practices have led to a decrease of the
area of these valuable grasslands during the past century. Therefore, their conservation and
restoration are becoming increasingly important. Efforts to restore these habitats have
already been made in recent years. Land suitability analysis for potential restoration sites,
using the machine learning technique Random Forest (RF), was performed for the first time
in this study, which aimed to assess the use of RF for a suitability analysis of alvar grassland.
RF predicted 610.91 km2 of areas suitable for restoring alvar grasslands or for creating alvarlike habitats in Estonia. These areas include all existing alvar areas as well an additional
140.91 km2 suitable for establishing new habitat similar to calcareous alvar grasslands. We
discuss suitability analysis to help with restoration planning and find it to be a reasonable and
efficient tool that has potential to provide relevant information. The quality of the prediction
could be improved by including additional data relevant for alvar grasslands, such as soil
depth, but such data was unfortunately unavailable.

Keywords:
alvar grasslands, restoration, land suitability, machine learning, Random Forest

1

Introduction

Alvars are calcareous grassland habitats with a limited distribution on Earth. They are found
mostly in Estonia, Sweden and a few other smaller areas in the Northern hemisphere (Pärtel
et al. 1999). These grasslands have high conservation value both in Estonia and in Europe as
a whole due to their species richness, the variety of their important ecosystem services, and
their high relevance in supporting natural and cultural heritage in European landscapes. Alvar
grasslands are among Annex I of priority habitat types in the EU Habitats Directive (*6280
Nordic alvar and Precambrian calcareous flatrocks) (Rosén 1982). Over the millennia,
Estonian alvar grasslands have been supported by moderate human influence, especially
grazing. Land-use change, leading to the cessation of grazing, afforestation or direct
destruction, have resulted in substantial decreases in area of alvars and the subsequent loss of
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their species richness (Helm, Hanski & Pärtel 2006). The current distribution of alvar
grasslands is shown in Figure 1.
Considering their high conservation value and position among priority habitat types in the
Natura 2000 network, alvar grasslands as well as other types of dry calcareous grassland are in
urgent need of restoration and more effective conservation (Helm, Urbas & Pärtel 2007). The
most recent restoration work has focused on shrub clearance and the removal of other
unwanted vegetation in long-abandoned or afforested alvar grasslands, with the aim of
restoring original alvars (Holm 2019, Helm 2019). One managerial measure would be to look
for suitable areas where new alvar-like habitats could be created.

Figure 1: Distribution of alvar grasslands in Estonia

From 2014 to 2019, ca 2,500 ha of overgrown alvar grasslands were restored in western
Estonia as part of the LIFE to Alvars project (Holm 2019). This as well as other grassland
restoration projects have focused solely on historical grassland areas that have been degraded
by becoming overgrown with trees and shrubs. However, for future restoration planning it
would be helpful to identify all potential regions where grassland restoration or the creation of
new grassland areas would be environmentally feasible.
Land suitability analysis is one of the most frequently used techniques in environmental
management and the planning of habitat restoration. For example, Novak and Short (2000)
performed a suitability analysis for eelgrass meadows on Plum Island. Hunter et al. (2016)
carried out a restoration suitability assessment for swamps in order to safeguard and improve
the provision of important ecosystem services. However, land suitability analysis for alvar
grasslands in Estonia has not been performed so far. Therefore, this study aims to identify
potentially suitable areas of alvar grassland for restoration or for the creation of alvar-like
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habitats. We use a method from machine learning, called Random Forest (RF), because of the
limitations of available datasets relating specifically to alvar grasslands and yet a large amount
of data to process. The literature on RF confirms that it is timesaving for handling large
amounts of data and capable of highly accurate predictions. Our analysis covers the whole of
Estonia.

2

Random Forest method

Machine learning methods are becoming increasingly popular in land suitability analysis thanks
to their ability to deal with complex relationships between predictor variables, robustness in
managing big and noisy data, and being economical in terms of time required (Lahssini et al.
2015). RF, as proposed by Breiman (2001, p. 6), is “a classifier consisting of a collection of
tree-structured classifiers {h(x,Θk ), k=1, ...} where the {Θk} are independent identically
distributed random vectors and each tree casts a unit vote for the most popular class at input
x”. This method is an extension of classification and regression trees and uses the Classification
and Regression tree algorithms (CART). The classification algorithm is used when aiming to
predict categorical values or labels; the regression algorithm is used when aiming for numerical
predictions (Strecht et al. 2015). RF can be described as trees where branches are formed by
answers to yes/no questions and are not pruned (but can be). Each tree in the forest is
constructed using bootstrap samples from the original dataset. It uses a random selection of
explanatory variables or factors to split the tree at nodes.
The goal of RF is to identify the best model to analyse the relationship between dependent
and independent variables (Friedman and Meulmann, 2003). In order to evaluate how good
the RF model is, the data needs to be split into two parts: training and testing data. This helps
to evaluate the performance of the algorithm for the chosen problem by training one sample
of data and validating it using the test sample. RF, in both classification and regression models,
also provides a measure of the importance of a variable based on the contribution of the
variable to the model at each node and each tree where it appears. Another estimated value
that can be obtained from the model is the Out Of Bag (OOB) score, an average error of
prediction of out of bag samples (samples that do not appear in bootstrap samples (Breiman
2001). RF has also proved to be a suitable method when there is a correlation between the
variables involved in the analysis (Georgian et al. 2019).
Several machine learning techniques have already been incorporated into land suitability
analysis. For instance, Wen et. al. (2009) used classification and regression trees to investigate
hydrological requirements of the river Red, while Park et al. (2003) applied an artificial neural
network to predict aquatic insect species. Landscape configuration and habitat suitability were
analysed by Holzkaemper et al. (2006) using genetic and simulated annealing algorithms.
However, many studies have shown that RF most often attains the best predictive
performance (Garzon et al. 2006). Lahssini et al. (2015) and Vincenzi et al. (2011) used RF to
detect cork oak suitability and Ruditapes philippinarum’s potential spatial distribution assessment
respectively. The probability of correct predictions in both studies was more than 90%.
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3

Using Random Forest to Predict Suitability for Alvar grasslands

We predicted the probability of the suitability of areas throughout Estonia for restoration of
alvar grassland or for the creation of alvar-like habitats. In stage one, we focused on defining
environmental variables and extracting predictor variables. In the second stage, we used the
Scikit-Learn library in Python for the prediction of suitability and defined the most suitable
probability threshold for the given question. Results were visualized, and were examined for
reliability by experts in the department botany at the University of Tartu (UT).

3.1 Choosing environmental predictors
The main data sources used in this work were the Estonian Soil Database (ESD), a LiDARbased Digital Elevation Model (DEM), and the Estonian Geological Database. From these
datasets, we chose eight predictor variables for further use.
The occurrence of alvar grasslands is limited to three main bedrocks: Silurian, Ordovician, and
to a lesser extent Cambrian (Pärtel et al. 1999). Bedrock is considered the most important
predictor variable in identifying suitable areas for alvar grassland. Alvar-type vegetation occurs
only on thin and calcareous soils. Usually the soil depth over the bedrock is less than 20 cm,
and in some alvars it is even less than 5cm (Pärtel et al. 1999). Therefore, we extracted soiltype and soil-texture information from the ESD. Since soil silt, soil sand and soil rock content
describe soil state and condition, they were also used as predictor variables. No concrete
example of a correlation between the slope of terrain, Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) and
alvar-like vegetation in Estonia has been established. However, prior statistical analysis of
available datasets showed that slope and TWI values under alvar grasslands are always within
a certain range. Therefore, we considered using slope and TWI as further predictor variables
to ensure higher information gain for the RF models. A DEM with 1 m resolution was used
to calculate slope and TWI. The datasets, their sources, and the predictor variables involved
in the suitability analysis are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Environmental datasets and variables used in land-use suitability predictions
Datasets
Soil Database

Source

Predictor variables (data type)

Estonian Land Board

Soil type (categorical)

&
Kmoch et. al., (2019)

Soil texture (categorical)
Soil silt content (numerical)
Soil sand content (numerical)
Soil rock content (numerical)

DEM
Geological Database

Slope (numerical)

Estonian Land Board

TWI (numerical)

Estonian Land Board

Bedrocks (categorical)
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Data for the location of Alvar grasslands in Estonia was provided by the Botany Department
of UT, in the form of two datasets. One of the two contained the most recent alvar grassland
distribution information available for Estonia. This dataset is a product of the survey of the
Estonian Semi-Natural Community Conservation (2000–2010) and alvar distribution mapping
based on the Estonian state-run database EELIS. The second dataset is a result of the Estonian
vegetation mapping from 1930 to 1950 and was helpful to understand the historical
distribution of alvars. We merged these datasets to create a single one in which we assigned
“1” to all areas indicating presence of alvar grasslands. For absence data, we generated random
points in the areas outside of alvar grasslands with suitable bedrocks. The absence of alvar
grasslands was indicated by “0”.
In order to assure identical extent, cell size and coordinate systems for the suitability analysis,
pre-processing of layers was carried out in ArcGIS. This step resulted in one big joint database,
with 41,657 objects indicating presence (“1”) and absence (“0”) of alvar grasslands and
containing predictor variables.

3.2 Suitability modelling using Random Forest
In order to identify suitable areas using RF, a list of variables (predictors), summarized in Table
1, was used. As a first step, we did one-hot encoding for categorical variables. We then created
five models with different combinations of predictor variables in order to find the most
suitable combination. As part of the general procedure, we split the data into training and test
sets. There is no information available on which proportions for splitting the data work best,
but in many similar studies, datasets have been divided into 60/40 or 70/30 ratios. We
therefore used both these ratios and chose the better option (Table 2). The target variable in
the training phase was the alvar grassland presence or absence data. In order to assess the
performance of the trained model (how well it can recognize alvars), test sets were used. Using
the “RandomizedSearcCV” function from the scikit-learn library in Python, we aimed to
define the best set of parameters (e.g. n_estimators, max_depth).
We estimated the accuracy of the models using the R-squared value and OOB Error estimate
produced by k-fold cross-validation with 3-fold. Using the best model parameters from the
hyperparameter tuning process and the dataset covering the whole of Estonia (alvar grassland
vegetation presence or absence was excluded), we fitted the RF model and obtained
continuous values between 0 and 1 representing the probability of suitability. In order to
convert the values into binary maps, we had to identify the threshold above which the areas
were most suitable, and below which areas had low suitability or were unsuitable. Because of
the nature of the analysis, we set the suitability threshold after examining the results.
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Table 2: RF Models with different combinations of predictor variables and split options
Base set of predictor variables used in training/test models

Split options

[Model 1]
Soil type, Soil texture, Soil clay, Soil silt, Soil sand, Soil
rock, Slope, TWI, Bedrock
[Model 2]
Soil type, Soil clay, Soil silt, Soil sand, Soil rock, Slope, TWI,
Bedrock

[Split option 1]

[Model 3]

&

Soil type, Soil texture, Slope, TWI, Bedrock

[Split option 2]

[Model 4]

70/30

60/40

Soil texture, Soil clay, Soil silt, Soil sand, Soil rock, Slope,
TWI, Bedrock
[Model 5]
Soil type, Soil texture, Soil clay, Soil silt, Soil sand, Soil
rock, Slope, TWI

4

Results of the suitability analysis

Once all the models had been run, their prediction statistics were checked and R2 values and
OOB scores were examined. The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: R-squared and OOB scores for individual RF models
Variant

Split option

R2 score

OOB score

Model 1

1

0.7617

0.75438

Model 2

1

0.7457

0.74309

Model 3

1

0.7888

0.75424

Model 4

1

0.7783

0.77606

Model 5

1

0.7631

0.76548

Model 1

2

0.7756

0.77503

Model 2

2

0.7884

0.79678

Model 3

2

0.7919

0.79670

Model 4

2

0.7861

0.79668

Model 5

2

0.6692

0.68487

Table 3 shows R2 and OOB scores for different model variations. There were almost no
differences between these figures across all models. Only one model (Model 5) stood out
slightly from the rest. It contained soil type, soil texture, slope, TWI and bedrock as predictor
variables. Further, split option 2 (70/30) was chosen as suitable for alvar grassland
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identification. The accuracy of the selected model was 0.79 and 0.8 for the R2 and OOB scores
respectively. This means that RF has a useful prediction capability. We also checked which
predictor variables contribute the most to the information gain of the RF model, and to what
extent the accuracy will decrease if a certain variable is removed from the model. We used a
Mean Decrease in Accuracy metric which was calculated via the permutation feature
importance algorithm (rfpimp; Breiman 2001). The results are shown in Figure 2. In the chosen
model, bedrock was the most important predictor while TWI was the least important.

Figure 2: Importance of each variable in the final RF model

The predicted occurrence ranges from 0.04 to 0.884%. Therefore, probability of more than
80% was considered highly suitable; probability of less than 80% was considered unsuitable or
of low suitability for alvar grasslands. The aim was to find suitable areas with very high
probability, and therefore a high threshold was selected.
Of all the suitable areas for alvar grasslands, 45% are currently forests, 34% are croplands, and
11% are grasslands, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Actual land use of the areas predicted to be suitable for alvar grassland restoration using RF
Land use

Areal percentage (%)

Forest

44.94

Cropland

33.49

Grassland

11.02

Other

6.66

Shrubland

2.32

Urban

1.14

Wetland

0.34

Water

0.09
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The final result of our analysis is illustrated in Figure 3. RF predicts a total of 610.91 km2 where
currently no alvar grasslands exist. Out of those, 470 km2 were once alvar grasslands. The most
suitable areas for alvar grassland restoration in Estonia are in the western islands (Saaremaa,
Muhu, Hiiumaa), and north-western and northern inland areas. Low suitability or unsuitable
areas fall in southern Estonia.

Figure 3: Results of the RF model for highly suitable and less suitable areas for alvar grassland restoration
or creation of alvar-like habitats

5

Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, we predicted the potential occurrence of alvar grassland vegetation in Estonia.
Limited distribution of these grasslands in Estonia and the small number of environmental
variables that characterize alvar grasslands in Estonia makes the suitability analysis very
challenging. Our case study shows that RF is a suitable method for finding these areas. It has
the ability to learn by itself from the available data (in this case, current locations of alvar
grasslands and their properties) and make predictions based solely on data – i.e. without human
constraints such as the need for expert knowledge. Compared to other well-known methods
such as Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM), this reduces massively the time spent
preparing the data prior to performing land suitability analysis. Thus, RF is used in many
studies dealing with land suitability analysis. Our model performs well, with an accuracy of
80%. Experts in the Botany Department at the University of Tartu, Estonia, confirmed our
results. Similar studies applied to other areas and land suitability types such as Garzon et al.
(2006) reach an accuracy of 90% or even higher. We believe that the difference between our
accuracy and that reached by similar studies is due to limitations caused mainly by our choice
of datasets for the analysis.
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We expected bedrock, soil texture and soil type to provide the highest contributions to the
final model. The data we use does not contain soil depth information, as this is not (yet)
available for the whole of Estonia. Albert (1998) states that alvar grasslands occur on thin soils
of no more than 20 centimetres. In our dataset, some areas have an actual soil depth record
while others show the depth of a soil profile up to one meter. Additionally, soil pH could not
be included in our suitability analysis. Including this information should increase the prediction
accuracy.
We conclude that RF is a reliable method for performing land suitability analysis for alvar
grasslands. An accuracy of 80% is acceptable considering the limitations of our data. Although
other information such as soil depth and soil pH is missing, the datasets used perform well
with RF.
Future research will focus on applying other land suitability analysis methods such as MCDM
in order to allow a comparison of the results, and on optimizing the choice of datasets. Taking
into account factors like soil depth and soil pH will most probably enhance our results. Our
goal is to reach an accuracy of 90% or higher.
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Abstract
In viticulture, yield prediction plays an important role, helping winegrowers to predict the
start of the next growth stage of vines and to improve vineyard management decisionmaking. To predict a vineyard’s yield, it is necessary to gather accurate local information
about the vine’s phenology and morphology, such as the volume of individual grapes.
Traditional collection of these data and yield prediction rely on resource- and time-intensive
direct visual and manual in-field work by viticulturists. Thus, only limited sampling in the
vineyards is possible, carried out by humans. Automated procedures utilizing sensor-based
systems reduce the data acquisition time and enable the collection of high-resolution data
from the entire vineyard. Large-scale 3D models of vineyards can be generated from these
data and used to analyse, for example, the vineyard’s yield or the vegetative stage of
individual vines.
We propose a concept for a 3D model that uses close-range photogrammetry. In a
laboratory experiment, we tested the acquisition of multi-view image datasets from grapes
using close-range photogrammetry and derived physical and morphological parameters
from 3D grape models. The results could contribute to the design and implementation of a
large-scale in-field experiment.

Keywords:
precision viticulture, vine, 3D grape model, physical parameters, morphological
parameters

1

Introduction

Vines play an important role in the lives of many, and their connection to mankind can be
traced back to ancient times (Poupin et al., 2011). About 28.4 million litres of wine were
produced in 2015, an increase of 3.5% since 2014 (Wine Institute, 2019). Due to the constantly
increasing consumption and demand for high-quality wines, winegrowers need to find efficient
approaches to guarantee effective vine-growing and high-quality grapes. To facilitate efficient
and high-quality viticulture, vineyard managers record phenological data of their vines on a
weekly basis (Westover, 2018). The knowledge gained through analysis of phenological data
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helps them to execute vineyard management practices at the right time and to determine the
beginning of the next growth phase of the plants (Westover, 2018). Furthermore, estimated
crop yields derived from phenological information is also helpful for wineries so that they can
predict better the size of their crops and how much wine they will produce (Moyer and Komm,
2015). However, phenological data collection is traditionally performed manually (Moyer and
Komm, 2015), is time-consuming (Nuske et al., 2014), and can be prone to human error (Rose
et al., 2016). The application of sensor-based systems to collect and analyse phenological data
can help to avoid gaps in phenological datasets (Westover, 2018), reduce human error and data
collection time, make yield prediction more reliable, and reduce labour costs (Rose et al., 2016).
This preliminary study deals with the conceptualization of 3D models of harvest-ripe grapes
using close-range photogrammetry and the derivation of physical and morphological
parameters from the models. It was conducted in the form of a laboratory experiment.
The knowledge from this study could be utilized for the design and implementation of in-field
experiments at vineyard scale. Furthermore, the information obtained helps to evaluate how
well empirical physical and morphological measurements of the phenological stages of vines
(in this case from harvest-ripe grapes) compare to model-based measurements. Our study also
provides data on the image resolution required to create 3D high-density point clouds of
individual grapes from images taken by unmanned aircraft system (UAS) flight missions.

2

Precision Viticulture, Phenological Stages of Vines and Yield
Prediction

2.1 Precision Viticulture
Scientists and viticulturists strive constantly to find new approaches to improve the efficiency
of vineyard management and to increase the quality of grapevines. Rapid advances in the 20th
and 21st centuries have provided new digital and spatial technologies and enabled new sciences
with a focus on viticulture, including precision viticulture. Nowadays, sensor-based systems
are often used in viticulture, for example to derive phenological data from vineyards (Rose et
al., 2016) or to predict a vineyard’s yield (Nuske et al., 2014).
Precision viticulture is defined as the application of geospatial technologies, devices and tools
which exploit spatial location to collect, store, manipulate, analyse and visualize environmental
data from vineyards. Technologies and systems developed through precision viticulture give
winegrowers and viticulturists the opportunity to collect data from their vineyards in real-time
with accurate positional information (Goldammer, 2015).
Thus, the application of precision viticulture technologies has a wide range of advantages for
viticulture experts. The foremost advantage is the improvement of viticulture management,
including not only the enhancement of management techniques but also the ability to improve
decisions on when to apply particular techniques. Deploying vineyard-related practices in
timely fashion, such as the adjustment of canopy and nutrients, or the detection and
elimination of diseases and insects, leads to an increased yield, yield quality and yield security.
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Furthermore, it helps to reduce operating costs and the use of chemicals, and to improve the
quality of soil and groundwater around a vine (Maniak, 2004).

2.2 Phenological Stages of Vines
In the context of viticulture management and yield prediction, the topic of “phenology” plays
an important role. Phenology is the science which focuses on the natural changes and
development of organisms and their relationship with seasonal variations in climatic
parameters (Centinari, 2018; Westover, 2018; Hellman, 2003). It gives winegrowers crucial
information about the health and condition of their plants. An important phenological
characteristic of vines are their vegetative changes and developments over the course of a
season. The weekly collection of phenological data such as plant growth information is
recommended in order to avoid gaps in the datasets (Westover, 2018). One difficulty in trying
to measure a vine’s phenology is that plant growth is an ongoing process, and individual vines
have their own natural growth patterns which are influenced by many different factors. Thus
it is difficult to divide the seasonal growth of vines into exact, discrete, phases.
Various scales and classification systems support winegrowers and scientists by dividing the
growth process into several phenological stages. A frequently used phenological classification
for vines is the Modified Eichhorn-Lorenz (E-L) system. This system was originally designed
by Dr. K. W. Eichhorn and Dr. D. H. Lorenz in 1977, revised in 1995 by B. G. Coombe, and
modified further in 2004 by Coombe and P. Dry, becoming known as the Modified EichhornLorenz system (Westover, 2018). The modifications of the original E-L system concern
changes in the classification of bud growth, since the visual characteristics in the early stages
of bud growth vary among grapevine varieties (Centinari, 2018).
The Modified E-L system classifies the annual growth of vines into 47 vegetative stages, to
each of which is assigned a specific E-L number. The system highlights eight of these as major
stages: Bud Burst (E-L 4), Shoots 10 cm (E-L 12), Flowering begins (E-L 19), Flowering (E-L
23), Setting (E-L 27), Berries pea-size (E-L 31), Véraison (E-L 35) and Harvest (E-L 38). In
the context of precision viticulture, these key phenological stages and their corresponding
characteristics are used as benchmarks by winegrowers and scientists to check the condition
of vines, carry out necessary practices, monitor nutrients, and reduce pests and diseases.
Furthermore, tracking and collecting phenotypical data of vines during the major stages is
useful to estimate a vineyard’s yield (Goldammer, 2015).
This research project focuses on the last key phenological stage, “Harvest” (E-L 38), which is
characterized by ripened grapes having reached their potential berry size and adopted their
variety’s typical berry colour (Westover, 2018). Although the grapes are already ripe, the precise
date of the harvest depends on their intended use and the vine-grower’s desired ripeness
parameters (Hellman, 2003). The aim of the paper is to model harvest-ripe grapes in 3D and
to derive physical and morphological parameters, such as volume (which correlates to berry
size), from these models.
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2.3 Yield Prediction
Yield is another vital topic in viticulture. It is measured in tons of grapes over a vine block or
other spatial unit. In specific applications, yield is also referred to as the amount of fruit on a
single vine (Moyer and Komm, 2015).
Information on a vineyard’s current anticipated yield enables winegrowers to check whether
the yearly yield and quality goals are likely to be achieved. Yield prediction is necessary to assess
when to utilize specific vineyard practices or to determine when grapes will be ready for harvest
(Nuske et al., 2011). Data about physical and morphological features of grapes, such as their
weight or volume, are valuable for vine experts as they help to predict yield (Hemming, 2016).
Yield-prediction approaches include the in-season cluster counting method and dormant
winter bud dissection (Moyer and Komm, 2015). To obtain reliable yield prediction results,
yield prediction must be carried out throughout several blocks of a vineyard and throughout
the seasons (Dunn, 2010). Traditionally, samples used for yield prediction are collected
manually by winegrowers in the field (Nuske et al., 2014). A feature that is common to these
traditional non-sensor-based approaches is their reliance on direct visual and manual in-field
measurements. These traditional methods are thus very labour-intensive and allow the
collection of only a limited number of samples.
The application of sensor-based technologies, such as photogrammetric approaches in
combination with UAS, overcome some of these challenges as they provide a high adaptability
to geographical extent and can produce highly detailed point clouds covering an entire vineyard
(Rose et al., 2016). This preliminary photogrammetric study focuses on digital data and image
collection associated with yield prediction. It looks at the possibility of reducing time-intensive
and expensive labour, decreasing human error, and preventing destructive sampling. It takes
the form of a laboratory experiment for the modelling of harvest-ripe grapes as digital 3D
models based on close-range photogrammetry. The approach also allows the derivation of
reliable physical and morphological parameters such as grape weight and volume.

3

Data Acquisition and Data-Modelling Methodology

The workflow of the laboratory experiment for the derivation of morphological parameters of
harvest-ripe grapes is illustrated in Figure 1. The first step is to assemble the necessary
equipment for data-capture. The subsequent data-capture procedure involves close-range
photogrammetry to record multi-view image datasets of grapes and the manual measurement
of grape features such as length, width and weight of individual grapes, which are utilized for
data validation. The image datasets acquired are utilized in a multi-view 3D photogrammetric
analysis to generate high-density 3D grape models. Next, the RANSAC shape-detection tool
is used to derive the structure of individual grapes and parameters, such as berry diameter,
from the 3D grape models. Characteristics such as the length, width, volume and weight of
the digital grape clusters and of individual digital grapes are determined based on the
parameters derived from the 3D model. The final step is a validation process, which involves
comparing the calculated morphological parameters of the digital grapes and the manually
measured parameters.
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Figure 1: The laboratory experiment workflow

3.1 Laboratory Experiment Setup and Data Acquisition Process
Setting up the laboratory experiment requires gathering and installing the necessary equipment
for the data capture. The equipment and objects used in the data acquisition process are:
1. Camera
• A Sony Alpha 7r3 (Sony, 2018) was used. Relevant technical details of the
camera are:
i. 42.4megapixels
ii. Sensor size of 35.9 times 24.0mm
iii. Pixel dimension of 7953 times 5304pixel
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tripod
Flashers
Metal bars
Strings
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Metal plate with holes
Weighing scale
Calliper ruler
Table to record measurements
Commercially available green and red grapes (which represent grapes from vines at
the harvest stage).

The camera was used with a wide-angle lens and mounted on a tripod. The focal length of the
camera was set to 90mm and the aperture to 22 for image capturing. These settings proved to
provide the best results. No camera calibration was applied as the calibration is automatically
estimated in the 3D modelling software.
The data-capturing construction is a framework consisting of three metal bars (see Figure 2,
which illustrates the final version of the construction). The grapes are attached with strings,
tape and a metal plate to the middle of the horizontal bar in such a way that they can be rotated
while the tripod with the camera remains fixed. The tripod and camera are placed 1 metre
away, in front of the grapes. No position marks are used in this setup, as only the relative
position of the camera to the grapes is of interest, and there is a very high overlap between the
images.

3.
3.

4.
1.

10.

4.
2.

4.

Figure 2: Data capture construction: 1. Camera, 2. Tripod, 3. Flashers, 4. Bars, 10. Grapes

The processing steps of the data-capturing procedure are shown in Figure 3. The procedure
consists of two principal parts:
1. The image-capturing process applies close-range photogrammetry to generate highresolution images of the grapes from multiple points of view. During this process,
after an image is created, the grapes are rotated by a few degrees, which changes the
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relative viewing angle of the camera on the grapes without moving the tripod. This
ensures that images of the grapes from different points of view are recorded. The
multi-view image dataset thus generated is used in the data-modelling process to create
the 3D grape models.
2. The manual measurement is carried out using a calliper ruler, a weighing scale, and a
table to record the measurements. First, the total weight of the grape cluster is
measured and noted. Then, each grape is carefully removed from the cluster, and its
length, width and weight are recorded. Figure 4 shows how the length and width of
the grapes are measured. Finally, the grapes are counted and the number of grapes
from the individual grape clusters are recorded in a table. Figure 5 shows the various
elements required for the manual measurement of a grape cluster.

Figure 3: Workflow of the data capture process
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Figure 4: Measuring length and
width of grapes

Figure 5: Material for manual measurement of grapes

3.2 Multi-View 3D Photogrammetric Analysis
The next phase of the study deals with a multi-view 3D photogrammetric analysis of the
captured grape images. This multi-step procedure produces high-density photogrammetric 3D
point clouds that are used to generate 3D grape models. The program Agisoft Photocan
Professional© 1.4.3 (build 6529) is used (Agisoft, 2019). Figure 6 illustrates the workflow for
the multi-view 3D photogrammetric analysis.
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Figure 6: Workflow of the multi-view 3D photogrammetric analysis

First, the high-resolution grape images are loaded into the program. Then, using the “magic
wand” tool within Agisoft Photoscan, masks are created for each image to hide such things as
the bars, unnatural distortions, or white pixels representing the wall. The masking results in
the 3D grape models being more precise because the modelling will only use unmasked parts
of images for the calculation of the point clouds and the 3D models. The data-modelling
process was tested with unmasked images, and although the resulting 3D models showed
generally good results, some grapes showed 3D distortions and unnatural white strips.
Next, the images are aligned in an image-matching process. Image-matching is a prerequisite
for 3D modelling of structures as it extracts 3D information from multiple overlapping images.
The 3D information thus acquired can be applied to construct 3D models of the surveyed
object or scene (Zhang, Xiong and Hao, 2011). The image-matching procedure uses extracted
3D information to align the images and to compute the camera positions, image orientation,
and a sparse point cloud. Next, a dense point cloud is generated based on the 3D information
contained in the sparse point cloud, the matched images, and the camera parameters that have
been calculated. By executing a meshing algorithm, the dense clouds are meshed to 3D grape
models.
Finally, a texturing process adds textures from the photographs to the corresponding parts in
the previously generated 3D grape models, resulting in the final 3D models of the grapes
(Figure 7, green grapes; Figure 9, red grapes). To illustrate the quality of the modelled grapes,
photos of the actual grapes are also shown in Figures 8 and 10.
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Figure 7: 3D model of the green grapes

Figure 8: Photo of the actual green grapes

Figure 9: 3D model of the red grapes

Figure 10: Photo of the actual red grapes
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3.3 Derivation of Morphological Parameters from 3D Grape Models
The next step of the methodology is to identify the shapes of the individual grapes in the 3D
models and to derive the physical and morphological parameters of single grapes and of grape
clusters. Data such as their weight and volume are important for winegrowers and wineries as
they can be utilized to predict yield (Hemming, 2016).
In order to identify the shapes of individual grapes, the RANSAC shape detection plugin
(Schnabel, Wahl and Klein, 2007) of the program CloudCompare (CC) version v2.10-alpha
[64-bit] (CloudCompare, 2019) is deployed to fit spherical shapes into detected grapes in the
3D models. If a sphere-like shape is found in a 3D model, the corresponding part of the model
is separated, colour-coded, and a sphere is placed at that location. The grapes detected in the
3D models are shown in Figures 11 (green grape model) and 12 (red grape model). The grapes
in these figures are shown in different hues to allow easier visual distinction between single
grapes.
The CC plugin also calculates parameters of these shapes, such as the radius. The radius (r) of
an identified digital grape is, by definition, half the grape’s width. Thus the width (b) of a 3D
grape is derived from its radius. Next, the length (a) of each modelled grape is determined
using its width and the length–width ratio (c) of the actual grape. The volume of the digital
grapes is calculated using the volume formula for oblate ellipsoids (Eq. 1):
Eq. 1: Ellipsoid volume formula

b 2 a
4
4
∗ π ∗ � � ∗ � � = ∗ π ∗ 𝑟𝑟 2 ∗ (𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑐𝑐)
2
2
3
3
Variable “V” is the volume, and the variables “a” and “b” represent the length and width,
𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎
respectively. We assume that = 𝑟𝑟 and = 𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑐𝑐 where r is the radius calculated by the tool,
2
2
b is the grape width (i.e. the small semi-axis of the ellipsoid), a is the large semi-axis or the
grape length, and c is the mean ratio of length and width measured manually on actual grapes.
V =

In the next step, the mean length and width, length variance and width variance, mean volume
and volume variance of the grapes, and total volume of the 3D grape clusters are determined.
To validate these derived morphological parameters of the digital grapes, the same parameters
are calculated for the actual grapes using the manual measurements. Since the weight of the
actual grapes was also measured in the data acquisition process, the density of these grapes can
be calculated using the formula (Eq. 2):
Eq. 2: Density formula

W
V
where "ϱ" (Rho) is the density, “W” is the weight, and “V” is the volume. The mean density
of the green and red grapes is determined. Now, the weight, mean weight and weight variance
of the modelled grapes are calculated using the mean density values of the actual grapes. The
results of these calculations are given in Table 1. The values in brackets in Table 1 are the total
volume and weight of the digital red grapes, as if all 62 grapes had been detected. For the
ϱ=
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missing grapes, the mean volume and weight values of the other 3D modelled red grapes were
used as proxies.

Figure 12: Shapes of the detected red grapes

Figure 11: Shapes of the detected green grapes

Table 1: Calculated morphological parameters of actual and digitally derived green and red grapes. *
Values in brackets are the total values, as if all actual grapes had been detected
Green grapes
Parameter [unit]

Red grapes

Actual grapes

Digital grapes

Actual grapes

Digital
grapes

29

29

62

55

Mean Length [mm]

21.18

21.18

24.11

24.11

Length Variance [mm]

1.46

1.07

3.81

1.22

Mean Width [mm]

18.75

18.75

18.41

18.41

Width Variance [mm]

1.04

0.94

2.06

0.93

115,444.02

115,005.25

269,494.7

239,288.22
(269,743.08)*

3,980.83

3,981.05

4,346.69

4,350.69

639.16

556.33

1,565.36

684.93

138.00

137.48

346.00

307.22
(346.32)*

Mean Weight [g]

4.76

4.74

5.58

5.59

Weight Variance [g]

0.76

0.67

2.01

0.88

Mean Density [g/mm³]

0.001195

-

0.001284

-

Number of grapes [-]

Total Volume [mm³]
Mean Volume [mm³]
Volume Variance [mm³]
Total Weight [g]
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4

Results and Discussion

The laboratory experiment was performed three times. The setup and methodology described
in this paper were followed in experiments 2 and 3 (the setup for experiment 1 was smaller),
and the quantification was carried out only in the third experiment. In total, 6 grape clusters,
one green and one red grape cluster per experiment, were examined. The final 3D grape
models are illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 9, and the quantification results are shown in
Table 1.
The results of the approach demonstrate the reconstruction of 3D grape models under
laboratory conditions. The visual comparison of the models shown in Figure 7 and Figure 9
with the actual grapes in Figure 8 and Figure 10 shows that the modelled digital grapes are very
similar to their actual counterparts. However, the comparison also reveals that some digital
grapes were not correctly reconstructed, which can be seen in certain deformations in the
digital grapes. It can be concluded that the process used in this laboratory experiment worked
well for detecting grapes: the results of the shape-detection illustrated in Figure 11, Figure 12,
and row 2 “Number of grapes [-]” in Table 1 show that all 29 green grapes were detected. In
addition, 55 of the 62 red grapes were correctly identified, an accuracy of 88%. However, the
shape-detection procedure shows difficulties in identifying strongly elliptical grapes, such as
the 7 undetected red grapes. Furthermore, the methodology is reliable for the derivation of
physical and morphological parameters from 3D grape models. The calculated total weight,
displayed in row "Total Weight [g]" in Table 1, of the digital green grape cluster (137.48g)
differs by just 0.52g (0.4%) from the weight of the actual green grape cluster (138.0g). The
estimated total weight of the digital red grape cluster (346.32g) differs by just 0.32g from its
actual counterpart (346.0g).
The results of this work can be compared with the measurements of Coetzee and Lombard
(2013), who examined 300 berries from 37 grape clusters to determine specific grape
parameters. They calculated an average grape cluster weight of 101.3g, which differs
significantly from the estimated total grape cluster weights presented in this paper (138.0g for
the digital green grape cluster; 346.0g for the digital red grape cluster). The average grape
densities (1,130kg/m³ in Coetzee and Lombard (2013); 1,195kg/m³ (green grapes) and
1284kg/m³ (red grapes) in this study) are also significantly different. These disparities can be
attributed to the use of differently sized grapes in the two studies. Coetzee and Lombard (2013)
calculated an average grape length of 14.6mm and grape width of 12.5mm, whereas the mean
grape lengths in this work were 21.18mm (green grapes) and 24.11mm (red grapes), and the
mean grape widths were 18.75mm (green grapes) and 18.41mm (red grapes).
Some of our results were inconclusive. The calculated variance values differ greatly between
the various parameters measured for the digital and the actual grapes. An example is the large
difference in length variance, which is 0.39mm for the digital green grapes and the actual
grapes, and 2.59mm for the red grapes. The large variance between the digital and the actual
grapes is thought to be caused by the shape detection method we applied, which utilized
spheres to approximate the grape shapes. We also experimented with using cylinders to detect
grapes, but this proved inadequate as it resulted in a model of just 10 grapes.
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Several problems and limitations were identified. The approach showed difficulties with the
accurate reconstruction of misshapen or strongly elliptical grapes. Examples are highlighted
by red circles in Figure 13 and Figure 14. These grapes could be correctly detected with the
use of LiDAR-based systems. Another technology which can be applied to analyse the shape
of any grape is described in American Society for Horticultural Science (2009). An advantage
of the SigmaScan®-based approach described there over the method presented in this paper
is the grapes’ independency from geometry and spatial position through the measurement of
grapes based on difference in colour between the surveyed grape and the background.
Additional errors such as holes in parts of stems were found because adequate point density
cannot always be achieved for the modelling of thin structures. Another limitation is the
immobility of the data-capture setup. It took several attempts to find an appropriate procedure
and settings. Furthermore, a new construction would need to be built if an entire row of vines
was to be simulated and modelled.
The results of our preliminary laboratory experiment indicate that close-range
photogrammetry can be applied to generate 3D grape models and that parameters such as the
volume of the grape can be derived from these digital models.

Figure 13: Difficulties detecting misshapen grapes
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Figure 14: Incorrectly identified elliptical
grapes
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5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we conceptualized and modelled 3D grapes and used these models to derive
physical and morphological parameters. In the laboratory experiment, a special data-capture
setup was constructed to record multi-view high-resolution image datasets of commercially
available green and red grapes, representing grapes at harvest stage (E-L 38). The datamodelling process focused on the generation of high-resolution 3D grape models, the
derivation of parameters from them, and the comparison of the parameters for 3D grape
models and actual grapes. The approach shows that close-range photogrammetry can be
applied in a lab to create high-resolution 3D grape models and to derive reliable physical and
morphological parameters.
In a future project, a similar approach could be applied in-field by, for example, creating a
system of multiple cameras mounted on an unmanned autonomously moving vehicle, such as
a UAS, which generates close-range multi-view image datasets. These datasets could then be
utilized to generate 3D models of grapes on the vines, which in turn could be used to derive
parameters such as grape volume to estimate the yield of the grapes.
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Abstract
An increasing demand for agricultural products within the past years has led to increasing
agricultural intensification. Various agricultural compositions and landscape configurations
can have different impacts on the provision of ecosystem services. The EU follows the aim of
supporting and developing sustainable food production systems. We use the plot-based
data provided by the Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS) to identify
different types of agricultural landscapes and their spatial distribution in Brandenburg,
Germany. By calculating a set of landscape metrics to characterise agricultural land use,
we were able to identify six types of agricultural landscapes by a Two-Step cluster analysis
for a hexagonal grid. Thereby, the majority of Brandenburg is covered by agriculture
characterised by high share of cropland but different degrees of fragmentation. By
providing a framework using landscape metrics derived from IACS data, the approach of
clustering to identify typologies is highly transferable to other regions within the EU and may
provide an important asset for offering new units of analysis for a better tailored
environmental and agricultural planning depending on the local to regional characteristics.

Keywords:
agricultural land use pattern, agricultural intensification, landscape metrics, cluster analysis

1

Introduction

European agricultural landscapes have featured considerable changes towards intensification
and marginalization of areas, and these major trends are expected to continue in the future
(Lüker-Jans, Simmering, & Otte, 2016; Rounsevell, Annetts, Audsley, Mayr, & Reginster,
2003). We define agricultural landscapes as the result of land uses and management in an area
following the definition of Kizos and Koulouri (2006). These landscapes provide ecological
functions, e.g. habitat provision; economic functions, e.g. income generation; and cultural
functions, e.g. landscape aesthetics. According to Lüker-Jans et al. (2016), marginal
agricultural landscapes are characterised by unfavourable biophysical conditions, such as steep
slopes, shallow and/or poor soils, and inferior accessibility. They often show increased
biodiversity and habitat richness due to low intensities of cultivation, crop and grassland
rotation and small-parcelled mosaics. Conversely, intensive agriculture often goes along with
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larger field sizes, lower heterogeneity in habitat structure, and more monoculture (RuizMartinez, Marraccini, Debolini, & Bonari, 2016). Thus, intensification is frequently associated
with a decrease in biodiversity and negative effects on the environment, i.e. soils and water
quality (Thomson et al., 2019). A sustainable pathway is needed for maximising agricultural
production and particularly achieving future food security while at the same time reducing the
negative environmental effects of agricultural land use. In recent years, the provision of
ecosystem services from agricultural land has been increasingly highlighted by science and
enacted in policy changes (Schaller et al., 2018). The European Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP), the major policy instrument driving agricultural land use in Europe, aims to support
the sustainable management of natural resources such as water, soil and air and to contribute
to the protection of biodiversity, enhance ecosystem services and preserve habitats and
landscapes (European Union, 2019).
In the past decades, landscape metrics have been successfully applied to characterise and
compare (agricultural) landscapes across space and time in a quantitative manner (Uuemaa,
Mander, & Marja, 2013). Typically, number, size, shape and arrangement of patches of
different land-use/land cover types are used quantify landscape structure, composition and
dynamics. Lately, metrics have also been used as proxies for characterising agricultural land
use intensity, e.g. area under cultivation, mean patch size and Shannon’s Diversity Index
(Schlesinger and Drescher 2018). In contrast, others have analysed inputs, such as labour,
capital or management practices, and outputs, such as yields (Shriar, 2000) or the dependence
on industrial goods, e.g. machinery and fertilizer (Temme & Verburg, 2011; Zasada et al., 2013)
to characterise agricultural land use intensity. However, these studies face the problem of data
availability and are therefore often restricted to small areas and selected farms. A promising
dataset to achieve area-wide characterization by different types of agricultural landscapes
comes from the Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS, in German: Invekos).
In recent years, initial studies successfully used this dataset that is derived from the subsidypayments to the farmers to analyse agricultural land use change (Lüker-Jans et al., 2016;
Tomlinson, Dragosits, Levy, Thomson, & Moxley, 2018) and farm-level agriculture
characterization (Lomba et al., 2017; Uthes, Kelly, & König, 2020).
The aim of this paper is to identify and characterise different types of agricultural landscapes
and to depict their spatial patterns using landscape metrics and a cluster analysis for the case
study of Brandenburg, Germany. While landscape metrics are most frequently applied to grids
and administrative areas, we use hexagons. They have shown to better capture spatially
continuous phenomena such as agricultural landscapes because of their spatial smoothing
effect towards the edges of the hexagons (Birch, Oom, & Beecham, 2007; Schindler,
Poirazidis, & Wrbka, 2008). The outcomes of this study may provide an important asset for
providing new units of analysis for better-tailored environmental and agricultural policies
depending on the local to regional characteristics.
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2

Material and Methods

2.1 Study Area
We focus on the state of Brandenburg, which is located in the northeast of Germany covering
29.640 km² of which 45% are used for agriculture (Figure 1). Ongoing pressure on agricultural
land to convert into residential land is observed in the suburban areas of Berlin, while an
increasing demand for regional food production can also be observed. At the same time,
Gutzler et al. (2015) anticipate an increased use of cropland for renewable energy production.
Farms in Brandenburg are comparatively large, around 240 ha, four times the German average
(Gutzler et al., 2015). In addition, general low soil quality with almost two-thirds being sandy
and sandy-loamy soils, low rainfall at only 591 mm/year and a high technological level
characterise the agricultural land use. Compared to other German states, Brandenburg shows
a relatively high share of organic agriculture (12 % of agricultural area) that is further increasing
in recent years (Ministerium für Landwirtschaft, Umwelt und Klimaschutz [MLUK], 2019).

Figure 1: Agricultural land use and hexagons grid outline of the state of Brandenburg, Germany.

2.2 Data
We used plot-based information on cultivation for Brandenburg agriculture in 2018 (reported
for 31.5.2018) provided by the Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS). We
selected and reclassified the data into the categories: grassland, cropland, and maize as a single
crop. We also derive the plot sizes and edges and if a plot is managed conventionally or
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organically. In addition, we use Open Street Map (OSM) data on buildings and soil quality data
that captures the yield potential (Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, 2014).
2.3 Methods
We created a hexagonal grid with a cell size of 10 km² (N = 2836; 178 were deleted because
of missing data). The size of the cells captured the landscape level and the spatial configuration
of plots within. We selected the following indicators to assess different types of agricultural
landscapes based on a literature review: soil quality (values from 0-100), number of buildings
(N), edge density (calculated as share of total hexagon area, in km/10km²), median plot size
(ha), organic share of total agricultural area (%), maize share of total agricultural (%), cropland
share (%), Shannon Diversity Index, share agriculture of total area (%) and mean distance to
settlements (km). We measured cropland intensity by the share of maize that is likely to be
used for biogas and cultivated as a long-term self-following crop (i.e. without crop rotation;
(Gutzler et al., 2015; Lüker-Jans et al., 2016). We included both maize types (i.e. silage maize
and corn maize) in our analysis. According to the Fachagentur Nachwachsende Rohstoffe e.
V. (2013), the expansion of maize is expected to be on par with intensification of crop
production. We calculated the respective indicator values for the year of 2018 for the hexagons.
To reduce redundancies in the datasets we calculated Spearman’s correlation coefficients
(Lausch & Herzog, 2002) and dropped those indicators with a correlation of 0,4 or more, i.e.
share of agriculture, Shannon’s Diversity Index, distance to settlements. We then applied a
cluster analysis on the remaining 7 indicators: number of buildings, soil quality, median plot
size, edge density and share of cropland, maize and organic agriculture. The Two-Step
clustering offers the advantage automatic determination of the optimum number of clusters
and was originally developed for large datasets by Chiu, Fang, Chen, Wang, and Jeris (2001).
For validation of the cluster number, the model fit was evaluated by the silhouette coefficient,
which is a measure of cohesion and separation of clusters. A value above 0,2 thereby indicated
a fair quality of clusters (Tkaczynski, 2017).
To measure spatial autocorrelation for the categorical cluster values, we calculated the join
count (Plant, 2012). This determines the degree of clustering or dispersion among a set of
spatially adjacent polygons. To calculate the join count for each cluster value, we set the
reference cluster value to 1 and all other cluster values to 0, and we calculated the join count
separately for each cluster.

3

Results

We identified 6 different types of agricultural landscapes in Brandenburg: 1 Peri-urban, 2 High
Fragmentation, 3 Low Fragmentation, 4 High Intensity, 5 Low Intensity (marginal grasslands),
6 Organic Production (see Table 1). The Two-Step clustering for these 6 clusters returned the
best results with relatively low Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) values (7894,076) and
distance measure is the highest (1,546). A The silhouette measure of cluster cohesion and
separation indicates a fair quality (0,3) for these 6 clusters.
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Table 1:Centroid of clusters with indication of lowest (green) and highest (red) values
Centroid

Cluster

Soil
Quality

Number of
Buildings

Edge
Density
(km/10km²)

Median
Plot Size
(ha)

Organic
Share
(%)

Maize
Share
(%)

Cropland
Share
(%)

1: Peri-urban

49,4

3206,2

5,0

3,0

7,6

10,1

68,9

2: High
Fragmentation

49,4

194,7

10,4

4,4

5,1

18,4

83,7

3: Low
Fragmentation

51,3

197,4

4,1

3,5

5,3

19,3

86,7

4: High
Intensity

62,8

173,9

7,9

11,2

3,2

20,5

93,7

5: Low
Intensity

47,2

207,8

8,3

4,5

12,9

7,2

35,7

6: Organic
Production

50,4

244,6

6,3

3,2

68,9

4,8

72,1

More specifically, the identified types of agricultural landscapes can be characterised as the
following:
Cluster 1 (Peri-Urban: 5,8 % of all clusters, N = 149) can be described as the peri-urban
agriculture cluster mainly characterised by very high mean numbers of 3206 buildings (Table
1). Hence, mean share of agricultural area is lowest amongst the clusters with a calculated
average of 24,5 %. Consequently, edge density is also relatively low (mean 5,0 km/10 km²).
With the lowest average median plot size (3,0 ha) plots in this cluster tend to be smaller than
plots in other clusters. Share of maize and cropland in general tend to be lower than in the
other clusters. Additionally, the areas of this cluster are characterised by lower soil quality (49,4)
in terms of yield potential.
Cluster 2 (High Fragmentation: 36,1 % of all clusters, N = 933) characteristics are that of
high fragmentation and high mean of agriculture share (66,0 %). Cropland share in general and
particularly share of maize is relatively high.
On the contrary, Cluster 3 (Low Fragmentation: 22,4 % of all clusters, N = 579) is
characterized by low fragmentation of the agricultural landscape explained by a low mean
agriculture share of 25,5 %. Furthermore, it shows a high share of cropland, relatively high soil
quality and low edge density. The landscape is generally not characterised by agriculture, but
other land covers such as water or forest.
Cluster 4 (High Intensity: 8,9 % of all clusters, N = 229) shows the highest mean agriculture
share (66,3%) as well as high quality soil (62,8). It is characterised by large plot sizes (11,2 ha)
with large share of cropland (93,7 %) and maize (20,5 %).
Cluster 5 (Low Intensity: 15,6 % of all clusters, N = 404) mainly represents marginal
grasslands with a mean agriculture share of 44,5 %. The low soil quality (47,2) leads to plots
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mainly used for grassland (low share of cropland = 35,7). Compared to other clusters (except
6) grassland is thereby often managed organically (mean organic share = 12,9 %).
Cluster 6 (Organic Production: 11,2 % of all clusters, N = 289) represents organic farming.
It is characterised by a low share of cropland and maize, smaller median plot sizes (3,2 ha), and
a mean agricultural share of 32,5 %.

Figure 2: Map and exemplary satellite imagery (Google) of Agricultural Land Use clusters in Brandenburg
2018

We identified a high positive spatial autocorrelation for the ‘high intensity’ (N = 98) and
‘organic production’ (N = 95) clusters. This means that one agricultural landscape type is
located next to another agricultural landscape of the same type. The spatial clustering of ‘high
intensity’ agriculture that we find in our results may be attributed to the underlying spatial
clustering of high soil quality. One reason for spatial clustering of ‘organic production’ might
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be that it occurs often in nature preserves under stringent conditions (Venghaus & Acosta,
2018). In contrast to other studies and literature, we could not find significantly higher soil
qualities in areas under organic production. Other influencing factors could be operational
determinants, for example the share of grassland which is higher in our organic production
type than in other clusters (Bichler & Häring, 2003). Another reason the potential
agglomeration effect of organic agriculture (Schmidtner et al., 2012). In contrast, the ‘low
fragmentation’ (N = 34) and ‘low intensity’ (N = 43) clusters do not show a high degree of
spatial autocorrelation and are distributed across the state. The ‘peri-urban’ (N = 54) and ‘high
fragmentation’ (N = 71) clusters show medium spatial autocorrelation and are mostly
randomly spatially distributed whereby the peri-urban cells are concentrated around Berlin.

4

Discussion

Our results complement information on agricultural landscapes, such as the agro-ecological
zones of Brandenburg (Landbaugebiete), that have been given a suitability rating for crop
production (Ackerzahl; Landesamt für Ländliche Entwicklung, Landwirtschaft und
Flurneuordnung, 2016) and the maps available in the Thünen Atlas, including the distribution
of crop types or grassland on a municipal scale (Thünen Institut, 2014). Our types thereby also
include information on composition, diversity and intensity based on a plot-based analysis
instead of representing a single indicator (e.g. soil quality). They can help to understand the
agricultural landscape structure in Brandenburg and identify regions where monitoring and
specified support measures are necessary.
Typologies of Brandenburg’s agriculture have been created mainly through farmer decisions
with reference to renewable energy production (Venghaus & Acosta, 2018). Thereby the
farmer is the decision-making “designer” of agricultural landscapes whereby we used landscape
metrics as input for typologising agriculture. Consistent with Lüker-Jans et al. (2016) using kmeans clustering, we identified similar agricultural types focused on cropland share with maize
as a particular crop. In contrast to our hexagons providing a smooth surface allowing the
unambiguous definition of neighbourhoods for the study area, they analyze metrics on a
municipal level which provides higher variance in shape and size than grid-based analysis. In
general, landscape metrics prove to be an adequate tool for analysing configuration and
composition of landscapes. Similar to Lomba et al. (2017), Uthes et al. (2020) and Lüker-Jans
et al. (2016), we were able to show the potential of IACS data for analysing agricultural land
use. Other studies have used remote sensing, e.g. to identify patchiness of the agricultural
landscape (Weissteiner, García-Feced, & Paracchini, 2016). The analysis on a finer spatial scale
could enable the possibility of investigating finer landscape structures and, additionally,
changes in e.g. agricultural composition. A common problem in ecological analysis of spatial
indicators is scale. Scale dependence can be addressed by sensitivity analysis via up- and
downscaling the grid cell size and can be applied in further studies. Oberlack et al. (2019)
emphasised that archetypes can help tailor intensification strategies to particular contexts.
Additionally, to increase the quality of the “archetypes”, Eisenack et al. (2019) proposed a
framework to merge quantitative and qualitative approaches. However, this paper focuses on
the methodological suitability of landscape metrics as an input for cluster analysis within a
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hexagonal grid. One of the advantages of using IACS data is thereby the high possibility of
transferability to other study regions.

Conclusions
Our findings reveal six different types of agricultural landscapes and their respective spatial
patterns. We conclude that Brandenburg is characterised by highly fragmented agriculture and
high spatial clustering of high intensity agriculture and organic production.
The chosen landscape metrics derived from IACS data have proven to be adequate for
improving the understanding of agricultural landscapes, and they are suitable for measuring
agricultural intensity and diversity in terms of plot composition and configuration at the EU
level since IACS data are available across the EU. Our paper proposes an approach at the
landscape level which is, according to Thomson et al. (2019), a fundamental connection
between the diverse array of relevant disciplines at the plant to field level and can inform
national and global decision making. Future work will focus on relations of these different
types with land price development, ownership patterns and trade-offs for example between
food and energy production.
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Abstract
Against the background of the climate protection plan, the transition of cities towards a
renewable heat supply is a particular challenge, involving planning and participation at
various levels. In addition simply to the implementation of measures to reduce the heat
demand of a building, the question arises as to the specific role that an individual building
can play in strategic energy planning. Strategic energy planning enables a spatial
framework for interaction. Communications between the building and the planning process
have to be established. This paper outlines processes and communications between
building information modelling (BIM) and e-government standards in Germany (XBau, XFall,
XPlanung), and the need for further research and development. The combination and
modification of existing standards and procedures can create something new in the long
term: an indispensable data basis for municipal heat planning.
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1

Motivation

Meeting the targets of the climate protection plan set by the German government is an urgent
and pressing challenge. Approximately one third of the energy consumed in Germany is used
for room heating and hot water supply (BMWi, 2018). The reduction targets set out in the
climate protection plan (BMUB, 2016) differentiate between the various sectors. In the
building sector, the aim is to achieve a more or less climate-neutral building stock. This is
outlined in the Energy Efficiency Strategy for Buildings issued by the German federal
government (Thamling et al., 2015). In the strategy, the reduction of the overall heat
requirement and the increased use of renewable heating sources are seen as complementary
approaches, with different proportional weighting depending on the scenario in question. The
strategy envisages a reduction of the energy demands for water and room heating of between
40% and 60% compared to 2008 for buildings used for accommodation, public services and
the service sector. For the industrial sector, this figure is set at 20%. The strategy also takes
into account building and planning regulations, the difficulties involved in retrofitting,
demographic shifts, and the reduction in heat demand due to climate change. Heating
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networks have the potential to integrate renewable energies, into the heating supply system in
particular. However, on the basis of the measures that have been implemented to date, it is
predicted that the reduction targets cannot be met (Graichen et al., 2017).
Recent developments in the digitalization of the construction industry and of administrative
processes, known respectively as building information modelling (BIM) and e-government, as
well as the ongoing development of standards and processes relating to the use of geo-data,
all offer an unprecedented opportunity to cluster and synergize their respective potentials and
take on the challenges of energy transition in urban settings.
This central idea is being heard in the current debate around the concept of the smart city.
Given the numerous definitions of, and variety of opinions on, what the ‘smart city’ actually
means (Albino et al., 2015), no attempt will be made here to clarify the issue further.

2

Energy planning

In the public discussion, energy transition has largely focused on electrical power supply and
taken place outside cities. This is set to change in the near future, with attention turning to
urban heat supply – the so-called heat transition. The transformation of the energy supply to
entire cities will introduce a new dimension to the planning and participation processes as well
as new technological requirements.
A municipal energy plan can indicate the nature of future developments, which are not simply
derived from existing funding budgets but also take into account the potential of local sources
of renewable energy as well as urban planning data relating to, for example, areas of future or
current urban development, demography and mobility. Habermann-Nieße et al. (2012)
propose a combination of urban development funding and the funding of energy measures.
Such funding could be spatially differentiated by priority areas of energy supply options, which
have to be defined from an energy planning perspective.
Municipal heating plans will play a significant role in the future (Schubert, 2015). However,
the funding programmes and planning instruments that are currently available are not
considered adequate to the task of transforming the energy concept of entire cities: ‘The longterm vision to transform urban energy systems is often lacking at the communal planning level’
(Riechel, Koritkowski, Libbe, & Koziol, 2016), and appropriate planning frameworks and
standards are not in place. There is more to integrated heating planning than just planning a
district heating network. Local conditions and heat supply options of all kinds must be taken
into account – for example, the use of heat pumps for individual buildings, LowEx heat
networks etc. (Knies, 2018).
Incentives, such as the KfW (German government-sponsored bank dedicated to regeneration
projects) programme No. 432, are available. This programme provides consultancy and full
planning support for areas which are to be redeveloped and can be combined with the tax
incentives granted under German construction law (§ 136 BauGB) for the implementation of
energy efficiency measures (Langenbrinck et al., 2017). Furthermore, regulations and laws can
be invoked to enforce connection to and supply from district heating systems. It is very rare,
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however, that such measures are implemented in the context of energetic urban redevelopment
and their use remains very controversial (Langenbrinck et al., 2017, p. 84).
Currently, it is difficult to predict the impact of individual, funding-led planning decisions. This
is because the funding and its impact on the energetic performance of a building are not
recognized as inherent attributes of the building.

3

Relevant standards

A variety of standards are in use at the building-planning, urban-planning and implementation
levels.
Building Information Modelling (BIM) is seen as a data and process management system, but
it is also regarded as the foundation of a new culture of transparency in the construction
industry. The individual components of a construction (shell, supply and disposal systems etc.)
are all classified according to the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC). Very detailed information
can be attached to each element, and this can be of great significance in the overall energetic
assessment of a building (e.g. U-value for walls, windows and doors; for more details see
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/specifications/ifc-releases/ifc4-add2). A comprehensive
guide can be found in the German-language handbook Anwenderbuch Datenaustausch
BIM/IFC (Liebich & Hoffeller, 2006). Certain parameters are important input variables for
the purposes of GIS visualizations. However, to date, BIM/GIS interaction has mainly
consisted in data exchange for structural engineering projects and exploring 3D-GIS
visualization possibilities (Barbato et al., 2018), which has led the way to some very complex
approaches towards city information modelling (Xu et al., 2014). Agugiaro et al. (Agugiaro,
Benner, Cipriano, & Nouvel, 2018) examine the spatial commonalities between the levels
covered by BIM, CityGML and INSPIRE, and demonstrate that the greatest commonalities
in coverage are between BIM and CityGML. The authors also describe (ibid.) the Energy
Application Domain Extension for CityGML (Energy ADE), which aims to include relevant
energy data across an urban area and make it available for simulation purposes.
Work is currently in progress to incorporate an IT-driven process view in urban planning. The
main standards under consideration here are XBau and XPlanung (IT-Planungsrat, 2017;
Krause & Munske, 2016). Building application processes and notifications which have been
standardized by XBau and are based on the XÖV process standards can be used as BIM data,
thus enabling a seamless digital process (Krause, 2018).
To facilitate applications for the energetic funding mentioned above, the continued
development of XFall for building applications is strongly recommended (http://xfall.eu/).
XFall is a universally interoperable standard for application data and can be used for
centralized application platforms that meet the requirements of the EU Services in the Internal
Market Directive (2006/123/EG). XFall is used to transmit application documents and
attachments, signatures, status information, information updates and interim reports etc. It
could be used to process applications not only for KfW-funded building measures but also for
grants available under German renewable energy legislation (Erneuerbaren-Energien-Gesetz,
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EEG) and the market incentive programme (Marktanreizprogramm, MAP) targeted at the
heating sector.
XPlanung, on the other hand, allows both the loss-free exchange of spatial planning data
between different systems and, in conjunction with XBau, the integration of the plane
geometry of buildings in the application process (Krause & Munske, 2016). Since October
2017, the use of XFall, XBau and XPlanung has been obligatory for all planning authorities in
Germany.

4

Combining standards and processes

The processing of building applications is now digitally continuous thanks to the use of BIM,
XBau and XPlanung, and this can be taken as a model for similarly continuous urban energy
planning.
Energetic redevelopment areas or suitability areas for heating options should be integrated as
objects in XPlanung, and their objectives should be differentiated and formalized. They are
taken into account as an area setting in the further process. Even if an individual building is
located outside these areas, the process would proceed.
In addition, rudimentary BIM models of the existing building stock should be available. Due
to the extremely varied nature of buildings, it will not be possible to include detailed
differentiations, but the aim is to cover all the existing buildings within the city. One possibility
is to collect information from heating energy requirement data sources and other available city
models. Energy-ADE, mentioned above, would be suitable for this purpose. As soon as the
KfW receives an application for redevelopment funding, for example, the dataset can be
updated to include this specific information. Depending on the proposed measures, the data
on the building elements in question (windows, exterior walls, roof etc.) or building utilities
(heating supply system, photo-voltaic units etc.) can be adjusted and revised. In the course of
time, the overall density of data for a given city will increase.
Redevelopment measures change not only the energetic performance of the building in
question. Given sufficient spatial density, such alterations can also alter the nature of the area
setting by, for example, reducing the heat demand so that a sufficient number of buildings
become suitable and available for connection to a low-temperature heat network. Energy
suppliers can use this information as a basis for their offers and proposals. In addition,
municipalities can promote local developments using targeted public information campaigns.
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Figure 1: Proposed process chain – Yellow: actor-related; grey: standards and technical-related; blue:
physical world-related

The following additional developments would also be beneficial in the context of municipal
heat planning. (The numbering in the list corresponds to that in Figure 1.) The points listed
represent a proposed process scheduling, starting with the initial funding application:
1. Building owners use XFall to apply for funding for energetic redevelopment measures
(building components, EEG, MAP). The area setting of the building is automatically
taken into account (location in a redevelopment area, in an area of suitability for heat
supply options etc.).
2. XFall and XBau then communicate and exchange data, thus integrating energetic
measures in the building application documents, as well as requesting information
from XBau on any existing building permissions. Energy-related information, e.g. on
thermal insulation of the shell and windows at the time of approval, which can be
compared with the renovation measures applied for, is particularly relevant here.
3. XBau then communicates with the (rudimentary) BIM model of the building so that
changes to the building and energetic data can be recorded upon completion of the
redevelopment measures. This assumes, of course, that for all existing buildings a
(rudimentary) BIM model exists (and is frequently updated) based on 3D city models
(CityGML).
4. Aggregated energetic values are derived from the building model (‘Aggregator’), which
allow an appropriate heat supply option to be allocated to the building. So, for
example, a building which is to be redeveloped and is currently connected to the
natural gas supply could, if some further minor alterations were to be carried out to
the domestic water system, be suitable for connection to a low-temperature network.
Given sufficient spatial density of buildings with similar potential, the borders of the
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redevelopment area can be redrawn to fit and simulations carried out for the whole
area, using, for example, Energy-ADE (Agugiaro et al., 2018).
5. Based on the results of the simulation, energetic targets are formalized for the
redevelopment areas and areas of suitability in question. These are communicated
using XPlanung, and the information is then available for, and can be taken into
account in, the funding application process.
The so-called aggregator in Figure 1 has a crucial role in the process. As no further detailed
information about a building is required for subsequent strategic planning steps and the use of
such data would, in any case, raise data protection issues, the detailed data from the BIM model
is aggregated for the purposes of strategic planning. This means that, for any individual
building, only a handful of energetic values are actually taken into account. Currently, the
aggregator could best be defined using MVD (Model View Definition), which extracts the
necessary information in aggregated form and transfers it to, for example, Energy-ADE.
This would allow both the interaction between, and the delineation of, BIM and CityGML to
be clearly defined. It would thus enable seamless digital communication throughout the
process from the funding application to the building level (BIM), and then to the strategic
planning level.
In a subsequent step, detailed technical planning would start, using detailed information from
the BIM models. The clear and secure delineation between the data required for strategic
planning and those required for detailed technical planning is a delicate and contentious area:
more work is required on this issue.

5

The way ahead

The approach outlined here is a rough draft and, as such, intended merely as the basis for
further discussion on how to enhance existing standards and make use of them in municipal
energy planning.
Nearly every necessary component is already there to realize an integrated process chain and
to join the strengths of BIM, GIS and e-governmental standards. The lack of interoperability
is not really a technical issue, but rather a question of institutional responsibility and
competence. Thus the model represents a process chain but deliberately does not allocate
responsibilities. This crucial point can best be addressed by the authorities responsible for
building permits, funding etc., because it requires an overarching mandate.
The lack of data is a fundamental problem and a real obstacle to strategic energy planning
which can only be overcome by continuously adding to the relevant databases. This can only
be achieved by integrating and interlocking various standards and data streams with an
explicitly spatial component.
The interaction between BIM and CityGML needs further clarification. It must be emphasized
that this paper starts from the perspective of the funding of retrofitting measures and,
therefore, focusses on the BIM level. Valuable datasets are being built up over time, which can
then be incorporated into a CityGML and used to create city-wide perspectives and
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simulations. Implementation takes place at the level of the local area or individual building,
and the data from the detailed planning is processed at BIM level, continuing the information
loop. In order to eliminate redundant information and inconsistencies, we need to ask at what
point in the loop any updates should be carried out. This is not just a technical interface, but
a question of responsibilities.
The building stock will, naturally, change over time as rebuilding measures are carried out and
recorded in BIM models. It is crucial that the changing potential of an area (neighbourhood,
district, suitability area etc.) to be converted to renewable heating be recognized in time. This
is possible by continuously updating the energetic value data and, thus, the process of planning
appropriate measures can begin in good time. Depending on the spatial distribution of the
individual buildings, the extent of areas for redevelopment can be (re-)defined in an
energetically rational way.
Probably the most important question is to what extent the funding mechanisms can adapt to,
and take into account, the specific surroundings of any given building. A draft bill to the
German parliament in 2018 (§107 GEG Entwurf) addressed this issue. However, this would
require current funding policy to be changed in order to accommodate rational spatial
differentiation and allow the strengths of various technologies to be combined and matched
in spatial clusters.
Currently, planning law does not define any framework for municipal heat planning, so the
limits of redevelopment areas and areas of suitability cannot be defined except under urban
redevelopment regulations (§ 136 BauGB – German federal building regulations). There is a
great need for further research into these legal aspects and how planning law would have to
be revised. (On planning obstacles, see Riechel et al. (2016).) Any such developments would
necessarily impact on the future specifications in XPlanung.
By combining and modifying current standards and processes, something novel can be created:
continuous communication from the level of funding to the building itself and, further, to the
level of strategic energy planning and the creation of a data resource available as an
indispensable tool for decision-makers involved in heat transition at municipal level.
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Abstract
Spatial energy planning plays a key role in energy transition. Geo-information systems (GIS)
make an important contribution in this context: spatially differentiated modelling,
representation, and analysis of energy demands in the building sector are the basis for wellfounded strategic energy planning. This paper presents a GIS-based method to model the
heat demand for tourist accommodation in the federal state of Salzburg. The paper includes
the development, description, implementation and validation of the heat demand
modelling based on a bottom-up approach. The discussion reflects on possible
improvements to the approach.
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1

Introduction

Energy planning is indispensable in ensuring environmental sustainability and reducing the risk
associated with climate change. The main task of energy planning is to quantify local heat
demands and energy potentials, and to provide the data in a spatially differentiated form.
Energy planners depend on reliable and transparent models that support them in their
decision-making processes. The required depth of the models’ data (spatial and temporal
resolution) varies depending on the application, and energy planning normally includes
additional spatially located information (e.g. building stock, supply infrastructure, energy
potentials) (Mauthner, 2018). A technical and methodological challenge in creating models is
to harmonize and standardize the available data to generate the greatest possible benefit.
In general, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are suitable for processing, standardizing
and visualizing several layers of information, which is why they have frequently been used in
the field of energy planning for many years (Mardani et al., 2017). Improvements in data
availability, data quality and computer performance enable us to conduct more context-specific
analyses (including when using GIS), which often require a revision or extension of existing
models or the creation of new models.
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In an existing approach to heat demand modelling by Schardinger & Biberacher (2017), a
concrete need for research into modelling the heat demand for tourist accommodation was
exposed. In their project, Schardinger & Biberacher evaluated a heat demand model at building
level using the heat consumption values of regional district heating providers. In the process,
significant inaccuracies were found in areas with a high share of tourist accommodation. Their
additional facilities and services (e.g. swimming pools, sports facilities, saunas and laundries)
produce heat demands in addition to those of room heating.
The literature offers a variety of different methods to model the heat demand. Li et al. (2017)
divided the models into top-down and bottom-up ones. Bottom-up models are characterized
by a higher degree of spatial and temporal detail than top-down ones. They are usually based
on empirical real data (‘real example building’) or representative building characteristics (‘real
average building’ or ‘synthetic average building’). The necessary information for all individual
buildings is often unavailable, which is why the building stock investigated is classified into
building types (Ballarini et al., 2014; Loga et al., 2016), and the building models are
parameterized using the characteristics of these types (Nageler et al., 2017; Schiefelbein et al.,
2019; Streicher et al., 2019). The disadvantages of such bottom-up models are the high data
intensity and uncertainties due to the typology (Brøgger & Wittchen, 2018).
This paper uses an innovative bottom-up approach to model heat demand, focusing
exclusively on tourist accommodation in the federal state of Salzburg. The buildings’ gross
floor areas 1 (GFA) and the energy consumption indicator (ECI) serve as a basis for the model.
The paper validates the model by comparing modelled values with reported data.
It continues the research into heat demand models for tourist accommodation and contributes
to two sub-fields of energy planning: (1) mapping of buildings, and (2) heat demand modelling.
The paper has three main objectives: (1) the development, description and application of a
bottom-up modelling approach for the mapping and heat demand modelling of tourist
accommodation in the federal state of Salzburg; (2) the partial validation of the modelling
approach developed here, using reported data; (3) the development of a data concept for the
localization and characterization of the tourist accommodation stock and, based on this, a
building typology for heat demand modelling. The data concept is not limited to the building
type ‘tourist accommodation’: it is transferable to other building types because the concept is
reduced to a minimum set of input parameters and relies mainly on data that is available
nationwide. ArcGIS Pro v. 2.2.4 and QGIS v. 2.18 and v. 3.6 served as GIS.
The paper has the following structure. Section two provides the methodological background.
First, it lists the data sources and categories used (§2.1), before describing the workflow (§2.2).
Section 3 provides the results, and the paper concludes with a discussion in Section 4.

The gross floor area is defined as the sum of the aboveground and underground floor areas of a
building that have to be heated or cooled during use (Amstutz & Schegg, 2003).

1
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2

Method

2.1 Data sources and categorization
Table 1 provides an overview and a short description of the data sources used. The main data
source for the model is the federal state of Salzburg. Additionally, the model integrates further
building information (address, type, company, number of stars for hotels) from Herold,
Bundesamt für Eich- und Vermessungswesen (BEV) and Wirtschaftskammer Salzburg
(WKS).
Table 1: Data sources
Data Source

Name

Type

Date

Description

Salzburg State

Cadastre

shape

2016

All buildings in the federal state of
Salzburg as polygons

Salzburg State

Communities

shape

2019

All communities of the federal state of
Salzburg

Salzburg State

DEM 2

raster

2016

DEM of the federal state of Salzburg,
resolution 1m

Salzburg State

DSM 3

raster

2016

DSM of the federal state of Salzburg,
resolution 1m

Salzburg State

HDD 4

csv

2016

HDD for every community in the federal
state of Salzburg, years

BEV

Addresses

csv

2018

Tables with data about addresses,
buildings and types in the federal
state of Salzburg

WKS

Tourist
accommodation

csv

Herold

Tourist
accommodation

shape

2017
2018

2016

Table with information about companies,
their name, address, type, and (for
hotels) information about stars, in the
federal state of Salzburg
Information about addresses, building
types and company names in the federal
state of Salzburg

The study uses the following categories for tourist accommodation (Hotel Energy Solutions,
2011): hotels, apartments, campsites, holiday homes, inns, guesthouses, private rooms,
mountain huts and youth hostels. The category ‘hotel’ has three sub-categories, for 2/3, 4 and
Digital Elevation Model
Digital Surface Model
4
Heating Degree Days; these represent a relationship between the room temperature and the
outside temperature during the heating period and are used to find out about the heat demand.
In Austria, a room temperature of 20°C and a temperature of 12°C are applied for the calculation
of heat demand. This means that if the outside temperature is below 12°C, a room has to be
heated to maintain a temperature of 20°C.
2
3
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5 stars (see Table 2). The paper draws on several data sources, which differ in up-to-dateness
and data collection interval. In order to avoid errors, it uses the data for 2016.

2.2 Workflow
The starting point for building mapping and heat demand modelling is to locate all relevant
buildings of the type ‘tourist accommodation’, as well as to allocate values for building
characteristics (especially GFA). A climate-adjusted heat demand modelling at the building
level is then performed, based on this information.

Figure 1: Workflow

Figure 1 shows the workflow used in the study, which consisted of five steps:
1. Pre-processing: In the first step, all data from the various data sources go through preprocessing to generate polygons of all buildings in the state of Salzburg as an intermediate
output.
2. Assigning attributes: The polygons from step 1 are matched with all the attributes (subcategories, addresses) relevant for the model.
3. Calculation of buildings’ physical characteristics: The DEM and DSM provide the
height and the GFA for all tourist accommodation.
Steps 2 and 3 both pay particular attention to the buildings on the same parcel and to buildings
that touch tourist accommodation, because tourist facilities tend to extend over several parcels.
To prevent having to manipulate the model further, these buildings are given polygon feature
classes, before a later step dissolves and transforms all feature classes of one address to a single
feature class.
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4. Heat demand modelling: Step 4 comprises the heat demand modelling using ECI. The
first part of the heat demand modelling is to select suitable ECIs.
The literature provides a variety of ECIs for tourist accommodation, obtained using various
methods (Amstutz & Schegg, 2003; Bayer et al., 2011; Benke et al., 2012; Perincoli et al., 2010).
The ECIs differ in their categorization of tourist accommodation or their regional origin. Our
paper uses a combination of ECIs from Amstutz & Schegg (2003) and Benke et al. (2012),
because of their regional proximity to the federal state of Salzburg.
Table 2 shows the final ECIs used for the categories of tourist accommodation, adapted to a
reference climate 5 (for the town of Bischofshofen).
Table 2: Selected ECIs for the tourist accommodation types investigated
Category

Hotels

Energy Consumption Indicator (ECI) in kWh/m²/a
5 stars

156

4 stars

137

3 and 2 stars

118

No information

125

Apartments

83

Guesthouses

100

Holiday Homes

83

Inns

131

Private Rooms

83

Youth Hostels

134

After the selection of the ECIs, the multiplication of the GFA value by the corresponding ECI
delivers the heat demand of the building. For mountain huts and campsites, no ECIs could be
found, so they could not be regarded in the heat demand model.
5. Validation with reported data: In the final step, the method for heat demand modelling
is compared with reported data. The validation process allows us to identify the weaknesses
and strengths of the model and to avoid possible statistical errors.
The federal state of Salzburg provided heat demand data for 52 of its 119 communities, with
the number of reported values varying for each community (minimum 1, with up to 344 heat
demand values for any one community). These data are independent of the data used in the

5

The following formula was used to calculate the appropriate ECIs:
ECILit
� ∗ HDDB’hofen = ECIB’hofen
�
HDDLit
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heat demand modelling; hence, the comparison of these two independent datasets validates
the model.
For the validation, the sums of the heat demand for the individual categories of the two
datasets are compared. The heat demand sum is the sum of the heat demand of all buildings
for one category and is a hypothetical value. The deviation between model and data is the
parameter to evaluate the degree of agreement.
Table 3 provides an overview of the output data.
Table 3: Characteristics of the output datasets
Name
Output
1

Accommodation
All

Extent

Buildings

Geometry

Attributes

Salzburg

Address, Parcel
based and
touching
buildings

Polygon

Address,
Company, Type

Salzburg

Address, Parcel
based and
touching
buildings

Polygon

Address,
Company, Type,
Category,
Stars, Height,
GFA

Polygon

Address,
Company, Type,
Category,
Stars, Heat
Demand

None,
table
data

Category, Heat
Demand Sums

Output
2

Tourist
accommodation

Output
3

Tourist
accommodation

Salzburg

Address, Parcel
based and
touching
buildings

Output
4

Tourist
accommodation

Salzburg

Address

3

Results

The results of the building mapping and heat demand modelling are a precise characterization
of the building stock and its estimated heat demand. This section presents the results from
outputs 2, 3 and 4.
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3.1 Output 2: Calculation of buildings’ physical characteristics

Figure 2: Tourist accommodation in Salzburg

Figure 2 shows the tourist accommodation in the state of Salzburg covered in the model. In
total, 5,615 addresses and 11,125 buildings were categorized as tourist accommodation. At the
district level, most of the accommodation is located in the city of Salzburg and its surroundings
(1,100 addresses and 2,475 buildings), followed by the Saalbach Hinterglemm (585 buildings)
and Flachau (470 buildings) districts. In terms of categories, holiday homes (1,576 addresses
and 3,196 buildings) have the largest share, followed by inns (1,076 addresses and 2,639
buildings). Hotels are assigned to 802 addresses with 1,121 buildings. For about 60% of the
hotels, there is no information available for the sub-categorization (number of stars). For the
hotels with information, the subcategory ‘4-star hotel’ has the largest share (170 addresses and
245 buildings).
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3.2 Output 3: Heat demand modelling

Figure 3: Heat consumption of tourist accommodation

3.3 Output 4: Validation using reported data

Figure 4: Comparison of modelled data vs. reported data of heat demand
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Figure 4 compares the heat demand sums of the reported and modelled data of each category.
The model tends to underestimate the demand, except for the categories ‘hotels’ and ‘private
rooms’. Out of the seven categories, six show a deviation of less than 40%. The largest
variation is for the hotel category, although for this category the model has the highest level
of detail due to the subcategories. As a result, a second validation, for the category ‘hotel’ only,
was performed.

Figure 5: Comparison of modelled vs. reported data for heat demand (category ‘hotel’)

Figure 5 illustrates the comparison between the heat demand sums of the reported and
modelled data for each sub-category of hotel. No reported values were available for the subcategory ‘2 stars’; therefore, Figure 5 does not list it. The Figure demonstrates the result from
Figure 4 even more clearly, namely that the model generates excessively high values for the
category ‘hotel’. A further division into the subcategories ‘3-star’ and ‘4-star’ did not produce
any additional findings.
The sample available for the validation is rather small (542 addresses with measured values
from a total of 5,612 addresses in the study area). The quantitative comparison with real data
has shown that the modelled heat requirements tend to underestimate the actual consumption.
This finding contradicts several other studies (Bauer & Weiler, 2013; Rehbogen et al., 2017)
and may be explained by differences in user behaviour.
The results for the ‘hotel’ category may be systematic misinterpretations of the modelled
demand vs the actual demand. Further calibration of the indicators based on real data (e.g.
measurement campaigns) should be the next step for further model validation and
improvements.
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4

Discussion and outlook

All assumptions and specifications made in the model offer the potential for improvements.
A critical point in the workflow is the assignment of attributes to buildings. All buildings on a
parcel with tourist accommodation are typified as tourist accommodation, which is not
necessarily true. This step is advisable because for many buildings no information is available.
In the future, the quality of this information should be improved by a (preferably automated)
comparison with other data sources (Google Maps, OSM, etc.). Clearly defined rules for data
migration are also important to enable importing from different sources to the new schema.
The definition of the building types is an essential step in the workflow and all assignments
for the building-specific heat demand modelling are based on these definitions. Established
typologies from Hotel Energy Solutions (2011) were used to define the types.
Another sensitive point is the calculation of the height of the building using DEM and DSM.
The study used the median value of all pixels located in the base area of a building to determine
the height. One alternative parameter for the height is the mean value of all pixels.
The availability of more representative indicators for the different types of tourist
accommodation can be further optimized. In particular, a calibration of the key figures based
on real data (e.g. measurement campaigns) is necessary for further validations and
improvements.
An alternative approach to the one presented here which uses ECI and GFA is to model the
heat demand using the gross volume of the building (Kalasek & Brus, 2018).
An essential result of our study is the description and implementation of a methodology for
building mapping and heat demand modelling. The methodology includes a data concept and
a definition of building typologies to model the demand using energy consumption indicators.
The method was applied for the federal state of Salzburg and validated using reported data.
The approach we have presented is reduced to a few input parameters, is based mainly on data
available nationwide, and is therefore transferable to other building types and areas.
The validation of the model results shows that the heat demand model tends to underestimate
the actual demand and that a further calibration of the model parameters is necessary.
Additionally, the amount of available reported data is small.
The present paper provides a method for building mapping and heat demand modelling that
is applicable more widely. The method provides an important contribution to spatial energy
planning in regions with a high share of tourist accommodation (like the state of Salzburg).
The findings of the paper on building mapping and heat demand modelling of tourist
accommodation will be further addressed in the ongoing project S/E/P - Spatial Energy
Planning for Heat Transition. 6

6

Website of the project: http://www.waermeplanung.at/
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Abstract
SafeGraph is a commercial provider of massive Point of Interest (POI) data, including
visitation patterns in North America. Although the data source does not share specific travel
trajectories, the data available includes daily and monthly POI visitation numbers for over
160 categories, as well as information about where visitors come from and which other POI
categories they visit. This allows analysts to gain insight into travel behavior in a geographic
region over time. This study analyzes various aspects of visitation patterns that can be
derived from the SafeGraph dataset for Florida. Using three major Florida cities, namely
Miami, Orlando and Jacksonville, temporal patterns of daily and monthly visit numbers are
correlated between various POI categories, and the effect of a short event (Hurricane Irma)
on daily visitation numbers around the event is explored. In addition, travel distances from
home to POIs are compared between different POI categories, and Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) regression models are used to identify factors associated with increased or decreased
distance between home and a specific POI category. The study concludes that the
aggregated data provided on the SafeGraph platform helps the GIScience community to
learn more about travel patterns in both the spatial and the temporal domains.

Keywords:
Travel behavior, visiting patterns, Point of Interest, Florida, hurricane, urban environment

1

Introduction

Society increasingly utilizes location-based services (LBS) that cover a wide range of
functionalities including navigation, social networking, assistive healthcare, customized
advertising, event recommendation and participatory decision making. LBS often use spatial
information derived from Point of Interest (POI) information, for example when
recommending overnight accommodations based on user reviews. The tech industry utilizes
POIs in geo-gaming and mapping applications (Juhász & Hochmair, 2017; Juhász, Novack,
Hochmair, & Qiao, 2020), and to derive detailed land use/land cover information (Spyratos,
Stathakis, Lutz, & Tsinaraki, 2017). Apart from being a static collection of places, POI data
combined with visitor patterns can be used to study urban dynamics and user markets. This
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added information is commonly applied for location-based advertising or consumer analytics
(Baik, Lee, Lee, Kim, & Choi, 2016). For example, Foursquare check-in information can help
to predict the types of places a user will visit in the future (Zhuang et al., 2017), or one can
provide POI visiting recommendations based on the analysis of visit trajectories (Massimo &
Ricci, 2019).
Since POIs can serve as the data foundation for a variety of industry applications and solutions
for answering societal questions, there is no single best source of POI in general. That is,
different datasets can vary in content, completeness or quality depending on their purpose.
For example, POIs compiled from social media services tend to be more abundant than POIs
from business- and mapping-oriented sources, but at the same time they tend to have higher
positional errors (Hochmair, Juhász, & Cvetojevic, 2018).
SafeGraph is a commercial provider of POI data that compiles its dataset from several sources,
such as mobile phone GPS data and governmental open data, to build a comprehensive
business listing in the United States and Canada. In addition to the POI data itself, the
company derives visitation pattern information and aggregates it to POIs, which enables access
to visitor and visit counts and certain aspects of demographics. SafeGraph POI visitation data,
which is made available for academic research free of charge in aggregated form, can be a
useful source of information for studying certain aspects of urban dynamics and travel
behavior. For example, one study used SafeGraph data to reconstruct origin–destination pairs
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in order to explore the spatial isolation of neighborhoods (Prestby,
App, Kang, & Gao, 2019). Different machine learning models applied to SafeGraph data have
also been used to predict parking violations (Gao et al., 2019) which depended on certain POI
categories, such as retail stores or restaurants. The dataset can also be used to assess the effect
of certain events or policy changes on visitation patterns. This has been illustrated in a study
that analyzes the change in visitation patterns after Starbucks implemented an open bathroom
policy allowing anyone, even without a purchase, to use their bathroom facilities. Results
revealed a 6.8 % decline in store visits compared to other nearby restaurants and cafes (Gurun,
Nickerson, & Solomon, 2020). More recently, SafeGraph data has been used to assess
compliance with guidelines on social distancing in response to COVID-19 (Andersen, 2020)
and for building a POI database in conjunction with other data sources for informed decision
making (Killeen et al., 2020).
This research contributes to the growing body of literature using SafeGraph data and conducts
exploratory analyses in the spatial and temporal domains using three major cities in Florida
(Miami, Orlando and Jacksonville) as study areas. More specifically, the study has the following
objectives:
1. To compare the temporal characteristics of visitation patterns between different POI
categories using monthly and daily correlation analysis
2. To study the effect of short-term events on POI visitation patterns, and
3. To analyze distances between visitors’ home locations and POIs visited.
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In pursuing these objectives, the study showcases novel analysis approaches applied to the
SafeGraph dataset. These include, for example, analyzing the effects of hurricanes on visitation
frequency to certain POI types before, during and after the hurricane, reflecting the type of
preparation that the population are making for such an event. It also identifies the localness
of POI types, i.e. the role of a specific POI type for the local population versus its role for
visitors from further away.

2

Study Setup

2.1 POI data collection and pre-processing
SafeGraph’s main product is SafeGraph Places, which consists of three datasets, namely Core
POI, Geometry and Patterns. The Core POI dataset contains basic information of about 6.1
million POIs in the US and Canada, such as the name, brand association (i.e. if the POI is part
of a chain), address, category and opening hours, along with an internal place ID. As well as
the point geometry of POIs, the Geometry dataset also contains their polygon representation,
for example the outline of the buildings that POIs are housed in. The hierarchy of POI
locations is also included in this dataset. That is, POIs can be nested within each other, which
is often the case when a larger entity, such as a shopping mall, contains multiple individual
stores. The Patterns dataset describes visitation patterns to over 3.6 million unique POIs. These
patterns include monthly aggregated visitor and visitation numbers, daily visits and dwell times.
The dataset also includes the number of home and work locations of visitors as well as number
of smartphone devices observed, which are aggregated at the level of the US census block
group. SafeGraph uses accurate smartphone GPS locations and machine learning to attribute
visits to POIs.
SafeGraph provided us with their Florida dataset, which consists of 302,201 POIs. Among
these, 258,658 POIs also contain Patterns data for at least one month between January 2017
and August 2019. The dataset is available as a collection of plain text flat files. These files were
parsed and inserted into a spatially enabled PostgreSQL database using the Places schema
(SafeGraph, 2020) for further processing. Standalone tables can be joined by the common
internal place ID that is attached to all places, geometries and patterns. Even though it is stored
in a relational database, the schema contains several fields represented as JSON documents.
Custom SQL queries were designed to extract information (e.g. from JSON) to complete each
analysis step (described in Section 2.2). The study is geographically limited to three major cities
in Florida by filtering POI addresses. Further, the analysis was also limited to 17 POI
categories. The POI numbers included in this study for the different POI categories and cities
are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of POI categories and the number of POIs per city included in the study
# of POIs included
Code

Category name

Miami

Orlando

Jacksonville

ACC

Accounting, Tax Preparation, Bookkeeping, and
Payroll Services

173

150

141

AMU

Amusement Parks and Arcades

19

54

15

AUTO

Automobile Dealers

278

249

163

ALC

Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores

113

74

71

UNI

Colleges, Universities, and Professional
Schools

97

71

77

ELEC

Electronics and Appliance Stores

89

60

61

SCH

Elementary and Secondary Schools

743

445

502

GAS

Gasoline Stations

377

253

356

GROC

Grocery Stores

449

403

427

HOME

Home Health Care Services

102

45

58

LUG

Jewelry, Luggage, and Leather Goods Stores

311

158

101

MUS

Museums, Historical Sites, and Similar
Institutions

182

132

146

DOC

Offices of Physicians

1,648

944

859

OTH_AM

Other Amusement and Recreation Industries

579

378

311

POST

Postal Service

37

23

25

REST

Restaurants and Other Eating Places

2,975

2,697

1,994

TRAV

Traveler Accommodation

184

335

146

8,356

6,471

5,403

Sum
Total POI included

20,230

2.2 Analysis Methods
Temporal visiting patterns
Multiple approaches were used to assess the usability of the SafeGraph dataset for analyzing
temporal visiting patterns at different time scales. This was achieved by pursuing three tasks:
1) comparison of monthly aggregated visitation patterns between different POI categories; 2)
comparison of daily visitation patterns across different POI categories, and 3) exploration of
the effects of a short-term event on visitation patterns.
For the first task, seasonal visitation patterns over a year were analyzed. Monthly aggregated
visits and monthly unique visitor numbers from the Patterns dataset for each POI were used
and correlated between different POI categories. POIs were filtered by category (see Table 1)
and city (Miami, Orlando and Jacksonville). To smoothen monthly count data, the average of
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the monthly counts from different years was used where available in our study time frame. To
compare visitation patterns between POI categories, the average monthly visit and visitor
count values were normalized to a range of 0 to 1 for each city and for each category, where
the month with the lowest average visit or visitor number was attributed a value of 0, and 1
was assigned to the month with most visits or visitors. In the final step, Pearson correlation
coefficients were calculated for each POI category pair. These correlation matrices were
created for each city separately. This method of identifying temporal similarity of activity
patterns through correlation has been used before, e.g. for comparing weekday and weekend
cell phone communication counts (Sagl, Delmelle, & Delmelle, 2014).
Daily visit numbers from SafeGraph Patterns data were used to study visitation patterns at a
more refined temporal scale. Since seasonal patterns greatly affect visitation numbers, only one
month of data (May 2018) was used to analyze daily visits. This month was chosen because it
does not include any national US holiday and summer break for schools has not yet started,
which means that a typical visitation behavior can be expected. As for task 1, daily visit
numbers were extracted and normalized for each city and POI category. Correlation matrices
were computed as above, which allows the assessment of the similarity of daily visitation
patterns between different types of POIs. The effects of a short-term event on POI visitation
rates (task 2) were also explored using daily pattern data. As a showcase, we used Hurricane
Irma, which affected the Miami metropolitan area in September 2017 through heavy wind
gusts and flooding. The average daily visit per POI category between 25 August and 30
September 2017 was calculated and compared to a reference dataset for the same time period
in 2018.
Distance from home
As one of its attributes, the SafeGraph monthly Patterns data includes the median distance
between visitors’ home locations and a POI. Median distances from June 2018 for the three
cities were analyzed with respect to the 17 selected POI categories (see Table 1) in order to
identify which types of POIs are associated with shorter or longer travel distances. Comparison
of median distances for POIs within a city was conducted through a series of unpaired twosample Wilcoxon rank sum tests. This type of test is a nonparametric test of the null hypothesis
that the medians of two populations are equal. For this analysis, we expected that POIs from
categories that provide local services for everyday activities (e.g. grocery stores, gas stations,
post offices, or schools) would be closer to home locations than POIs used for recreational or
travel-related activities, such as amusement parks, hotels or restaurants, which provide distinct
services at specific locations and thus justify longer trips.
The same set of observations was used in a series of multiple linear regression models.
Through the use of several explanatory variables, these models predict the median travel
distance for a given POI category and city. The predictor variables can be subdivided into
those describing spatial characteristics of other POIs in the same category, sociodemographic
factors at the US census block group level, and location of a POI in the study area relative to
city centers, highway access points, and major airports (Table 2). For each city–category
combination, Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient was computed between all candidate
explanatory variables. To mitigate multicollinearity, predictor combinations with a high
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correlation of |r| > 0.7 were avoided during the model-building process. All other predictors,
even if not significant, were retained in the final models presented here.
Table 2: Candidate explanatory variables for the regression analysis

Variable

Operationalization

Data Source

POI
Nearest neighbor (NN)
distance

Distance to nearest POI in same
category (in m)

POI count

Number of POIs in same category
within a 5-km buffer

SafeGraph

Sociodemographic
Job density

Number of jobs per km2 in census block
group

US Census Bureau – LEHD

Population density

Population per km2 in census block
group

US Census Bureau

Distance to CBD

Direct distance between POI and
Central Business District (in m)

http://www.citydata.com

Distance to highway

Direct distance to nearest highway
access point

HERE NAVSTREETS

Distance to nearest
major airport

Direct distance (in m) to
Miami/Orlando/Jacksonville/Fort
Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport, whichever is closest

Natural Earth Airports

Location

We hypothesized that, in general, a higher density of POIs in the vicinity of an analyzed POI
(as operationalized in the first two variables) would facilitate short trips to a POI of that type.
Census block groups with higher job densities mark areas to which people commute and hence
where they perform activities away from home. Low density population areas mean less access
to activity opportunities and are therefore expected to be associated with longer travel to POIs.
Central Business Districts (CBDs) offer a wide range of activities for visitors from outside
(tourists, business travelers), so that CBDs are expected to be associated with longer POI–
home distances. Access to highways (i.e. shorter distance to highway access points) facilitates
larger activity spaces for a given time budget (Parthasarathi, Hochmair, & Levinson, 2015),
because of higher speed limits and the absence of intersections on highways. Proximity to
highways can therefore be expected to lead to longer distances between home and POI. At
least for some POI categories, e.g. gas stations or hotels, POIs near airports are more likely to
be visited by air-travelers (many of whom live outside the local area) than other parts of a city,
which means that POIs within short distances of airports can be expected to be associated
with greater home-to-POI distances.
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3

Analysis Results

3.1 Temporal Patterns
Comparison of POI categories
It was expected that different POI categories would show different visitation patterns due to
the different nature of their target audiences. To analyze this, correlation matrices of monthly
visit and visitor numbers for each city were computed between 17 POI categories based on
the normalized values. Figure 1 plots the correlation of monthly visits between POI categories
in Orlando. The main diagonal of the plot shows normalized visits between January and
December as first and last data points. The lower triangular matrix plots the two normalized
visit curves against each other for category pairs, while the upper triangular matrix reports the
Pearson correlation coefficients along with their levels of significance. The matrix reveals that
in Orlando monthly visitation to POIs generally follows the same pattern. This is indicated by
most coefficients between category pairs being positive. Categories that do not follow the usual
pattern are highlighted by negative correlation coefficients, in blue. An example of this is
Universities, Colleges and Professional Schools, which are negatively correlated with all other
categories except elementary schools, electronic stores and accounting services. This can be
partially explained by the presence of the University of Central Florida (UCF) in Orlando. This
institution has the largest university campus in the US in terms of enrollment, hosting more
than 66,000 undergraduate and graduate students. The lower number of students present on
campus during summer and winter breaks results in a deviation from the typical POI visit
pattern, as indicated by the negative correlation coefficients (which, however, are mostly not
significantly different from zero). Miami and Jacksonville show similar monthly visitation
patterns with fewer cases of negative correlations between POI categories and some local
differences. Two other statistically significant negative correlations are found in Miami
between Universities and Amusement Parks, and between Schools and Amusement Parks.
This analysis can be complemented by calculating the same matrix for the number of monthly
unique visitors (not shown in the Figures). This would allow the joint interpretation of visit
and visitor matrices in order to gain more insights into urban dynamics.
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Figure 1: Correlation of monthly visits between selected POI categories in Orlando. (Significance
codes: 0 ***, <0.001 **, <0.01 *, <0.05 ‘). Abbreviations of category labels are explained in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the correlation plot of daily visits between POI categories in May 2019 for
Orlando. Not surprisingly, among other things the plot reveals the negative relationship
between visits to universities and amusement parks and hotels (Traveler accommodation). This
is because universities are typically attended during weekdays, whereas entertainment facilities
tend to be more visited on weekends. Outliers caused by local short-term events (e.g. storm,
spike in gas price or athletic games) can influence the results of similar analyses by obfuscating
real relationships.
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Figure 2: Correlation of daily unique visitors between selected POI categories in Orlando. (Significance
codes: 0 ***, <0.001 **, <0.01 *, <0.05 ‘). Abbreviations of category labels are explained in Table 1.

Event analysis
The effect of short-term events on visitation patterns was explored in more detail by analyzing
the effect of Hurricane Irma on the Miami metropolitan area. Hurricane Irma was the most
intense hurricane to make landfall in contiguous United States since Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
The hurricane had the potential to hit the Miami metropolitan area directly. However, it
eventually struck the Florida Keys on September 10, 2017, less than 200 km from Miami. The
effects of this hurricane are clearly visible in Figure 3a, which plots the average number of
daily visits per POI in a given category between August 25 and September 30, 2017. In the
shaded areas, Figure 3a also shows the 95% confidence interval. Yellow vertical bars denote
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weekends; the time between September 9 and 11 when the hurricane was closest to Miami is
highlighted with an orange vertical bar. On September 7, Miami-Dade County expanded the
mandatory evacuation order for residents in all evacuation zones, which affected more than
650,000 people (red vertical line in Figure 3a). The figure shows increased visits to gas stations
and grocery stores before the event, which is the usual behavior when a storm is projected to
hit an area as residents stock up with non-perishable food and fill up their vehicles with gas.
The data also reflects the response of higher educational institutes in the area, as Florida
International University, the University of Miami and Miami-Dade College all canceled classes
on September 6, with Miami-Dade College remaining closed for the remainder of the week.
After the evacuation order, visits to grocery stores and gas stations decreased rapidly. All
categories reached their minimum visitation rates on the day of the landfall (September 10).
After the storm, visits to grocery stores and gas stations increased more rapidly than visits to
universities and colleges. The data shows that it took 4–5 days to reach pre-storm visitation
levels in gas stations and grocery stores, while universities and colleges did not resume normal
operations until the following week.
In order to compare this pattern to an unaffected time period, average visits per POI in Miami
were calculated for the same period in 2018. Slightly different dates (24 August – 29 September,
2017) were used for a pairwise comparison in order to match the days of the week between
the two periods (Figure 3b). The difference between the average number of visits per POI in
2018 and 2017 (i.e., year 2018 visits minus year 2017 visits) is shown in Figure 3c. Positive
values show an increase in the average number of visits in 2018 compared to the previous year,
while negative values mean the opposite. Since the hurricane peaked on a weekend, the
observed decrease in visit numbers during the hurricane is smallest for universities (Figure 3c),
since these institutions do not generally host many activities on weekends.

Figure 3: The effect of Hurricane Irma on visitation patterns in three POI categories in Miami, illustrated
by (a) the average daily visits per POI in 2017; (b) the average daily visits per POI during the control
time period in 2018; (c) the difference in the average daily visits between the control and hurricane
periods

3.2 Distance from Home
Spatial and temporal patterns
Figure 4 maps the median distance from home to grocery store (MD = 7.1 km) and restaurant
(MD = 9.7 km) POIs in the Jacksonville study area for June 2019. Yellow circles (restaurants)
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tend on average to be larger than red ones (grocery stores), suggesting that grocery shopping
is a more localized activity than visiting restaurants.

Figure 4: Median distance from home to grocery stores and restaurants for June 2019 POI visits in the
Jacksonville study area

Flow maps (Figure 5) were generated by counting the number of residents in US census block
groups who visited three Orlando theme parks (Animal Kingdom, Universal Studios, and
SeaWorld) during August 2018 and December 2018, based on SafeGraph aggregated Pattern
counts. Map comparison reveals a change in visitor patterns towards more people from the
south-east and mid-west traveling to Florida in December, possibly to enjoy milder
temperatures during the winter season.
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Figure 5: Home locations of Orlando theme park visitors in August and December 2018 at census block
group level.

Distances between home and POI vary significantly over the year for some POI categories.
As an example, monthly median distances between home and POI visits to Orlando
amusement parks and traveler accommodations (hotels) between July 2018 and June 2019 are
plotted in Figure 6. Distances to amusement parks (Figure 6a) peak in March, a month which
includes the spring break, during which Florida is a traditional travel destination. Smaller peaks
can be found in June and July (US holidays) and November (which includes Thanksgiving), all
of which appear to contribute to traveling to Orlando theme parks from more distant locations
than during the off-season. Distances from home to travel accommodation (Figure 6b) also
peak in March, but are generally higher during the winter season (December through April),
suggesting more visits from residents outside the Florida region during that time. Longer
distances are also observed in June and July, when school vacation allows for extended family
vacations and longer-distance travel.
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a)

b)

Figure 6: Box plots of median distances, over 12 months, from home to (a) Orlando amusement parks,
GI2020GI

Variation across POI categories
Figure 7 shows box plots of distances from home to POIs for the 17 top POI categories
analyzed for (a) Miami, (b) Orlando, and (c) Jacksonville for June 2018. In all three cities, travel
accommodation (hotels) attracts those whose homes are farthest away, which can be expected
since locals use hotels less frequently than people from outside the region. Another noticeable
pattern is greater travel distances for Orlando amusement parks compared to those of Miami
and Jacksonville. This can be attributed to the national and worldwide popularity of Orlando’s
theme parks, whereas Miami is known, rather, for its beaches and nightlife, and Jacksonville is
a center for healthcare, retail, marine transportation, and finance. All other distance medians
associated with different POI categories vary within only a small range – of about 5 to 15 km
across each city.
Wilcoxon rank sum tests, with the Bonferroni correction used for multiple testing, were
applied to identify which POI category / distance from home to POI pairs differ at a 5% level
of significance. In all three cities, distance to travel accommodation is significantly greater than
for all other categories. In Miami, median distances were lowest for postal service (4.7 km),
grocery (4.9 km), liquor store (5.4 km), school (5.5 km), and gas station (5.6 km). There was
no significant difference between these categories, but the distances were significantly shorter
than those of all or most other categories (e.g. physician or museum). This shows that local
services allow shorter trips. Orlando reveals a similar pattern, where schools (MD = 7.2 km)
have the shortest distance, probably because this type of POI is not affected by tourists who
travel from further away. In Jacksonville, distances for visits to grocery stores are shortest (MD
= 7.1 km), followed by liquor stores (MD = 7.8 km) and gas stations (MD = 8.4 km); grocery
store distances are significantly shorter than distances to all other POI categories.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 7: Scatterplots of distance from home for different POI categories in (a) Miami, (b) Orlando, and
(c) Jacksonville
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Regression analysis
Using the set of seven candidate explanatory variables listed in Table 2, linear regression
models that predict the distance between POI and home census block group were constructed
for each POI category in each of the three cities. Not every model resulted in significant
coefficients. Some of the results appear to be affected by local characteristics of the layout of
a city, whereas other findings hold across all three cities analyzed. Fehler! Verweisquelle
konnte nicht gefunden werden. shows the model results for three different POI categories
in each of the three cities. Models shown in the table were selected based on the explanatory
power (adjusted R-square) and interpretability and usefulness of regression coefficients. Each
model description comes with the number of observations (N) and the adjusted R-square
value. Blank cells indicate predictors removed due to collinearity. POIs for everyday services
(gas stations, grocery stores) showed the expected effect of POI abundance within a 5-km
radius, namely a decrease in distance between home and POI. This suggests that customers of
these POIs tend to choose a facility near their home, and that longer trips to another POI
which provides similar services would not be justified. For POIs associated with more internal
variability (restaurants, museums / historical sites / nature parks), the opposite is the case.
This suggests that visitors from further away, such as tourists, tend to visit areas with a higher
abundance and more clustering of such facilities. The positive coefficient of POI NN distance
for Miami museums and historical sites can be explained by the long driving distances required
to get to state and national parks (e.g. Shark Valley Visitor Center) located outside the city
boundaries. Arithmetic signs of coefficients for job density (positive) and population density
(negative) are as expected across the three cities where significant. Proximity to highway access
points was associated with greater travel distances, as expected, for grocery and jewelry stores.
However, gas stations further away from highways had greater travel distances, possibly due
to generally lower gas prices further away from highways. Longer trips to museums/historical
sites away from highways, as shown for Miami, are likely explained by the remoteness of parks
from highways (mentioned above). While, as expected, POI proximity to airports (i.e. shorter
distance) is associated with longer distances from home (due to visitors coming from out of
the state), this is not the case for Orlando restaurants. One reason could be that many
restaurants are clustered around the Orlando theme parks, which are themselves located 20 or
more km away from the airport. These restaurants, often visited by tourists from far away,
could explain the positive regression coefficient for airport distance. The same explanation
could hold for the positive signs associated with CBD distance for Orlando restaurants and
hotels, since theme parks are between 15 and 30 km from the CBD.
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Table 3: Coefficient estimation results for selected OLS models (Significance codes: *** p<0.001, **
p<0.01, * p<0.05)
Miami

Gas station

Jewelry store

Museum/historical site

-0.589

-1.15

6.52E+01***

-9.15E+01***

8.46E01***

3.44E+03***

-5.73E-03

-1.68E-03

1.19

-0.254**

-0.597***

-2.38

0.529**

-0.392

4.64E+01***

-0.338***

5.85E-02

-1.33

1.45E+04***

7.48E0***

-2.29E+05***

347 (0.132)

167 (0.313)

151 (0.650)

Orlando

Grocery

Restaurant

Travel accommodation

POI NN distance

1.24E01

-2.47E+01**

-4.34E+01***

-8.00E+02**

4.43E+02***

4.09E+02

Job density

0.179

-2.11E-03

1.948

Population density

-2.49

-0.429

-2.79

-1.32E+01***

0.780

3.62E+01

POI NN distance
# POI within 5 km
Job density
Population density
Highway distance
CBD distance
Airport distance
Constant
N (Adj.

R2 )

# POI within 5 km

Highway distance
CBD distance

1.66E+01***

2.35E+02***

1.28

8.64***

-2.16

6.28E+05**

-3.56E+05

-2.76E+05

N (Adj. R2)

353 (0.048)

2302 (0.304)

299 (0.227)

Jacksonville

Gas station

Jewelry store

Car dealer

-2.42

-1.49*

0.270

-3.48E+02**

2.07E+02*

-1.45E+01

0.359**

3.43E-02

0.782

-3.81*

7.16E-03

-1.15*

-1.06

-1.21**

-0.136

-3.76E-02

0.430***

-0.563**

5.43E-02

-0.219**

4.15E+05***

1.06E+04***

1.52E+04***

320 (0.083)

67 (0.322)

152 (0.134)

Airport distance
Constant

POI NN distance
# POI within 5 km
Job density
Population density
Highway distance
CBD distance
Airport distance
Constant
N (Adj.

R2 )
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4

Conclusions

This study analyzed spatial and temporal visitation patterns of POIs in Miami, Orlando and
Jacksonville, using SafeGraph POI and Patterns data. It extends the growing body of literature
(Andersen, 2020; Gao et al., 2019; Killeen et al., 2020; Prestby et al., 2019) using this data
source and provides insights into potential use cases of the data.
Correlation matrices based on aggregated monthly and daily visitation counts identified POI
category pairs of similar or dissimilar temporal activity patterns. This type of analysis can be
used to reveal whether visitation patterns to a certain POI category deviate from the rest. As
an example, it was shown that the visitation pattern to universities in Orlando was different
from other categories in the city due to the absence of students during breaks. The ability to
analyze the effects of short-term events on visitation patterns was demonstrated by using
Hurricane Irma as a case study and by comparing the average number of visits to selected POI
categories to a control period in Miami. In the future, this analysis could be extended to
measure changes in visitation patterns caused by policy changes or other types of events, such
as sporting events or disease outbreaks.
The research demonstrated that the dataset analyzed is a viable source of information for
several analysis tasks, although only check-in data but not travel trajectory data is provided.
The latter is a limitation compared to other freely available sources, such as tweets, which can
be used to derive travel trajectories (Han, Tsou, Knaap, Rey, & Cao, 2019). The methodology
presented here, such as co-interpreting visit and visitor correlation matrices, or determining
travel distances to POIs for different categories, has the potential to aid urban planners and
city managers to better understand the dynamics of a city and to complement data from local
visitor surveys on travel and visitation behavior.
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Abstract
Refugee movements in recent years have caused enormous challenges for relief
organizations and public authorities, but especially for refugees themselves. Organizations
which have to allocate their resources to regions where large groups of arrivals are expected
struggle to prepare the refugees’ admission, transfer, care and accommodation in time.
Events like the refugee movement of 2015/16 in Austria and Germany in the wake of the
Syrian civil war have shown that many of these issues are caused by a lack of up-to-date
information about logistical requirements. We evaluate various methods to acquire this
information that utilize semantic, spatial and temporal features to analyse geo-social
network data. A multimodal analysis of these features leads to information about refugee
movements across borders and regions. Approaches based on user trajectories and
attempts to identify refugees by the language they used showed little promise, whereas
using spatiotemporal aggregation and hotspot analysis of keyword-based filtered data
allowed us to retrace refugees’ collective movement patterns. Using temporal bins, we were
able to detect changes in these patterns caused by external factors such as border closures.

Keywords:
language, refugees, social media, GSND, ESDA

1

Introduction

The phenomenon of refugee movement is inherently geographical (Lewis, 1982), but it has
also been studied from a variety of other viewpoints, focusing on the causes of flight (Warner,
2009; Black et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2014), effects (Jacobsen, 1997; Garfì et al., 2009; Biswas
& Tortajada-Quiroz, 1996), and demographic aspects (Randall, 2005; Greenwood, 1997).
Because the phenomenon is so multifaceted, it warrants an analysis which incorporates
multiple modalities.
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The event under investigation is the refugee movement in 2015/16 during which over 2.5
million people 1 fled to Europe from war-torn countries, mostly in northern Africa and western
Asia. During that time, it was largely unknown when, where and how many refugees would
appear at European borders, which made planning the necessary distribution of goods and
personnel challenging for relief organizations and public authorities. This led to authorities at
many border regions being overwhelmed by the necessary logistics at such short notice, which
in turn led to humanitarian and societal problems (Razum & Bozorgmehr, 2015; Breen, 2016).
One way to mitigate these problems is to provide the information needed for resource
planning based on an up-to-date picture of the situation, which in turn necessitates
comprehensive, near real-time information. Information about refugee movements, especially
in regions around borders, derived from new data sources like social networks, news outlets
or crowdsourcing platforms, fits these requirements because of the potentially high spatial and
temporal resolution of the data.
The methods and findings presented in this paper are a contribution towards building a system
that consolidates multiple data sources, processes the data, and provides relevant up-to-date
information to relief organizations. For this approach to be useful requires the ability to extract
information about refugee movements from a given set of geo-social network data (GSND).
We outline methods to explore what information we can derive from such data, and present a
multimodal analysis approach in which we collected georeferenced posts from the social media
platform Twitter and analysed their spatial, temporal and semantic characteristics.
We begin by defining and checking the assumptions based on which we perform the analysis.
For example, we need to check whether there are enough data available to make reasonable
predictions at all. We further identify the languages used in the text data to examine whether
Twitter users in Arabic-speaking countries actually use Arabic as their language of
communication. This is critical because we use Arabic-language data as a proxy for populations
originating from Arabic-speaking countries, who are the focus of this study. As the text corpus
also contains other languages, mostly English, we include a selection of words from other
languages in the keyword-based analysis as well. Using this setup, we aim to understand the
potential for, and limitations of, detecting collective refugee movement patterns in a multidisciplinary approach, extracting and combining information from geographic, temporal and
semantic space. We also describe the measures we employed to preserve the privacy of
individuals represented in the data.

2

Related Work

Besides food and shelter, smartphones are one of the essentials for refugees (Matthew, 2015)
on their way to their destinations. Smartphones allow refugees to connect to social media
networks where they can gather information and share their own experiences within their
network. Refugees connect to various social media networks such as Instagram or the now
1
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&language=en&pcode=tps00191&
plugin=1
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defunct Google+, but Facebook and Twitter are the most popular networks in this user group.
The information obtained from social media networks is used by refugees for decision-making
on their way to their destinations or for planning where to settle (Dekker et al., 2018). Further,
they also use smartphones to plan and document their journeys, and to contact friends, family
and people who will help them to get to their desired destinations. Although they are useful,
smartphones also hold many dangers for refugees, such as surveillance by other actors.
Therefore, refugees frequently use encrypted or closed communication channels, like closed
Facebook groups or encrypted WhatsApp messages (Gillespie et al., 2018). Although refugees
must use social media networks carefully, they are the main resource for communication,
which makes them a generally suitable data source for data analysis in the context of refugee
movements. This allows us to lean on the principles of collective sensing as described by Resch
(2013) for data collection and analysis.
Many challenges associated with the recent refugee movements in Europe have been pointed
out, including humanitarian protection (Ostrand, 2015), policy making (Guild et al., 2015),
public health systems (Catchpole & Coulombier, 2015) or news coverage (Chouliaraki &
Zaborowski, 2017). One of the factors leading to such problems is the lack of real-time
information about refugee movements. Curry et al. (2019) discuss the potential and challenges
of alternative data sources such as Volunteered Geographic Information or social media data.
They present multiple results from analysing data from social media networks such as Flickr
or Instagram, which they used to detect refugee-related activities in Europe. They conclude
that social media are a crucial data source for information associated with mass migration and
can help fill the information gap between authoritative information products and the actual
situation. Hübl et al. (2017) performed an exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA) on a Twitter
dataset to demonstrate the value of GSND analysis for refugee movements. In the context of
the refugee crisis in 2015, they detected and visualized generalized trajectories from the Middle
East and northern Africa to Europe. In order to filter their dataset, they used languagedependent keywords for German, Italian and Greek. They were able to identify only a few
potential refugees as Twitter users, and consequently only a limited number of trajectories.
In many cases, the triggers for the refugee movements we are observing here were terror and
war. Consequently, ethical and responsible handling of data, and the presentation of results in
such a way as to protect the research subjects are paramount, as most refugees fear surveillance
and surveillance by others (Gillespie et al., 2016). Kounadi & Resch (2018) give an overview
of potential privacy threats that come with GSND analysis, while Kounadi et al. (2018) have
drawn up a set of practical guidelines and design principles for researchers who work with
GSND to mitigate these threats.

3

Methods

The original dataset consists of 354,116,330 georeferenced tweets in the area between 8.0°E 43.2°E and 28.2°N - 50.0°N, covering the period January 2014 to January 2020. Spatially and
temporally the data cover the ‘Balkan route’, an informal land route connecting Greece and
central Europe, which many refugees took during the refugee movement in 2015/16. The time
frame of the dataset exceeds the actual event in order to provide a baseline before and after
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the event as context for interpretation. All our Twitter data are georeferenced (i.e., each tweet
is linked to a geographic coordinate). This geolocation is only possible if the user chose to
make their location public before tweeting. No additional georeferencing was carried out,
because this would have introduced a bias. With this reliable reference in place, we can observe
the number of tweets, the proportions of tweets using the different languages for each country,
as well as the shift of languages or of relevant tweets in time. Besides coordinates, the data we
used include a numeric user ID generated by Twitter, a timestamp, and the text of the message.
To be able to draw meaningful conclusions from the data, we used different methods for our
analysis. We aggregated the Twitter data such that the data were grouped semantically by
language, spatially by hexagonal bin or by the country from which the tweet was sent, and
temporally using weekly bins for the timestamps. The aggregated data then served as input for
further analysis. Language detection was carried out by applying the language detection module
of the Python library Polyglot 2 on the tweets’ texts. Polyglot can detect up to 196 languages,
including Arabic, modern Greek, Turkish, German and English, which are the predominant
languages used in tweets from the area between the Near East and Central Europe. The result
of the language detection for each tweet is a probability distribution of the most probable
languages used in the text. Due to a tweet’s short length, there is usually just one language that
exhibits dominant probability, and this is the language which we assigned to the tweet.
To learn about the spatial and temporal distribution of the data, we counted the yearly number
of tweets within each country. This step was necessary to determine which assumptions about
the data we could make in our analysis. Similarly, we counted the number of tweets grouped
by language in each country. This way we could determine the composition of languages used
within each country and whether this composition changes over time, which may in turn reflect
changes in the population. As most of the refugees originated from predominantly Arabicspeaking countries, we designed part of our study to focus on the movement patterns of
Arabic-speaking Twitter users. Our approach was similar to the one used by Bulbul et al. (2018)
to identify Arabic-speaking refugees in Turkey. For this, we counted the number of Arabic
tweets grouped by country and aggregated them in weekly bins. The resulting time series show
signatures of changing use of the Arabic language, and therefore, by proxy, changes in the
dynamics of the local Arabic-speaking population. For the keyword-based part of the study,
we used refugee-related keywords. The study area covers a large region, which includes a
number of language borders. In order to take into account the linguistic diversity in the Twitter
data, we defined keywords in a set of locally used languages, which were defined and translated
by language experts or native speakers who manually examined the text contents. The
keywords are listed in Table 1. We matched tweets and keywords based on case-insensitive
approximate string matching in the tweets’ texts. We prepared the keyword-matched tweets
for analysis by grouping them in hexagonal weekly bins and generating a series of maps for
visual interpretation. The proportion of keyword-relevant tweets was 0.47% for German,
0.14% for English, 0.14% for Hungarian, 0.33% for Serbian or Croatian, 0.25% for Greek,
and 0.58% for Arabic.

2 http://polyglot.readthedocs.org
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Table 1: Keyword overview
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4

Results

Figure 1: Number of tweets per country and year

The focus in this analysis is on the countries through which people passed on their way from
Syria to Germany. Because the Balkan countries of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Kosovo, North Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia individually gave very little data,
we aggregated them in some results under the term ‘Balkan countries’, for readability. The
results show that in general the number of tweets collected is higher in 2014/15 than in later
years. This is not necessarily attributable to changes in user behaviour: it may be affected by
Twitter’s data-sharing policy and the data collection process. However, one can see a change
in the pattern for the different countries in Figure 1. For better readability, the chart for Turkey
is presented separately, as significantly more tweets were collected in Turkey than in the other
countries.
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Figure 2: Number of tweets per language and country for 2014–2020

Figure 2 shows the number of tweets in Arabic, Azerbaijani, English, German, Greek and
Turkish, which are overall the most dominant languages across the listed countries. All
countries contain Arabic tweets, but in Turkey, Greece and Hungary their numbers are
marginal.

Figure 3: Time series of Arabic language tweets and overall tweet counts from 2014 to 2020 per country
(note the secondary y-axis for total tweet counts)
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Figure 3 shows a development of the number of Arabic tweets between 2014 and 2016. The
peaks in the data mostly appear simultaneously in a seemingly seasonal interval throughout the
countries with few exceptions. The grey line shows the total number of weekly tweets,
providing an indication for how strongly the peaks deviate from the baseline. Within the group
of the Balkan countries, the temporal signatures appear to be similar, but substantiated
conclusions are difficult due to the relatively sparse data.
The next method we used aimed at the identification of trajectories to derive routes that are
shared by larger numbers of refugees. A trajectory consists of a minimum of two tweets from
the same user ID. To identify trajectories that meet our criteria for country of origin and time
frame, we filtered our dataset using spatial and temporal constraints. We removed bots from
the dataset by restricting the average number of tweets per day to 15, which we defined based
on empirical evidence. We defined the start of the trajectory to be east of Greece, and the
average distance between two tweets was chosen with the aim of eliminating ‘extreme’ values
– i.e. to filter out small-scale as well as unrealistically long distances, such as tourists using
planes to reach their destinations. The remaining data were assessed manually. The resulting
trajectories during the major refugee movement period are shown in Figure 4. Visual analysis
of the results did not yield any usable results because of the large number of trajectories with
very low sampling rate. In addition, upon visual inspection of the text contents, we found that
none of the trajectories were likely to belong to a refugee, but rather to either previously
undetected bots or users such as tourists, business people, or journalists, who were not the
focus of this study.

Figure 4: Coloured trajectories differentiating between individual users
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Another possibility to detect refugee movements is to visualize the number of refugee-related
tweets in an area of interest. The hypothesis is that if an unusually high number of refugees
are passing through an area, people will refer to this on social media networks. We used the
refugee-related keywords from Table 1 to identify relevant tweets and aggregated them
spatially in hexagonal cells in the area of interest. We also binned the data temporally by week
to detect temporal changes.
We observed that at the beginning of 2015 the refugee-related tweets were mostly sent from
near the Greek coast. Later, more activity was observed at the border between Turkey and
Greece, as shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows how, over time, the tweet frequency increased
at the Greek and Bulgarian borders with Turkey. From August onwards, the number of
refugee-related tweets rose in Serbia and Hungary. Figure 7 shows that between Belgrade
through Hungary and Austria to Munich, the number of refugee-related tweets was high,
which is in line with the actual path the refugees used as the primary route to central Europe
during this specific time frame. 3 Furthermore, the tweet activity along the coast of Turkey and
at the border with Greece is still high, comparable to the preceding months. This observation
concords with articles that report consistent numbers of refugees arriving in Greece in 2015. 4

Figure 5: Weekly hexagonal aggregation of relevant tweets from 2015-06-01 to 2015-06-08

3 https://www.unhcr.org/news/latest/2015/9/55f0230e6/frustrated-refugees-migrants-serbiahungary-border-seek-escape-poor-reception.html
4 https://www.unhcr.org/news/latest/2015/10/560e63626/refugee-sea-arrivals-greece-yearapproach-400000.html
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Figure 6: Weekly hexagonal aggregation of relevant tweets from 2015-07-15 to 2015-07-22

Figure 7: Weekly hexagonal aggregation of relevant tweets from 2015-09-11 to 2015-09-18
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Spatiotemporal binning of the data provides a reasonable basis for drawing some conclusions
from the data. However, there are several limitations to this approach. Firstly, it does not
consider the cell’s spatial neighbourhood, which results in outliers being visually very
prominent on the map. Secondly, because social media activity in urban areas is higher than in
rural areas, the raw counts for the two types of area cannot be compared meaningfully.
The spatial neighbourhood can be included by applying a hotspot analysis to the dataset. A
hotspot analysis based on Getis-Ord 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖⋆ (Ord & Getis, 1995) identifies statistically significant
cold- and hotspots in a dataset by including the values of the spatial neighbourhood of each
cell. For the hotspot analysis, we defined the ratio between the refugee-related and the
unfiltered social media as values in a fishnet grid. We chose the cell size based on the surface
of the study area 𝐴𝐴 and number of Tweets 𝑛𝑛 (Wong & Lee, 2005) and adapted it based on the
1

𝐴𝐴

visual interpretation of results, resulting in cells with a side length of 𝑙𝑙 = 12 ⋅ �2 𝑛𝑛. We selected

weekly bins experimentally because they are short enough to capture the large-scale refugee
movement events under investigation and long enough to be reasonably robust against
outliers. Figures 8 and 9 show two hotspot maps derived from the Twitter data which capture
the situation before and after the Hungarian government closed their border with Serbia, 5
which in turn led to refugees using alternative routes via Croatia and Slovenia. 6 This results in
a shift of hotspots from Hungary to the neighbouring countries, as seen on the maps.

Figure 8: Weekly hotspots of aggregated relevant tweets from 2015-09-04 to 2015-09-11

5 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-34252812
6 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/19/young-migrants-trailblazers-hungarycroatia-serbia
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Figure 9: Weekly hotspots of aggregated relevant tweets from 2015-10-23 to 2015-10-30

5

Discussion and Conclusion

We conclude that Twitter data can be used as an indicator for refugee movements in the above
scenario. Our findings are based on the large amount of GSND available in our area of interest
and on the assumption that many users from Arabic-speaking countries use the Arabic
language on social media, which we were able to confirm. We also found that the results vary
strongly depending on the methods used. While reliable refugee movement trajectories would
provide a good basis for the identification of collective movement patterns in given areas of
interest, we were not able to derive the patterns from our data. Upon checking the contents
of the tweets from which we constructed the trajectories, we found the authors to be business
people, tourists, reporters or bots, instead of the expected refugees. One explanation for the
lack of refugee trajectories in the results is the fact that many refugees avoid public
communication channels in order to remain inconspicuous for safety reasons. They avoid
sharing their location or do not use public social networks at all, opting instead for private
communication platforms like WhatsApp or Facebook’s Messenger. Findings such as this
underline the importance of not relying solely on initial assumptions about the data, and the
need to carefully check what new aspects of the data are revealed during the ESDA. The fact
that our manual checking revealed some bot-generated messages mixed in with our results tells
us that our threshold-based bot-filter approach would benefit from being combined with other
more stringent bot-detection methods.
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The time series analysis of Arabic-language tweets showed that even though we were able to
identify large numbers of Arabic-language tweets in the observed countries, we were not able
to clearly identify refugee traces from them. We noticed a series of peaks that appeared almost
simultaneously across countries. Overlaying the overall tweet counts of the time period as a
baseline, we ruled out the possibility that the peaks were a result of sampling irregularities.
Upon manual inspection of the Arabic tweets in question, we found that most of them were
posted by tourists who were visiting the regions concerned. This observation is also in line
with the time of year, and the interval of approximately one year between peaks. Possible
explanations for the lack of refugee-related data are, as already stated above, that refugees do
not use public communication channels much, or at least refrain from using the Arabic
language on these media.
Some of the most promising results were achieved by grouping the keyword-relevant tweets
in weekly hexagonal bins and creating a series of maps. These offer the advantage of high
spatial and temporal resolution, which makes them valuable for relief organizations and public
authorities who might benefit from this study. The use of keywords for the identification of
refugee-relevant tweets also means that we are not restricting our search to tweets created by
refugees themselves, but are analysing tweets by a broader range of users engaging in the topic.
The hotspot maps based on the keyword-related tweet counts showed promising results as
well. Because they not only report the absolute difference in numbers between rural and urban
areas but also consider a cell’s neighbourhood, they made some less frequent but locally strong
hotspots stand out visually. This allows us to observe the small changes in keyword-related
tweet counts that we are interested in. The maps in Figures 8 and 9 show good examples of
this effect in North Macedonia, where only a few relevant tweets were located, but because of
their homogeneous neighbourhoods the cells appear as hotspots. The opposite effect is visible
in parts of Turkey, where the overall numbers are consistently high, but despite that, large
areas do not contain significant hotspots. Such differences can also be observed on the
temporal scale. The maps show the shift of refugee indicators around Hungary following the
closure of the border between Serbia and Hungary.
From this we were able to retrace movements with a very good fit to what we were expecting
based on reports from news sources or NGO reports about refugee arrivals, including specific
destinations like cities in which many refugees arrived. Our approach also allowed us to partly
retrace the paths that many people used in relatively remote regions. However, because the
spatial and temporal resolution of our results is high, we have no reference data available for
direct comparison, as statistics agencies and NGOs provide their data at a lower resolution.
We therefore had to rely on anecdotal evidence in the form of news articles to confirm our
findings.
For the end-users of information about refugee movements, it is important to have
information available as early as possible and in a format that is easy to understand. Because
the information is derived from data that are available as a constant stream, we can meet the
time requirement by automating the data processing steps and operating a constantly running
service. Based on our results, we believe that providing an interactive web map interface that
displays spatially and temporally aggregated keyword-based tweet counts and hotspot maps
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along with additional relevant context information as map layers would be a good way to
communicate an overview of the situation in an easily accessible and interpretable manner.
It is essential that individuals must not be identifiable from the results. Therefore personally
identifying characteristics were not stored in the data, following the principle of data
economics and the guidelines developed in Kounadi & Resch (2018). Additional privacy
protection measures are the spatial and temporal aggregation of results, with the intention of
obscuring individual movement traces.
As the results are largely exploratory, the next steps for our work will focus on the
development of a more sophisticated methodology for semantic information extraction to
identify refugees in social media and messages that contain information about refugee
movements. Potential approaches include supervised learning methods like convolutional
(Dos Santos & Gatti, 2014) or recurrent neural networks (Lee & Dernoncourt, 2016), or
unsupervised techniques like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Qiang et al., 2016), as used in Resch
et al. (2018), or dependency parsing (Di Caro & Grella, 2013). Furthermore, semantic analysis
needs to be more dynamically integrated with spatial and temporal analysis methods such as
spatiotemporal autocorrelation, and techniques for spatiotemporal analysis of semantically
homogeneous user networks, which may be an indicator for collective refugee movements.
When using GSND as a proxy for an underlying population, because of the heterogeneous
usage of these platforms we cannot assume that this population is represented uniformly
(Duggan & Maeve Brenner, 2013; Tufekci, 2014). This affects the interpretation of our results
insofar as we have to be aware that they only apply to a specific subset of users. Despite this
limitation, GSND is still a valuable data source for many spatiotemporal data analysis
applications, many of which were catalogued by Steiger et al. (2015). There are numerous
possibilities to extend our research. Comparing our results with equally highly sampled official
migration time series data from the Balkan countries, which are not available at this point,
would be an important step towards statistical validation. The language and keywords a person
uses are presumably not the only identifiers by which we can determine whether a person
might be a refugee. Spatiotemporal patterns or specific regions that a person visits may also
contain such information. Identifying, extracting and integrating such information in our
models might significantly improve the validity of this research. Further, the language-based
approach presented here could potentially be improved by including more languages that are
being used in the area of interest. A related concern is the fact that Arabic can be written in
both the Arabic and Latin alphabets. Our current method of language detection only
recognizes texts written using Arabic letters, which potentially eliminates useful data. Lastly,
applying our methods to similar situations in other parts of the world would give us insights
into the spatial transferability of our approach.
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Abstract
Extracting useful information from large spatiotemporal datasets is a challenging task that
requires suitable visual data representations. Big movement data are particularly hard to
visualize since they are prone to visual clutter caused by overlapping and crisscrossing
trajectories. Different data aggregation approaches have been developed to address this
challenge and to provide analysts with better visualizations for data exploration and datadriven hypothesis generation. However, most approaches for extracting patterns, such as
mobility graphs or generalized flow maps, cannot handle large input datasets. This paper
presents a flow extraction algorithm that can be used in distributed computing environments
and thus make it possible to explore movement patterns in large datasets. We demonstrate
its usefulness in a use case exploring maritime vessel movements
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1

Introduction

Large movement datasets that are collected by systems tracking vehicles, people or goods have
the potential to improve our understanding of mobility and transport systems, in order to, for
example, monitor vehicle emissions or tackle the issue of rising road traffic fatalities (WHO,
2018). Data exploration and data-driven hypothesis generation are important steps in the
process of building data-driven models since they enable knowledge to be gained, and spatial
modelling (Miller & Goodchild, 2015). However, we humans are not well equipped to
understand large amounts of raw numerical data. Instead, we need to visually represent the
data to extract useful information. The development of visualizations of big spatial data,
however, is challenging (Robinson et al., 2017). Movement data in particular are hard to
visualize due to visual clutter caused by intersecting and overlapping trajectories. Therefore, it
is ‘necessary to use appropriate data abstraction methods’ (Andrienko & Andrienko, 2011).
Data aggregation is a common technique for dealing with large amounts of data (Andrienko
et al., 2017a). Concerning movement data, density surfaces are probably the most commonly
used aggregation technique, as can be inferred from their prevalence in review (Chen et al.,
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2015; Andrienko et al., 2017b; He et al., 2019) and application papers (Willems et al., 2009;
Aronsen & Landmark, 2016). The temporal dimension has been integrated into density
concepts in Demšar & Virrantaus’ (2010) space-time density volumes of trajectories. However,
density approaches provide only limited data exploration capabilities.
More advanced aggregation techniques aim to extract mobility graphs or generalized flow
maps from movement records. For example, Andrienko & Andrienko (2011) extract and
cluster characteristic waypoints from trajectories to generate aggregated flow maps, as
illustrated in Figure 1. However, their approach cannot deal with large datasets. As a workaround, they therefore suggest extracting and clustering characteristic points from a subset of
the full trajectory dataset. ‘Assuming that the sampling is done sufficiently well, i.e., the
statistical and spatial distribution properties of the whole data set are preserved in a sample,
we can use the territory division so obtained to summarize […] the whole database’ (p. 216).

Figure 1: Example of raw movement data (left) and extracted flow map (right) using the algorithm by
Andrienko & Andrienko (2011), applied to one day of vessel movement data in the area surrounding
Gothenburg, Sweden. The flow map clearly communicates the relative popularity of the different route
options in this area. (Background map: Positron © OpenStreetMap contributors and CARTO)

Extracting suitable samples from large movement datasets is no simple task. To avoid
sampling, Pallotta et al. (2013) instead use incremental DBSCAN to identify waypoints.
However, tuning DBSCAN parameters ‘for good waypoint identiﬁcation is not possible when
dealing with areas with varying density’ (Dobrkovic et al., 2018, p. 25). Approaches addressing
the issue of varying density include lattice or grid-based DBSCAN (Xiao et al., 2017) as well
as other clustering algorithms, such as OPTICS (Rinzivillo et al., 2008) or genetic algorithms
(Dobrkovic et al., 2018). In Graser et al. (2020), we present M³ – a movement data exploration
model that uses an incremental grid-based clustering algorithm. M³ runs in distributed
computing environments and is therefore scaleable to large datasets that exceed the processing
capacity of individual machines. Besides location information, M³ also takes other movement
characteristics, such as speed and direction, into account. However, Graser et al. (2020) do not
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cover the follow-up step of computing flows. To address this gap, this paper proposes an
algorithm for computing flows from massive movement datasets.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents our incremental flow
computation algorithm; Section 3 presents a case study with massive vessel movement data;
finally, Section 4 draws conclusions and provides an outlook for future work.

2

Methodology

Conceptually similar to Andrienko & Andrienko (2011), our proposed flow extraction method
is based on a two-step process. First, we extract prototypes from the movement data. These
prototypes describe movement characteristics in a certain geographic area and contain the
following information:
•
•
•

Number of input location records (similar to density surfaces but with support for
multiple prototypes per grid cell)
Geographical distribution (mean coordinates and variance) of location records
Distributions (mean and variance) of direction, speed and other characteristics
available in the location records (including temporal or seasonal information).

In the second step, we determine flows between prototypes, including information about:
•
•

Distribution of travel speeds
Number of observed transitions.

The details of both steps are described in the following subsections.

2.1 Extracting prototypes
This step is based on the M³ model introduced in Graser et al. (2020). In short, movement
data records are clustered into prototypes using an incremental algorithm based on Vector
Quantization. In Vector Quantization, probability density functions are modeled by the
distribution of so-called prototype vectors. In our approach, these prototypes describe
movement properties using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). Each GMM consists of a set
of components 𝐶𝐶. Each component 𝑐𝑐 has a set of parameters 𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 = {𝝁𝝁𝒄𝒄 , 𝑺𝑺𝒄𝒄 }, where 𝝁𝝁𝒄𝒄 is the
mean value vector and 𝑺𝑺𝒄𝒄 is the covariance matrix of the multivariate Gaussian. The LeaderFollower clustering (Duda et al., 2001) approach employed adds new data points to the closest
existing cluster or creates a new cluster if a specified distance threshold dmax between the data
point and the closest cluster is exceeded. To allow for distributed processing, movement data
is split using a spatiotemporal grid. The contents of each grid cell are then processed
independently.

2.2 Computing flows
After the prototypes have been computed, our new flow algorithm computes transitions
between pairs of prototypes. Like the prototypes, our flows are also modeled using GMMs.
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The information modeled in each flow includes but is not limited to the number of transitions
and the speed distribution. An object moving from prototype A to prototype B triggers an
update of the corresponding flow. To allow for distributed processing, each node in the
distributed computing environment needs a copy of the previously computed prototypes.
Before flows can be computed, movement records are grouped by moving-object ID, sorted
chronologically, and then split into trajectories. Each moving object is processed
independently. The complete flow algorithm (as illustrated in Figure 2) can be summarized as
follows:
1. Create trajectories (i.e. sequences of chronologically ordered records) for individual
moving objects:
a.

Split continuous movement tracks at stops and observation gaps and remove
outliers
b. Optionally: generalize the trajectories to reduce data size.

2. For each trajectory:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Let x be the next record in the trajectory
Find the most similar prototype μ∗
Let dmax be the distance threshold
If |x − μ∗ | ≤ dmax and μ∗ is different from the previous prototype:
i. Let 𝛾𝛾 be the flow between μ∗ and the previous prototype
ii. Let 𝛼𝛼𝑥𝑥 , 𝛼𝛼𝛾𝛾 , 𝛼𝛼μ∗ be the directions of x, 𝛾𝛾, and μ∗ respectively
iii. Let 𝜎𝜎𝛼𝛼μ∗ be the standard deviation of the direction of μ∗
iv. Let 𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 be the direction difference threshold
v. If |𝛼𝛼𝑥𝑥 − 𝛼𝛼μ∗ | ≤ 𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and |𝛼𝛼𝑥𝑥 − 𝛼𝛼𝛾𝛾 | ≤ 𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and |𝛼𝛼𝑥𝑥 − 𝛼𝛼μ∗ | ≤
2𝜎𝜎𝛼𝛼μ∗ :
1. Update the flow properties: travel speed and number of
transitions
2. Update the previous prototype reference.
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Figure 2: Flow diagram for the flow algorithm

Both algorithms for extracting prototypes and computing flows were implemented in Apache
Spark. Spark (Zaharia et al., 2010) is a general-purpose cluster-computing framework that
supports distributed computing on large datasets which do not fit into the available memory.
This is important for processing large movement datasets. For the prototype extraction, only
the (intermediate) prototypes and the particular movement record currently being worked on
have to be kept in the memory. Similarly, for the flow computations, only the prototypes, the
(intermediate) flow results, and the trajectory currently being worked on have to be kept in the
memory for each iteration.

3

Case study

This case study aims to extract movement patterns from massive maritime vessel movement
data. Vessel movements are tracked by the Automatic Identification System (AIS), which
requires that vessels above a certain size broadcast their position and status.

3.1 Input data and cluster setup
The data used in this study were published by the Danish Maritime Authority; our dataset
contains 350 million records covering July 2017. To store this data for distributed processing,
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we use GeoMesa Accumulo. GeoMesa provides fast spatiotemporal indexing (Hughes et al.
2015) to help store and access spatiotemporal data. GeoMesa also provides spatial analysis
functions that can be called by Spark.
The computer cluster used in this case study comprises eight data nodes: three nodes with two
Intel Xeon E5-2430L CPUs and 32G RAM each, three nodes with two Intel Xeon E5-2660
v3 and 64G RAM each, and two nodes with two Intel Xeon Gold 6136 each. The operating
system and HDFS ﬁle system reside on SSDs. The setup is based on Apache Hadoop 2.7 and
managed using Ambari 2.6.

3.2 Results
Figure 3 and Figure 4 present the resulting prototypes and flows for two different vessel types
– passenger and tanker vessels – in the area surrounding Gothenburg, Sweden. Wide flow lines
in Figure 3 highlight frequent ferry connections in this area. These connections include local
ferries that travel back and forth between the mainland and various islands along the coast, as
well as long-distance ferry connections heading towards Denmark and Germany in the southwest.

Figure 3: Passenger vessel prototypes (arrows) and flows (connections between arrows)
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The tanker flows presented in Figure 4 are mostly focused on the main corridor entering the
port of Gothenburg. Smaller flows indicate tankers providing services to islands. Tangles of
flow lines and prototypes pointing in various directions in the highlighted region indicate an
anchorage area. Indeed, comparisons of these movement patterns and mapped maritime
information (Sjöfartsverket, 2016) confirm that this region is a dedicated anchorage area.

Figure 4: Tanker vessel prototypes (arrows) and flows (connections between arrows). The red circle marks
an anchorage area containing tangles of flow lines and prototypes pointing in various directions

Since our flows also include information about mean movement speeds and speed
distributions, they also support a more in-depth exploration of speed patterns than regular
flow maps (Andrienko & Andrienko, 2011), which model flow strength but not flow speed
distribution. For example, Figure 5 shows the speed patterns of passenger vessels. Wide lines
indicate a high variation in speed values along a flow. The northern route into and out of the
harbor of Gothenburg is particularly noteworthy for its high variations of speed. Information
about regions with high speed variation is particularly relevant since these areas need to be
watched more closely because accidents are more likely to happen where lots of vessels are
moving at different speeds. At its western end, this route splits into darker (higher speed) and
lighter (lower speed) routes with lower speed variation. This indicates that vessels with
different speed characteristics follow different routes from thereon.
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Figure 5: Passenger speed patterns: mean flow speeds (line colour: darker colours equal higher speeds)
and speed variation (line width)

As this case study shows, our flows enable the exploration of movement patterns regarding
the spatial distribution and density of trajectories, as well as the flow-specific distribution of
movement speeds. We discovered, for example, anchorage areas that could be confirmed by
official port maps, as well as routes with very high variations in vessel speed which could be
important for safety considerations.

4

Discussion

The most critical step in the flow computation is the creation of trajectories. While Spark
provides high-level functions for grouping and aggregating records, these are mostly geared
towards dealing with unsorted data. If high-level Spark core functionality is used incorrectly,
an aggregator needs to collect and sort the entire trajectory in the main memory of a single
processing node. Consequently, analyses frequently run into out-of-memory errors when
dealing with large datasets. Third-party libraries such as Spark-sorted (Tresata, 2020) provide
groupSort, a functionality required to group, sort and iteratively process massive datasets. It
never materializes the group for a given key in memory, but instead offers iterator-based
streaming of the sorted data. This functionality helps to efficiently build the trajectories which
are necessary for computing flows.
The runtime of the computations depends on a variety of factors, including the size of the
input dataset, the characteristics of the compute cluster setup (such as the number of Spark
executors and their assigned memory), and the spatial resolution of the model (dmax and nmax
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in the prototype extraction step). Models with fewer prototypes and larger cells can be
computed faster but provide a less detailed representation of the original observations. A
detailed runtime evaluation and sensitivity analysis of the prototype algorithm is provided in
Graser et al. (2020). The runtime of the trajectory creation step depends on the efficiency of
the groupSort implementation. The runtime of the flow computation step depends on the
efficiency of the implementation for finding the matching prototype and thus on the spatial
indexing method used.
While the prototype algorithm allows for continuous updates and can therefore handle
continuous streams of input data, the flow algorithm does not allow for continuous updates.
Flows would have to be recomputed (at least locally) whenever prototypes changed. Therefore,
the algorithm does not support exploration of continuous data streams. However, it can be
used to explore large historical datasets. To support incremental updates of the flow model, it
needs to be integrated into the prototype computation steps. An incremental flow model must
keep track of the last observed positions of all moving objects within the system. This
introduces considerable memory requirements, since every computational node needs access
to this information.
The quality of the flows presented in the case study was assessed using visual plausibility
checks. Both the form of the flows (geometries) as well as their strength and speed show
expected patterns and are therefore deemed suitable for the exploration of this movement
dataset. A quantitative evaluation requires a measure for how well the computed flows
represent the original trajectories. To the best of our knowledge, there is no established
method that addresses this specific issue. However, measures used to evaluate trajectory
generalization algorithms may be adaptable to this issue.

5

Conclusions and future work

We have presented a novel algorithm for extracting flow patterns from large movement
datasets. Our new flow algorithm builds on the distributed movement data exploration model
M³ and enables the distributed computation of flows between prototypes. We have
demonstrated the usefulness of this approach in a case study involving a large dataset of
maritime vessel movements.
While the visualizations in this case study enable a qualitative evaluation of the resulting flows,
questions remain pertaining to the quantitative evaluation of the flows. Future work should
therefore include the development of quantitative measures that can be used to assess the
quality of aggregated flow information.
Potential uses cases for flow data are not limited to data exploration. In the future, we plan to
use movement patterns extracted from historical data in predictive analytics, for example, to
provide location predictions as well as to estimate time of arrival.
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